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1. OVERVIEW
The Long-Range Plan (LRP) describes National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) activities and
initiatives that support the NRAO Strategic Plan for the five years beyond the current Preliminary Program
Operating Plan (POP), and is updated annually to incorporate the latest Observatory scientific, technical,
and budgetary developments. The NRAO designs, builds, and operates the most capable astronomical
telescopes and instruments at radio wavelengths and currently operates a complementary suite of three
state-of-the-art telescopes, each the world leader in its domain: the international Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), and the Very Long
Baseline Array (VLBA).

1.1 Strategic Goals
The NRAO Strategic Plan was adopted in Fiscal Year (FY) 2009 and last updated in FY2017. It provides a
compelling long-term vision for the NRAO and strategic guidance for future Observatory initiatives
seeking to enhance the NRAO’s role as the nation’s core competency in radio astronomy research
infrastructure and techniques, and as an invaluable resource for astronomy in the U.S. and indeed, the
world. The NRAO strategic goals over the next several years are:








Developing ALMA’s capabilities
Renewing VLA Infrastructure and Developing a next-generation VLA (ngVLA)
A VLA Sky Survey – VLASS
Central Development Laboratory: New Focus and Growth
Science-Ready Data Products from NRAO instruments
Expanding Education and Public Outreach, Broadening Participation
Square Kilometre Array Engagement

Details of these activities can be found in subsequent sections. To achieve these important goals, the
NRAO identifies the follow key actions:




Enhance User Support to Maximize Scientific Impact
Develop State-of-the-Art Instrumentation for Current and Future Facilities
Develop the NRAO’s Outstanding Scientists and Engineers: A Key Community Resource

1.2 Introduction to the Plan
This LRP describes FY2023–2027 activities, operations, and initiatives that support the NRAO Strategic Plan.
This is the sixth LRP crafted within the framework of the Cooperative Agreement established by the National
Science Foundation (NSF) with Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI) for the operation of the NRAO, and
extends one year beyond the Cooperative Agreement.
The LRP serves as the primary NRAO document for communicating the vision, mission, strategy, and
initiatives that will serve the user community and deliver the best science results. The established
President’s Request Level budget projection provides the financial basis of the projected budget and
staffing levels. NRAO has multiple sources of funding incorporated into this plan, including NSF Division
of Astronomical Sciences (NSF-AST) Cooperative Support Agreement (CSA) funds and other awards.
NRAO targets non-CSA sources of funds to overcome some challenges in the NSF funding allocation and
retain key employee skills. In addition to formally committed funding, assumptions are made about the
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availability of support for ngVLA design and development in advance of NSF or partner commitments, as
well as the ability to continue to attract external funding in support of the VLBA.
The NRAO develops its LRP by proactively assessing which activities should be pursued in addressing the
needs of the user community in a constrained fiscal environment, to represent a budget-balanced program.
The LRP describes the tasks and resources that will be used to accomplish the following high-level goals:




Continued successful operations of telescope facilities.
Focus on improving the community’s optimum scientific utilization of NRAO facilities.
Research and development to evolve the NRAO facilities based on the most scientifically promising
projects to help realize mid-scale facilities recommended by New Worlds, New Horizons (NWNH) in
Astronomy & Astrophysics.

Fitting the planned activities within the given budget profile will be accomplished by a well-established
Observatory-wide, science-driven prioritization review, carried out annually to ensure an optimum and
feasible POP is formulated.

1.3 Long-Range Plan Structure
Section 2 describes the key community-driven science goals, outlining a new vision for research built upon
science produced since the 2010 Decadal Survey, and how the new capabilities of NRAO facilities allow
the astronomy community to address the outstanding questions of New Worlds New Horizons (NWNH). It
then addresses the topics of science in the next half-decade, general development initiatives, and longerterm developments.
Included in each section are research and development activities which continually develop critical
capabilities for upgrading existing NRAO facilities and for next generation facilities; helping the community
realize mid-scale projects recommended by NWNH; and identifying and pursuing collaborations that lead
to new scientific initiatives, advancements in the state-of-the art technology, as well as potential funding
opportunities.
Section 3 details the telescope operation structure and plans for ALMA. The North American ALMA
strategic objectives and implementation plans are described, as well as the overall operations plans for the
ALMA divisions, which achieved steady state operations in FY2020 and will move to full operations in
the timeframe of this LRP.
Section 4 describes New Mexico Operations and development, including VLA, VLBA, and ngVLA. VLA
(Section 4.1) also describes the progress of the seven-year VLASS—a multi-epoch, 2–4 GHz survey with
the highest spatial resolution ever achieved for an all-sky radio survey—which will vastly increase access
to radio data products beyond the traditional radio astronomy community. New VLA capabilities will open
additional discovery space, such as the ability to detect very fast transients and generate such triggers for
other observatories. Section 4.2 covers the VLBA, with a focus on fiber network connections to all
antennas, vastly increasing the available data transmission rates, and a range of infrastructure and technical
upgrades. Section 4.3 describes ngVLA planning and development.
Central Development Laboratory (CDL) activities are described in Section 5. The CDL will lead much of
the technology development for the ngVLA while maintaining ALMA, the VLA, and the VLBA.
Observatory-wide services are addressed in Section 6 through 15.
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Section 6 describes Observatory science operations that will be coordinated by the Scientific Support and
Research (SSR) department. Through SSR, NRAO provides access to its facilities, expands access to new
users, enhances user services to facilitate achievement of their scientific objectives, and optimizes
operational efficiencies across the Observatory. Significant new initiatives have been launched to expand
and enhance user support at NRAO facilities: Telescope Time Allocation (TTA) process improvements,
the commitment to deliver Science Ready Data Products (SRDP), Scientific User Support (SUS) and Student
Programs, reference services, scientific staff, and Jansky Fellows.
Section 7 describes the Data Management and Software (DMS) department roles in the evolution of
NRAO user services, improving user interfaces, and the Common Astronomy Software Applications
(CASA) package.
Section 8 describes the activities of the Program Management Department (PMD). PMD provides
processes, templates, and training, as well as project management and systems engineering services.
These tools ensure that projects on all scales are initiated and led with the appropriate level of integrated
Project Management and System Engineering to obtain quality outcomes that meet stakeholder expectations.
Section 9 describes the activities and programs of the NRAO Education and Public Outreach (EPO)
department, which will work to achieve the public recognition and understanding for NRAO facilities,
science, achievements, and people, and to engage students in evolving educational opportunities. The
NRAO EPO programs contribute to the fulfillment of the NSF mandate for the achievement of Broader
Impacts and broadening participation.
Section 10 details the Office of Diversity and Inclusion (ODI) efforts that will focus on broader impacts,
new and ongoing pipeline initiatives, workforce hiring, retention, training, and workplace culture. As a
national laboratory, NRAO recognizes its responsibility to reflect, to the greatest extent possible, the
nature and diversity of the U.S. population.
Section 11 describes how the Human Resources (HR) department takes a leadership role to provide services
that reinforce the concept that employees are NRAO’s most valuable resource.
Section 12 details the Administration (Admin) department plans regarding facilities and sustainability,
and management of Observatory Business Services, Contracts and Procurement (CAP),
Environmental Safety and Security (ES&S), Management Information Systems (MIS), and the
Technology Transfer Office (TTO).
Section 13 describes the Computing Information Services (CIS) staff and infrastructure demands met in a
close partnership with DMS, provisioning and supporting critical science support services.
Section 14 describes the Budget department’s evolving responsibilities surrounding multiple awards.
In the timeframe of this LRP, Budget will also oversee the financial planning process, manage the
Internal Common Cost (ICC) rate, and build a financial model for ngVLA activities.
Section 15 describes the Director’s Office activities, including providing executive management and
leadership for the Observatory, scientific research, and community relations. The Director, Chief Scientist,
the Scientific Communications Office, Spectrum Management, and NRDZ development are all part of the
Director’s Office.
Three appendices provide supplementary detail: Appendix A – resource projections for FY2023–2027;
Appendix B – major milestones; Appendix C – reference list, and Appendix D – acronym definitions.
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1.4 Financial and Budget Considerations
The LRP budget assumes NSF funding consistent with the current funding streams identified for CSA-V, CSAA, and CSA-L, as well as continuing ALMA North American partner contributions from Canada and Taiwan.
In addition, the budget assumes the ability to carryover funds from year-to-year; the importance of which will
be demonstrated below. The budget assumes that development work on ngVLA will continue through the
CSA-N and CSA-P vehicles, but does not include assumptions regarding a transition to construction.
NRAO continues to experience significant pressure from the cost of compensation. The Observatories
continuously explore the best mix of benefits, benefits carriers, and compensation resulting in the ability to
recruit and retain staff. Changes may be required over the course of this contract.
NRAO has responsibility for managing the North American risk associated with the cost of the Joint ALMA
Observatory (JAO) in Chile. Exchange rate fluctuations, fuel price volatility, and JAO out-year budget growth,
owing to evolving maintenance and equipment overhaul requirements, all have the potential to significantly
impact NRAO’s budget. Despite recent volatility, the peso/dollar relationship continues to have a favorable
relationship as measured against historic standards, relaxing some budget stress of the last several years. At
the same time, the JAO management has moved to regularize their budget process and policies. These steps,
along with the steadfast partner commitment, have moved the JAO to a position of greater financial stability,
enabling long-range planning.
While the North American responsibilities to the ALMA development program are expressed in annual terms,
delivery of the development program means that the outlays are not linear through fiscal years. In addition,
awards may be made for periods longer than a year, and NRAO cannot govern the spend rate of awardees
within the award period. For these reasons, it is vital that the ALMA program be able to retain unspent funds
during the period of this plan and possibly beyond.
This plan assumes that a ~50% fraction of ALMA development awards are competitively awarded to the CDL
either as the Principal Investigator (PI) or through a subcontract. This is important to maintaining CDL strategic
and core competencies. Shortfalls or overages in the awarding of these funds to the CDL will produce stresses
on maintaining a steady-state staff. However, since ALMA development awards are competitively funded and
selected through an independent process, this funding is not guaranteed.
This plan incorporates anticipated and awarded funding for the ngVLA design and development program. This
funding comprises committed and yet-to-be committed funds from NSF and/or other partners.
The initial part of the VLA infrastructure renewal program, begun in 2016, is complete and NRAO has moved
that resource stream to other activities. Delivery of the infrastructure renewal program is summarized in
Table 4.2.4. Again, given the highly variable expense of certain program elements, it is critical that NRAO be
able to carryover funds from one year to the next, to accomplish important ongoing maintenance items, such
as the VLA track.
This LRP reflects the reintegration of the VLBA through CSA-L into NRAO in 2019, and includes the non-NSF
sources associated with that instrument.
NRAO has a Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate Agreement (NICRA) providing recovery for its Indirect Common
Cost (ICC) activities. The rates cover a larger base than just the NRAO award addressed by this plan. Should
the base change materially, e.g., if GBO were to exit AUI or stop being covered by the ICC, this would have a
material effect on the rates and subsequently on the budget—especially in the latter years of the plan. No
assumption to this effect (GBO exit) has been made.
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1.5 NRAO Telescope Facilities
The state-of-the-art astronomical research facilities operated and managed by the NRAO include: the
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA); the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA); and
the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA).

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array enables transformational research into the physics of
the cold Universe. ALMA can probe the origin of the first heavy elements and image interstellar gas in the
process of forming new planets, opening multiple new windows on cosmic origins. ALMA provides
unprecedented sensitivity and imaging fidelity in the millimeter/submillimeter observing windows.
Located at 5000m altitude in northern Chile, ALMA is a reconfigurable interferometric array of fifty 12m
radio telescopes, plus twelve 7m and four 12m radio telescopes in a compact array, operating at
frequencies from 30–950 GHz (10–0.3 mm wavelength). Each of the annual ALMA Call for Proposals has
attracted extraordinary community interest, resulting in a sustained, high number of proposals and
oversubscription rates that exceed all other existing large facilities. The scientific results generated by
scientists using ALMA since its inception have transformed numerous fields of astrophysics.
The North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC), based at NRAO headquarters in Charlottesville,
VA, supports the use of ALMA by the North American scientific community, and conducts research for
future ALMA development and upgrades. Users can visit the NAASC to process and analyze their ALMA
data with assistance from the scientific and technical staff. The NAASC is operated by NRAO in
partnership with the National Research Council of Canada, Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics.
ALMA is an international astronomy facility, a partnership of the European Organization for Astronomical
Research in the Southern Hemisphere (ESO), the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF), and the
National Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) of Japan, in cooperation with the Republic of Chile.

Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array is a centimeter-wavelength telescope array of unparalleled sensitivity,
frequency coverage, and imaging capability. Located at 2140m altitude on the Plains of San Agustin in westcentral New Mexico, the VLA is an interferometric telescope array of twenty-eight 25m radio telescopes
in an extended, reconfigurable array operating at frequencies of 1–50 GHz (30cm–6mm). Full science
operations of the upgraded array were achieved in 2013. The primary science goals of the VLA can be
summarized as follows.
The Magnetic Universe: Magnetic fields are important in most astrophysical contexts but are difficult
to observe. The sensitivity, frequency agility, and spectral capability of the VLA allow astronomers to trace
the magnetic fields in X-ray emitting galaxy clusters, image the polarized emission in thousands of spiral
galaxies, and map the 3D structure of magnetic fields on the Sun.
The Obscured Universe: Phenomena such as star formation and accretion onto massive black holes
occur behind dense screens of dust and gas that render optical and infrared observations impossible. The
VLA observes through these screens to probe the atmospheres of giant planets, measure thermal jet
motions in young stellar objects, and to image the densest regions in nearby starburst galaxies.
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The Evolving Universe: The formation of stars and galaxies, and the evolution of the gas content of the
Universe, are fundamental to our understanding of the Universe. Radio data can trace the evolution of
neutral hydrogen and molecular gas, and provide extinction-free measurements of synchrotron, thermal
free-free, and dust emission. The VLA can distinguish dust from free-free emission in disks and jets within
local star-forming regions, and can measure the star-formation rate, irrespective of dust extinction, in highredshift galaxies.

Very Long Baseline Array
The Very Long Baseline Array is the premier ultra-high-resolution radio-wavelength array in the world,
with applications ranging from submilliarcsecond resolution imaging to microarcsecond astrometry. The
instrument consists of ten 25m-diameter radio telescopes spread across the contiguous United States,
Hawaii, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, and a state-of-the-art software correlator facility in Socorro, New
Mexico. The VLBA operates at observing frequencies from 300 MHz–90 GHz (wavelengths 1.0 m–3.3 mm).
The VLBA will continue to evolve throughout FY2023–2027 so that the strongly supportive U.S. and
international user community can exploit its capabilities and make major contributions to high priority
science frontier discovery areas, particularly astrometry and time domain astronomy, where the VLBA
will play leading roles in the coming decade and beyond.
Survey science at milliarcsecond resolutions has become practical via advances in correlator technology
deployed by the NRAO. The next decade will see, for the first time, deep Very Long Baseline
Interferometry (VLBI) imaging of tens of thousands of galaxies that can already be studied at other
wavelengths with deep exposures and through this, the VLBA will shed new light on the origin of the
radio emission.
The VLBA will also continue to be a major contributor to the geodetic observations that construct and
maintain the fundamental reference frame used by all astronomers. This International Celestial Reference
Frame (ICRF) comprises a grid of quasars for which the positions are known to accuracies better than
one milliarcsecond. Maintenance of the ICRF is important and requires continuing observations to account
for the evolution of the member quasars, and the VLBA will continue to contribute high quality data
towards future ICRF updates and play a critical role in extending the ICRF to higher radio frequencies.

1.6 Services Provided to the Green Bank Observatory
NRAO maintains a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the Green Bank Observatory (GBO) which is
renewed on a yearly basis by mutual agreement.
The SLA documents services and activities that NRAO provides to the GBO, and vice-versa. Several
independent statements of work, each with a point-of-contact, are specified within a common
framework. The SLA is established with the understanding that for all the identified work packages, the
GBO will be provided with a service level, quality, and responsiveness consistent with and
undifferentiated from that provided within NRAO. The SLA documents areas in which shared services
provide either clear advantages to the NRAO and GBO, or areas in which shared services have
significant cost savings or other advantages for the GBO. Areas of shared activities are meetings,
colloquia, and a shared science program. NRAO and GBO expect the SLA to evolve over the LRP
period based on the status and needs of each Observatory.
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As sister organizations within AUI, the NRAO and the GBO will continue to share resources and
services beyond what is described by the SLA as feasible and through the use of direct cost
reimbursement. Such shared services will be handled on a case-by-case basis.
The following NRAO divisions and programmatic activities are staffed, from a skills and force
perspective, to provide services to GBO.








Science Support and Research
Student Programs and Training
Conferences, Workshops, Colloquia, and Lectures
Data Management and Software
Computer and Information Services
Communications
Spectrum Management

Requisite incremental funding in support of the SLA effort is provided by GBO directly or through the
Internal Common Cost pool which provides support for a large package of common administrative and
programmatic activities. The ICC pool is described in other NRAO documents.
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2 COMMUNITY-DRIVEN SCIENCE GOALS
2.1 Science in the Next Half-Decade
The recommendations from the Astro2020 Decadal Survey are expected imminently. The NRAO has
provided assistance and leadership to the radio community throughout the process, including support of
numerous white papers related to existing facilities and radio science programs. The NRAO’s flagship
large facility development programs, ALMA2030, and the next generation Very Large Array were
formulated with broad input and support from the astrophysical and engineering community. These
facilities are being designed to optimize science return from radio astronomy moving into the mid-21st
century, focusing on forefront questions in modern astronomy and physics, from planet formation and the
development of life, to the extremes of general relativity.
The science program for the ngVLA reflects the extraordinary versatility of the instrument. The ngVLA
will open new frontiers in sensitivity, resolution, and time-domain astronomy, operating from 1 GHz to
115 GHz. The ngVLA represents the necessary advances in radio astronomy required to parallel the major
advances in multi-messenger astronomy, such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO), IceCube, and the Rubin Observatory. The
ngVLA offers the unique radio perspective on paramount cosmic questions, including the nature of black
holes, the formation of the first galaxies, and making movies of planet formation on sub-Astronomical Unit
(sub-AU) scales. In the next year, the ngVLA will undergo its conceptual design review, proceeding to the
preliminary and critical design reviews within the LRP five-year window. A major milestone during this
period will be the design and testing of the ngVLA 18m antenna—the critical element in the facility design.
Part of this development will include exploration of real-time long baseline correlation using the VLBA.
The ALMA project makes the first steps toward the ALMA2030 vision, using development funding. This
vision focuses on dramatically improved spectral line observational capabilities, as well as significant
improvements in array sensitivity, through the development of a new correlator, Local Oscillator/
Intermediate Frequency system, and receiver band upgrades. Long-range goals remain increases in spatial
resolution and collecting area. ALMA will remain the premier instrument to image planet formation, and
study dust and atomic and molecular line tracers of star formation throughout the Universe. In parallel,
ALMA will continue to improve its phasing capabilities, acting as the anchor element in the Event Horizon
Telescope (EHT)—the only facility capable of obtaining direct images of the event horizons of black holes.
These future facilities will place the NRAO firmly in the world of big data, and will put extreme demands
on data processing and analysis. The Science Ready Data Products (SRDP) program leads the field in
developing the tools for observation preparation, science ready data products, and archival research, while
CASA remains the global platform for radio astronomical data analysis. These tools enhance access of the
broad astronomical community to current and future NRAO facilities.
In the reporting period, the VLA Sky Survey will have completed its unprecedented multi-epoch, highresolution imaging of the accessible radio sky. This survey is already making major discoveries in timevariable cosmic phenomena. The NRAO will continue discussion with the Square Kilometre Array project
to coordinate science and technical development in radio astronomy from 50 MHz to 900 GHz.

Time Domain Studies and Fundamental Physics
The VLA and VLBA will continue to push the frontiers of time-domain astrophysics, through large
programs focused on studies of a wide range of transient cosmic phenomena, including tidal disruption
events (TDE), fast radio bursts (FRB), and gravitational wave sources. The VLASS and the VLA Low Band
Ionospheric and Transient Experiment (VLITE) commensal survey at 340 MHz have already shown their
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power to identify new types of variable cosmic radio sources, including identifying the youngest radio
active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the early Universe, and rebrightening of radio supernovae in nearby galaxies.
The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) O4 observing run will start in FY2023
with increased sensitivity and event rate. Based on the key role the VLA and VLBA played in the
localization and physical characterization of the first gravitational wave source, the NRAO expects studies
of gravitational wave sources to become a major area of focus for NRAO facilities, and the NRAO is
implementing new tools and procedures to best explore the new gravitational wave window on the
Universe. LIGO has spurred interest in binary compact objects, and the VLBA is the only instrument that
can achieve the physical resolution required to probe the sub-parsec scale relativistic jets formed during
black hole mergers. The North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves (NANOGrav)
has launched a large program that includes the VLA, GBT, and the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping
Experiment (CHIME) as a pulsar timing array designed to detect the statistical gravitational wave
background from massive binary compact objects and, possibly, from the Big Bang itself.
The IceCube neutrino observatory will be upgraded over the FY2022–2023 season, decreasing the energy
threshold and increasing statistics for this new, non-electromagnetic, window on the cosmos. The VLBA
will continue to play a unique role in the study of high energy neutrino sources identified by IceCube, as
was clearly demonstrated in the direct imaging of pc-scale relativistic jets in the first extragalactic neutrino
source, the blazar radio source, TXS 0506+056. Large programs are underway with the VLBA to obtain
synoptic imaging of large samples of radio Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and blazars.
The ability of radio interferometers to probe the most extreme physical environments has been
demonstrated recently with ultra-high resolution imaging of the supermassive black hole in M87 with the
EHT, global VLBI, and the VLBA. These results include imaging of the magnetic field structure in the
accretion disk close to the event horizon, showing a spiral-like field structure, with fields that are
potentially strong enough to control accretion onto the black hole. The global VLBI studies have revealed
the details of the relativistic jet structure in M87 in exquisite detail, covering five orders of magnitude in
spatial scale.

Figure 2.1.1.1: Observations of the relativistic jet, and Einstein ring, in M87, from 20 micro-arcsecond to arcsec scales, and
from radio to gamma ray wavelengths (EHT collaboration 2021, ApJ, 911, L11).
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Solar System
The origins of the Solar System, and life therein, remain paramount questions in modern astrophysics, and
for the general public. The VLA and ALMA will continue to push the boundaries of radio studies of Solar
System objects from the Moon to the Kuiper Belt. The power of these facilities in the study in planetary
science was emphasized with recent observations of Neptune down to 0.1” resolution. These
observations probe deep into the atmosphere, to 50 bar. Large latitudinal variations in the brightness
temperature are seen, with the south polar region being substantially warmer than mid-latitudes, indicating
strong global circulation, while the H2S to NH3 ratio suggests dissolution of ammonia in an ionic/superionic
water ocean at 20 Gigapascal

Figure 2.1.2.1: VLA and ALMA images of Uranus (Tollefson et al. 2021, PSJ, 2, 105).

The VLA and ALMA have become important tools in the study of Solar activity, including flares, spicules,
and plages, working in concert with space missions such as the Parker Solar Probe. These phenomena
provide the key to understanding the origins of space weather, and its potential impact on the Earth.
Recently, the unique capabilities of the VLA, coupled with in situ measurements by the Parker Solar Probe,
provided a measure of the Faraday Rotation through a coronal mass ejection event, yielding a magnetic
field strength ~30 mG at 10 Ro. These studies will accelerate in the next few years, as the Parker Probe
approaches perihelion.

Figure 2.1.2.2: Left: Solar and Heliospheric Observatory coronographic image of a coronal mass ejection, showing the location
of background radio sources used for Faraday rotation measurements with the VLA. Right: Time behavior of the rotation
measures with passage of the Coronal Mass Ejection in front of source 1 (Kooi et al. 2021, Solar Physics, 296, 11).

Over the reporting period, the NRAO will be designing a powerful radar system on the GBT. Coupled
with the VLBA as the receiving element, this system will provide unprecedented capabilities for radar
imaging of planetary objects down to meter-scales for the Moon and near-Earth objects.
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Star and Planet Formation, and the Search for Life beyond the Earth
Over the next five years, ALMA will remain the premier instrument for imaging planet formation, extending
its reach beyond just dust, to the molecular gas distribution and dynamics—key physical diagnostics in the
study of planet formation. Inroads into these processes have been made by the Disk Substructures at High
Angular Resolution Project (DSHARP) large program with ALMA CO 3–2 imaging. This program has
revealed, for the first time, clear rotation of a proto-planetary disk, providing a dynamical mass estimate of
the star and disk, with: Mstar = 0.46 M⊙ and Mdisk = 0.08 Mo. This system has a 14 AU wide gap at 69 AU
radius, suggesting a 0.1 MJ forming planet. Departures from Keplerian rotation around the gap suggest
instabilities which likely lead to planet formation.

Figure 2.1.3.1: Left: ALMA image of thermal emission from warm dust in Elias 2-27, a massive proto-planetary disk
associated with a 0.8 M⊙ M-dwarf star. Right: CO 3-2 total intensity and velocity field (Benedetta et al. 2021, ApJ, 914, L27;
Paneque-Carreno et al. 2021, ApJ, 914, 88).

ALMA has unparalleled capabilities to study the interstellar molecular gas that is forming stars. The release
of the Physics at High Angular Resolution in Nearby Galaxies (PHANGS) survey with ALMA represents
an unprecedented study of the physics of molecular clouds in galaxies in the nearby Universe, down to
scales of giant molecular clouds. Ongoing large programs are extending these studies to the complexities
of astrochemistry during planet formation, as well as extragalactic astrochemistry. In parallel, the VLA has
started an X-program to obtain similar resolution imaging of the HI in nearby galaxies.
The VLA will continue to play a key role in studying star and planet formation, including imaging of the
coldest dust, as well as AU-scale imaging of thermal jets emerging from forming stars. Large programs are
in progress to perform tens of milliarcsecond resolution imaging of the large dust grains in maturing protoplanetary disks, and the influence of planets on these disks.
The high sensitivity of the VLA is also required to study stellar flaring activity, and possible star-planet
magnetospheric interactions, critical to the potential development of life. Over the reporting period, the
NRAO, in collaboration with the Search for Extraterrestial Life (SETI) institute and others, will be investigating
a real-time, commensal system at the VLA to search for radio signatures of extraterrestrial intelligent life.
The VLA remains the most sensitive instrument covering the 5–50 GHz range, down to tens of
milliarcsecond resolution. The power of the VLA to study a broad range of processes in the interstellar
medium has been highlighted recently with the results from the Global view on Star formation in the Milky
Way (GLOSTAR) Galactic plane survey from 4 to 8 GHz. The survey presents a rich data set, including
methanol and formaldehyde lines, radio recombination lines, and sensitive broad-band continuum. The
survey reveals new supernova remnants, young stellar objects, HII regions, stellar masers, and Galactic
non-thermal continuum, in unprecedented detail.
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Figure 2.1.3.2: VLA 10 GHz image of the Galactic Plane from the GLOSTAR survey (Brunthaler et al. 2021, A&A, 651, 85).

The VLBA has recently demonstrated its ability as a planet finder, by observing stellar non-thermal radio
emission, and tracking the wobble in the motion of the star on sub-milliarcsecond scales, due to the
gravitational pull of the planet. This capability will be exploited fully in the coming five years.

Galaxies and Galaxy Formation
ALMA and the VLA provide the required sensitivity and resolution to image the cool gas in the most
distant galaxies, including the molecular gas through CO emission, and the cool atomic gas through the
[CII] 158 µm line. The ALMA Spectroscopic Survey in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (ASPECS) large
program has recently been published, presenting the most quantitative measurement of the evolution of
the baryon content of galaxies from the present, back to the first galaxies. These studies provide key input
into the ngVLA design.
The first results from the Reionization Era Bright Emission Line Survey (REBELS) and the ALMA Large
Program to Investigate CII at Early Times (ALPINE) have been published, focused on detecting [CII] 158
µm emission from distant galaxies. These are the first large programs that truly exploit the power of
the [CII] line to study Interstellar Medium (ISM) physics and galaxy dynamics to the highest redshifts.
ALPINE has performed the first systematic survey of [CII] emission from galaxies at z ~ 4–5. These results
provide the best gas dynamical study of early galaxies to date, revealing a rich mix of rotating disks,
powerful outflows, major mergers, and halos on tens of kiloparsec-scales.
The REBELS survey pushes [CII] searches to z = 6.5–7.7, probing down to galaxies with star formation
rates as low as 20 M⊙ yr-1. This survey has revolutionized our understanding of the cool gas content
of galaxies within a few hundred Myr of the Big Bang, tripling the number of known [CII] 158 µm
emitters known at these extreme redshifts. The results also accentuate the unique power of ALMA
as a “redshift machine,” able to determine redshifts for dusty galaxies that may be problematic with
optical spectroscopy.
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Figure 2.1.4.1: Left: ALMA spectra of [CII] 158 µm emission from the REBELS sample at z=6.5–7.7 (Bouwens et al. 2021,
arXiv:2106:13719). Right: image of the 30 kiloparsec [CII] halo around a z=4.7 galaxy from the ALPINE survey (Ginofli et a. A&A 643, 7).

Radio deep fields made with the VLA are now reaching to ~ 1 µJy sensitivity. The Great Observatories
All-Sky LIRG Survey (GOALS), coupled with gravitational lensing, has detected radio emission from
galaxies with star formation rates as low as 10 M⊙ yr-1. These studies are clear path-finders for future
deep fields with the ngVLA and the SKA.

2.2 General Development Initiatives
VLA Sky Survey
NRAO is making the first synoptic survey of the radio sky, the VLA Sky Survey (VLASS). VLASS delivers
the highest angular resolution survey of the entire sky visible to the VLA, spans an octave in radio
frequency (2–4 GHz), and is calibrated in the Stokes polarization parameters IQU. The survey will be
carried out in three epochs over seven years to allow searches for transients and variable sources. VLASS
observations began in September 2017, and the third epoch is scheduled for completion in 2024. Science
results are already coming from the first generation Quick Look data products, especially in the field of
time domain science. As more epochs and higher quality data products (including Stokes Q and U), are
added over the next few years, the science output from VLASS will further expand.

Science Ready Data Products
The Science Ready Data Products (SRDP) initiative aims to improve the experience for users of radio
interferometry data from the NRAO’s telescopes by providing researchers with quality-assured data that
is ready for analysis. The initiative is also providing tools for data processing, reprocessing, and discovery
through an updated archive interface. The SRDP initiative is removing the burden of data processing
(human effort and computing capacity) from the user, enabling researchers to focus more on science than
on data reduction. This will help broaden the NRAO user community by reducing the technical expertise
barrier inherent in the complexity of radio interferometry data.
The SRDP project entered operations in FY2021 providing the following capabilities to users:
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Download of restored (calibrated) measurement sets for ALMA and the VLA,
A refreshed archive interface serving VLA and ALMA data and images;
Quality Assurance on VLA pipeline-calibrated data (continuum modes for most bands);
User-specified re-imaging for ALMA data cubes (spectral selection and angular resolution).

In FY2022, the SRDP project aims to provide the following additional capabilities:






VLA continuum imaging as a standard product and user-specified;
Quality Assured VLA data for S-band;
Time Critical data deliveries;
VLA recalibration of archival data; and
Online data visualization in the NRAO archive with CARTA.

Throughout FY2023–2027, the SRDP project will round out its capabilities by introducing:






Science quality VLA spectral line imaging;
Quality Assured VLA data for L-band
ALMA recalibration;
Self-calibration within the ALMA/VLA imaging pipeline; and
Multi-configuration imaging for the VLA and ALMA.

Extra-Large (X)-Proposals
The NRAO has initiated the Extra-Large Proposal (X-proposal) program for the VLA, involving proposals
of over 1000 hours. The program is geared toward exploring some of the key science that will drive the
design of future large facilities, such as the ngVLA and ALMA2030. The first X-program has commenced,
involving high resolution imaging of the neutral hydrogen in nearby galaxies.

Low Frequency Radio Astronomy
The NRAO is pursuing multiple programs in support of low frequency radio astronomy at the VLA.
Over the reporting period, the new 74 MHz system will begin routine operation, working in concert
with the Long Wavelength Array (LWA) stations in New Mexico, operated by the University of New
Mexico. The NRAO will be implementing full polarization observing with the VLA 340 MHz system, as
part of the ongoing commensal VLITE program, in collaboration Naval Research Lab. The VLITE
program is also commissioning a fast transient search capability.

VLBA
The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) has reinvigorated high-frequency (86 GHz) VLBA science, including
imaging synoptic studies of jets on sub-milliarcsecond scales. Ongoing technological advances such as
interferometric referenced-pointing will improve the quality of VLBA high-frequency data. The EHT will
be upgraded through the next generation EHT project, by the end of FY2023. High-precision astrometry
remains a key capability of the VLBA. In FY2023, data from newly deployed high-precision GPS receivers
will be available to aid calibration and further improve on the state of the art.

Joint Radar Initiative
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The NRAO, GBO, AUI, and Raytheon Technologies Inc. are collaborating to develop high-frequency
radar transmission and reception capabilities with the NRAO/GBO instruments. This program includes
activities to develop: scientific and technical projects of common interest; an active exchange program
of students, postdoctoral fellows, scientific and engineering staff between the NRAO/GBO sites; joint
scientific workshops; joint research groups on specific scientific or technical goals of common interest;
and exploration of commercialization and Federal-commercial ventures arising from the collaboration.
Anticipated developments in the next three years include demonstration of a medium-power high
frequency transmitter/receiver system; and (c) implementation of a high-power high frequency
operational system for scientific and commercial/defense purposes.
The detailed projects undertaken by the collaboration will be defined via memoranda of understanding
(MOUs), Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) and other agreement
vehicles, as required. NSF approval of all arrangements is required.

2.3 Longer Term Developments in Radio Astronomy
ALMA2030
The ALMA project, in collaboration with the ALMA Science Advisory Committee and the broader user
community, has developed a long-range development plan to keep ALMA at the forefront of scientific
discovery into the next decade: the ALMA2030 Development Roadmap (ALMA Memo 612). As part of
this effort, three new key science drivers were identified, as well as the improvements required to make
them a reality. The term spectral grasp is shorthand for the ability to tune to a wide range of diagnostic
spectral lines within a single receiver band in a single observation, while spectral range indicates the need
to access the full (sub)millimeter frequency range visible from the ground to accommodate a source's
redshifted spectral emission or the rest frequency of a unique diagnostic line transition.


Origins of Galaxies: Trace the cosmic evolution of key elements from the first galaxies (z > 10)
through the peak of star formation (z = 2–4) by imaging their cooling lines, atomic([CII], [OIII])
and molecular (CO), and dust continuum, at a rate of one to two galaxies per hour. Required
Improvements: Spectral line sensitivity, spectral grasp, spectral range, continuum sensitivity.



Origins of Chemical Complexity: Trace the evolution from simple to complex organic
molecules through the process of star and planet formation down to solar system scales (∼10100 AU) by performing full scans of a whole frequency band at a rate of 2–4 protostars per
day. Required Improvements: Spectral line sensitivity, spectral grasp, spectral range, finer spectral
and angular resolution.



Origins of Planets: Image protoplanetary disks in nearby (150 parsec) star formation regions to
resolve the Earth forming zone (∼1 AU) in the dust continuum at wavelengths shorter than 1 mm,
enabling detection of the tidal gaps and inner holes created by planets undergoing
formation. Required Improvements: Continuum sensitivity, finer angular resolution.

These ambitious science goals, while far-reaching from a science perspective, are unified by a relatively
small number of required upgrades: improved spectral line and continuum sensitivity, increased spectral
grasp and spectral range, and enhanced spectral and angular resolution. As proven by the original Level
One science goals, the capabilities driven by these new key science goals will open substantial new
discovery space. From these required improvements, several near-term development goals were identified
for the next decade, including improved receiver sensitivity, increased correlated bandwidth by at least a
factor of two (requires upgrades to receiver IF bandwidth, the digitizers and digital transmission system,
the correlator, and system-wide data throughput), as well as improvements to the ALMA Science Archive.
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On longer timescales, extension of the longest baselines by a factor of two to three, increased collecting
area, and a 25m class single dish will be prioritized.
From the recently completed 2021 Call for North American ALMA Development Projects, two large
projects have been selected to move forward to the next stage of review by the ALMA Executives and
Board in FY2022: (1) construction of a 2nd Generation ALMA Correlator with 2x the current bandwidth
(readily expandable in the future to 4x bandwidth), with vastly more spectral channels and increased
flexibility in spectral window placement; and (2) development of a production-ready upgraded Band 6 cold
cartridge assembly with at least triple the current IF bandwidth and better noise. Of the current eight
ALMA receiver bands, Band 6 is the most used—53% of ALMA publications to date include Band 6 data.
ALMA Partners in Europe and East Asia are developing other key pieces of the ALMA Signal Chain to
enable full system bandwidth doubling by 2030. Together with partner contributions, these critical North
American (NA) contributions will help ensure that ALMA stays at the forefront of scientific discovery well
into the next decade. NA ALMA has also selected a small project for further consideration—the ALMA
Phasing Project 3, which will complete the envisioned suite of VLBI capabilities for ALMA. Ongoing NA
Development Projects include an upgrade to the Band 3 Cold Cartridge Assembly, improving total power
performance by reducing azimuth dependent power variations. Installation of Band 1 (35–50 GHz)
receivers, which was initiated as a North American Development Study and is now a Project led by East
Asia with North American and Chilean participation, is under way.

Next generation Very Large Array
Over the last few years, the NRAO has engaged the astronomy community in the design of a next
generation radio facility, building on the ALMA and VLA legacies. An extensive series of open science and
technology meetings have been held, organized by active science working groups and science and technical
advisory committees, involving many hundreds of astronomers from the broader U.S. community. The
NRAO has also funded and organized a design studies program, through which the community has been
deeply engaged in the core design of the prospective telescope.
What has emerged is a clear definition for a ngVLA, with a growing, compelling, community-driven science
program, and tractable, costable designs for all major array elements. The ngVLA entails an interferometric
array with 10x more sensitivity and 10x higher spatial resolution than the VLA and ALMA, optimized for
operation in the 1.2–116 GHz frequency range. The ngVLA opens a new window on the Universe through
ultra-sensitive imaging of thermal line and continuum emission down to milliarcsecond resolution, as well
as unprecedented broadband continuum polarimetric imaging of non-thermal processes.
The ngVLA capabilities are the only means to address and answer a broad range of scientific questions
that have come to the fore in modern astronomy, including those highlighted below.
Cradle of Life: The dominant themes emerging from the discussion of star and planet formation are the
necessity to image the formation of planets in the terrestrial zone of dusty protoplanetary disks, i.e. on
scales of ~1 AU at the distance of the closest major star-forming regions (130 parsecs, requiring 10
milliarcsecond resolution), and the parallel study of prebiotic chemistry in these forming planetary systems.
These are two crucial requirements for advancing our understanding of the development of life in other
planetary systems. Only the ngVLA will have the resolution and brightness sensitivity to image directly the
formation of super Earth-like planets at wavelengths at which the terrestrial zone becomes optically thin,
and the sensitivity to detect the weak lines from large organic, and potentially prebiotic, molecules in
planet-forming regions. These capabilities complement plans for future optical ground-based facilities and
space missions, for which the primary science drivers are direct imaging of terrestrial planets and the
search for bio-signatures in planetary atmospheres. The ngVLA and these optical missions form an
evolutionary sequence in studies of planetary systems, from birth to maturity.
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Milky Way and Nearby Galaxies: A major challenge to studies of the physics of gas cycling and star
formation in galaxies is the requirement for very wide-field, ultra-low surface brightness imaging, but
retaining sufficient resolution to resolve structures on molecular cloud scales in the nearby Universe. Only
the ngVLA will have the sensitivity to image the line emission from molecules other than CO in external
galaxies at sub-arcsecond resolution. The frequency range spanning ~70–116 GHz is of particular interest,
containing a rich spectrum of ground-state transitions from the most important astrochemical tracers.
The full frequency range of the ngVLA covers multiple continuum emission mechanisms, from synchrotron
through thermal free-free to cold dust—all key and complementary tracers of star formation. Overall, the
ngVLA will enable Milky Way-type studies of interstellar medium physics and chemistry, and star
formation, to the distance of the Virgo cluster.
Galaxy Formation: While ALMA and the VLA are making progress in the study of the molecular gas in
distant galaxies, it has become clear that, given current sensitivity limits, probing cosmologically significant
volumes for molecular gas (the fuel driving the star formation history of the Universe) remains
problematic. Similarly, these telescopes still require major time investments to image even a single source
at sub-kiloparsec resolution to obtain the gas dynamics and distribution. The order of magnitude
improvement in sensitivity of the ngVLA, over the critical frequency range of 20–100 GHz, will
revolutionize the study of molecular gas in galaxies back to cosmic reionization. The ngVLA will perform
a complete census of the dense gas history of the Universe, while imaging the gas distribution and dynamics
in hundreds of distant galaxies over a broad range of galaxy types. The ngVLA, together with the study of
the stars and star formation with the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and future 30m-class
telescopes, represents a suite of powerful new tools to perform a comprehensive study of the physics of
galaxy formation throughout cosmic time.
Time Domain, Physics, and Cosmology: The exciting areas of intense community interest for which
the ngVLA will provide a dramatic advance in capabilities include: (a) pulsars as probes of General Relativity
and gravity waves; and (b) time domain astronomy, in particular, explosive transients and exospace
weather. The pulsar program focuses on discovering pulsars orbiting the supermassive black hole at the
Galactic Center—a discovery that would represent the greatest tool to test strong-field General
Relativity. The time domain includes localizing FRBs, and exploiting these sources as new cosmological
probes, as well as searches for electromagnetic counterparts to gravity waves in the rapidly maturing era
of multi-messenger astrophysics. The exospace weather program relies on the unprecedented ability of
the ngVLA to study broadband radio phenomena, and the impact of star-planet interactions on the
development of planetary atmospheres, and potentially, the persistence of life.
In FY2021, the costed concept study for the ngVLA antenna was completed which demonstrated that each
of the three vendors involved could produce a design that met the ngVLA antenna requirements. This
costed concept study was then followed up by a request for proposals to select a vendor to produce a
final design and prototype ngVLA antenna. A contract was awarded to mtex to carry out this work, which
is being supported by a recently accepted NSF Mid-Scale Innovation Program (MSIP) proposal. The
project’s detailed design and development phase is planned to continue CY2021–2025. With the
provisioning of Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction (MREFC) funding, project
construction would be carried out CY2026–2035. The full scope of ngVLA activities will be dependent
upon as-yet-to-be identified funding.
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3 ATACAMA LARGE MILLIMETER/SUBMILLIMETER ARRAY
ALMA is a millimeter/submillimeter interferometric array of 66 antennas located at 5000 meters altitude in
the Atacama Desert of northern Chile. ALMA operations are led by the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere (ESO) on behalf of its European Member States, by the
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ) on behalf of East Asia, and by the NRAO/AUI on behalf
of North America. The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO), based in Chile, is responsible for onsite operations.
ALMA is funded by ESO in representation of its member states, by NSF in collaboration with the National
Research Council (NRC) of Canada and the National Science Council (NSC) of Taiwan, and by the National
Institutes of Natural Sciences (NINS) in collaboration with the Academia Sinica (AS) in Taiwan, and the
Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI) of South Korea.
Because of the coronavirus pandemic, ALMA suspended operations in March 2020, midway through
Cycle 7. In FY2021, ALMA resumed operations and continued with the remainder of Cycle 7
Observing Program. The start of Cycle 8, rebranded as Cycle 8 2021, was postponed and will start
on 1 October 2021, the start of FY2022. Annual cycle schedules will continue, per usual, over the
LRP period. In Cycle 8, ALMA adopted dual-anonymous, distributed peer review as the system for
observing proposal evaluation, and expects to indefinitely continue with this.
As ALMA resumes Cycle 7 and readies for Cycle 8, it will be in Steady State Operations with respect to
average antenna array element availability, observing hours, and observing efficiency. Over FY2023–2027,
ALMA will achieve all of its originally intended observing capabilities, and move to Full Operations.
Recent science results from ALMA continue to transform our understanding of planet and galaxy
formation and stellar evolution. ALMA has recently allowed analysis of the composition of a comet from
another solar system, expanded its collaboration with the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) by probing the
heart of Centaurus A, and observed galaxies at z > 6.5, where the number of redshifts from one Large
ALMA Program (REBELS) already exceeds that available from Lyα by a factor of two. To date, there are
2400+ refereed ALMA publications in the scientific literature and 3200+ publicly available project data
sets in the ALMA Archive.
NA ALMA Ops is the NRAO department that provides North America’s scientific and technical
partnership support to the international ALMA Observatory and supports the North American
scientific community in their use of ALMA. NA ALMA Ops ensures that the North American scientific
community has the tools, information, support, and access to make optimal scientific use of ALMA. It
also provides scientific, technical, and business support to ALMA Observatory operations in Chile in
concert with the JAO staff and international partners, and supports a long-term development program
for ALMA technical enhancement.
NA ALMA Ops consists of four divisions: (1) the North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC);
(2) Offsite Technical Maintenance and Support, including Construction Warranty support; (3) the NA
ALMA Development Program; and (4) the NRAO/AUI Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA).

3.1 Strategic Objectives
NA ALMA’s strategic objectives during FY2023–2027 are as follows.
Support JAO operations and North American scientific community use of ALMA: Continue
the outstanding scientific productivity of the Observatory.
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Science Ready Data Products (SRDP): Actively facilitate SRDP implementation at the NRAO, which
will, in return, help to enable NAASC goals for community scientific growth and productivity.
Facilitate NA ALMA Community Science Publication: Work to ensure that NA PIs have the tools,
training, and assistance to publish results of the highest quality, as quickly as possible, and to be fully
competitive with their regional peers.
Enhance the NAASC as a Science Center and Grow the ALMA User Base: Enhance the
NAASC scientific research environment and encourage its growth as a nexus of ALMA science as
well as to support the growth of the ALMA user base beyond the traditional radio researchers.
Enhance staff relations and the work environment in Chile: Work to improve communications,
presence, staff-employer relationships, and staff well-being, through such projects as the indoor sports
facility (multicancha), which should be completed in the early years of this LRP.
Facilitate ALMA2030 Strategic Development: Participate in the ALMA-wide implementation of
the 2030 Development Roadmap through NA projects and collaborations, with initial focus on the
Wideband Sensitivity Upgrade; collaborate on long-range visions for ALMA.

3.2 North American ALMA Science Center Operations
The NAASC is the scientific support arm of NA ALMA Operations, and is the North American scientific
community’s interface to the ALMA Observatory for expert advice and assistance in the use of ALMA,
including proposal preparation and submission, data reduction and processing, ALMA-specific
documentation, and online tools and resources. Embedded within the NAASC is the North American
ALMA Regional Center (NA ARC), which provides the core services specified by the ALMA Observatory
for scientific support in the regions and contributed support for Chile operations. The NAASC also
coordinates with the science operations of the Europe and East Asia partners.
Over FY2023–2027, the NAASC will continue to support the SRDP initiative at a high priority. SRDP
will enhance delivered PI data products in support of publications, and expand the NA ALMA user base.
As the SRDP plays a key role in enabling NAASC goals for the community, several NAASC staff are
contributing to the initiative via matrix management. The SRDP deliverables are described in Section 6.2.
To position the NAASC to contribute to SRDP while continuing to meet ALMA requirements, the
NAASC will focus on user-facing tasks, telescope-facing tasks, data analysis, and development. The
objectives of the NAASC groups over the LRP period are described below.

3.3 Growing the North American ALMA Science Center and ALMA User Base
Since ALMA Cycle 0, the primary focus of NAASC operations has been the expedited delivery of PI data
products to the NA scientific community. This focus has realized several dividends over the past decade—
most notably the development of a nearly fully automated data calibration and imaging pipeline for
interferometric data reduction. Such an initiative has never been accomplished before and it was due
largely to the goal of delivering ALMA standard observing modes to the NA scientific community within
30 days of the last successful execution at the telescope. The development of the ALMA Pipeline has also
led to robust evaluation of the quality of PI data products, Quality Assurance (QA) 2, so that not only are
the data being delivered quickly but are also of high quality. This focus has led to the formation of a highly
trained data analyst group that provides critical services to ALMA and NRAO. The wealth of expertise
developed at the NAASC, with the tools and training in place to deliver high quality data quickly to NA
ALMA users, allows a change of focus and priority of the NA ALMA Science Center over the FY2023–
2027 LRP.
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The NAASC focus will shift to accommodate new strategic areas including recommendations by external
advisory committees. One of these is to enhance the NAASC as a Science Center, which was the original
vision. By doing so, it will serve as a nexus of ALMA science in NA, and improve the research environment
for member scientists. Specific initiatives include the following.


Following recommendations from recent ALMA North American Science Advisory Committees
(ANASAC), the NAASC will focus the priority of outreach programs on the optical, infrared,
ultraviolet, and other non-radio communities to increase and broaden ALMA scientific impact.
The NAASC conducted a user survey to sample familiarity and use of ALMA and NAASC
resources, with over 550 respondents. The initial analysis indicated that graduate students and
postdocs that primarily identify themselves as optical observers are the most interested in using
ALMA. This demographic provided several reasons why they currently do not use ALMA; NAASC
staff will continue to analyze the data collected to develop a strategic plan to expand the reach of
ALMA to this community.



The scope of the ALMA Ambassador program will shift from primarily proposal preparation
training to also include archival research and analysis. As of 15 June 2021, the ALMA Archive lists
45,488 observations (from 3415 projects) of which over 20,000 are listed as having no associated
publications. Recent surveys have suggested that users would like more training and support on
using ALMA data itself and not necessarily on proposal preparation. As such, the NAASC will
prioritize user training toward ALMA data support, and will include additional training of ALMA
Ambassadors in the community in this area.



There will be a dedicated effort to improve the science life at the NAASC. This includes continuing
to improve the scientific productivity and output of NAASC staff. There are several ways to bring
these opportunities to the NAASC, ranging from simple changes such as initiating Astro-Ph coffee
discussions to organizing topical scientific workshops and meetings, having more sabbatical and
long-term NAASC visitors, and encouraging science opportunities for NAASC scientists. NAASC
management is committed to making these changes to improve the science life of NAASC staff.

All of these changes will require a new NAASC strategic plan. Management will work with staff to craft this
strategic plan to move the NAASC toward being a science center, similar to the Infrared Processing and
Analysis Center (IPAC) or the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).

3.4 ALMA Community Support
The ALMA Community Support group will develop the strategic plans and initiatives to grow and educate
the ALMA user base beyond the radio, millimeter, and submillimeter, to help the community optimize their
use of ALMA, and to facilitate data publication (original or archive). To realize these goals, the group is also
responsible for the validation and analysis of existing or proposed user tools, research in support of
requirements definition for the ALMA calibration and imaging pipeline, routine testing and requirements
definition for these user tools, and the coordination of NRAO-wide Common Astronomy Software
Applications (CASA) testing. The group will also be responsible for the calibration, imaging, and delivery of
PI science data to the community and contributing to the ALMA archive improvements and deployment
testing. Key objectives of the ALMA Community Support for FY2023–2027 follow.
NAASC Community Outreach (ALMA Ambassadors, Community Events, Schools,
Workshops, and Tutorials): The NAASC hosts multiple outreach forums to broaden and facilitate
ALMA use by the scientific community. Building on the successful ALMA Community Days and NRAO Live!
events, NAASC staff will continue to organize and participate in outreach activities to inform the
community about upcoming ALMA capabilities and data reduction and analysis techniques. NAASC staff
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will continue the ALMA Ambassadors program in which scientists from the community visit the NAASC
for training in the use of ALMA tools and software. The Ambassadors then organize and run ALMA training
events around North America.
NAASC staff plan to initiate interferometric training workshops using a similar model to the ALMA
Ambassadors program. NRAO Ambassadors help run interferometric training workshops nationwide,
especially in years between the bi-annual NRAO Synthesis Imaging Summer Schools.
Hosting or sponsoring scientific meetings and workshops is an integral part of the NAASC strategic
initiative for knowledge transfer and dissemination of scientific results, and in expanding the ALMA user
base beyond the traditional radio, millimeter, and submillimeter. The NAASC will be a major contributor
and/or host of multiple scientific and topical meetings in FY2023–2027. The NAASC will continue to
advertise semi-annual calls to co-sponsor topical scientific or technical workshops.
User documentation: The NAASC takes a leading role in support of the annual ALMA end-user
documentation. The documentation preparation and review include the Call for Proposals,
Proposer’s/User’s Guide, ALMA Primer, ALMA Technical Handbook, Guide to the NA ARC, software
user guides (including CASA Guides), and documentation describing how to access NAASC services. The
team participates in the international ALMA working groups to prepare these documents. NAASC staff
will take a lead role in the preparation for the upcoming Cycle user documentation, including ALMA
Science Portal updates and edits.
Face-to-face visitor and Helpdesk support: The NAASC provides overall management of ALMA
Helpdesk activities including routine ticket reviews, enforcement of ticket service level agreements, and
formulation of new Knowledgebase articles based on user questions. Face-to-face (f2f) support includes
hosting one to two data processing teams from NA institutions per week at the NA ALMA Regional
Center (ARC) in Charlottesville, Virginia or at the National Research Council (NRC) in Victoria, British
Columbia. The visiting data processing teams work with data analysts and scientific support staff on data
processing and image analysis. The NAASC goal of hosting more long term and sabbatical visitors will
improve science life at the NAASC as well as bringing new perspectives to the group.
Data Delivery to PIs: A NAASC strategic goal and a primary objective of the Data Processing Workflow
group is to deliver fully calibrated data and representative images of ALMA standard observing modes to
PIs within 30 days of the last successful execution on the array. NAASC staff will continue to work with
the JAO teams and deliver, on average, 30–35 datasets per week to the NA ALMA user community. This
rate is required to maintain pace with data acquisition and to prevent a data processing backlog. In addition,
the NAASC will continue to coordinate and manage the calibration, imaging, and delivery of PI data
products through the ALMA Archive and the htaccess tool which provides North American PIs access to
calibrated Measurement Sets (MS) and value-added data products generated by the ALMA Data Mining
Toolkit (ADMIT).

ALMA Telescope Interface and Diagnostics
The ALMA Telescope Interface and Diagnostics group serves as the NAASC technical liaison to the JAO.
As communication and interaction between the ARCs and the JAO, especially f2f visits, are of critical
importance to ALMA success, NAASC staff will formally take part in an ALMA Science Exchange with the
other ARCs and the JAO. The following are key objectives of the ALMA Telescope Interface and
Diagnostics group for FY2023–2027.
ALMA Proposal Review Process: The NAASC provides technical expertise in support of the ALMA
proposal review process, the Proposal Handling Tool (PHT) technical assessment, and technical secretary
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functions. While the existing ALMA Proposal Review process continues for Large and Medium sized
programs, the NAASC will provide the necessary support for the ALMA Proposal Review meeting.
NAASC staff will support the Distributed Peer Review (DPR) process for proposal evaluation, in
cooperation with its international partners.
ALMA Telescope Operations Phase 2 Group: NAASC Phase 2 Group (P2G) staff provide the
technical expertise to review and set up Phase 2 materials (Scheduling Blocks (SBs)) submitted by NA PIs
for an observing cycle. This includes modifying SBs that require expert technical input, coordinating with
the JAO to request calibrator searches, and ensuring that SBs are ready to run on the telescope. During
a cycle, the NAASC staff also provide any SB changes required following an approved change request or
other edits requested by the PI or as needed for scheduling, and also support new programs approved
mid-cycle (including Director’s Discretionary Time (DDT) and supplementary calls). In preparation for a
cycle, NAASC staff participate in software testing of the ALMA Observing Tool (OT) and end-to-end
tests, as well as testing software such as the Project Tracker, and closely coordinate with the JAO and the
other ARCs on developing best practices at the annual P2G f2f meeting.
ALMA Telescope Operations: Diagnostics: The NAASC continues to play a critical role in the JAO
technical and diagnostics-related meetings and teleconferences, such as the Control System and
Correlator Group weekly meetings and software readiness review meetings. This team of technical
experts provides significant diagnostic support to the JAO, including identifying and coordinating critical
fixes for issues. NAASC staff continue to maintain a close interaction between data processing and the
telescope diagnostics teams at the JAO to ensure problems are reported and tracked efficiently.
User Support and Guidance During Observations: NAASC staff provide Contact Scientist support
for all approved NA ALMA PI programs for an observing cycle. This includes ensuring PIs have submitted,
reviewed, and approved their projects for scheduling prior to the start of a cycle, if needed, providing
communication between PIs and the JAO during a cycle, and providing oversight of the NA ALMA PI
programs. NAASC staff provide oversight of NA PI SBs and, if needed, coordinate with the JAO on
scheduling issues.

NA ARC Data Analyst Group
The NA Data Analysts are integrated into NA ALMA Operations and are critical to user and telescope
support. The Data Analyst group supports:




CASA Guides, f2f visitors, data processing workshops; NRAO Live! events, Synthesis Imaging School
documentation and demonstrations, community outreach events, and Helpdesk
Data services, NA data processing, and weblog review (pipeline and manual); calibration survey
data processing; QA3 execution and documentation.
ALMA scientific software including ALMA pipeline and CASA software testing; CASA documentation;
diagnostics investigations and Science Portal maintenance; and generating meeting webpages.

3.5 NRAO-Chile Office
NRAO Chile provides direct support to the JAO as the NA partner for Chilean business operations. The
office works in concert with AUI-Chile, the legal entity for NA ALMA support in Chile, to provide
accounting, contracts and procurement, travel services, support for NA international and local staff, HR
and payroll services, union relations, liaison with Chilean authorities, collaboration with other
organizations and international observatories, and education and public outreach. Together, NRAO-Chile
and AUI-Chile comprise the Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA). Key objectives of the OCA for FY2023–
2027 include:
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Contribute to labor relation management, participating in union negotiations, implementing
provisions of collective contracts, and addressing any legal claims.
Monitor safety, environmental, labor, financial, and other relevant risks for OCA; assess impact
and probability, and implement mitigation strategies.
Together with Parque Astronómico Atacama, San Pedro and other Chilean stakeholders, explore
options to power ALMA cost effectively (e.g., grid connection, generation by third-party).
Completion and final delivery of the multicancha project to ALMA.
Monitor the state of North American infrastructure delivered to ALMA to ensure safety and
maximize its lifespan.
Implement strategic plan for outreach and diversity and inclusion, pursuing AUI/NRAO´s broader
impact mission.

3.6 ALMA Telescope Support
The maintenance and renewal of ALMA hardware is the responsibility of the Integrated Engineering Teams
(IET) of North America, Europe, and East Asia. The NA ALMA Offsite Hardware Maintenance Division is
part of the North American ALMA IET and is comprised of the following technical groups:








Antenna Group
Front End (FE) and Band 6 Cartridge Group
Band 3 Cartridge Group (at CNRC, Canada)
Front End Local Oscillator (FE LO) Group
Back End Group
Photonics Local Oscillator Group
Correlator Group

The following long-term objectives will be pursued in addition to the offsite hardware support activities:






Modify the Front-End Monitor and Control firmware and coordinate modifications to the ALMA
Telescope Monitor and Configuration Database software to address identified shortcomings and
improve efficiency of operations.
As a result of the obsolescence survey carried out in FY2021, several sub-systems and modules
(for which there are limited quantity of spares or replacement parts for executing repairs) have
been identified as obsolete and will become increasingly hard to maintain in the near future.
Following the outline defined in the obsolescence mitigation plan, viable alternatives for these
critical components will be defined, e.g., procure sufficient supply of obsolete spares if possible,
or alternately, redesign/requalify the sub-system or module. Roles and responsibilities of various
partners will be defined and the effort will require coordinate with JAO for implementation. A
major ongoing initiative in this area is the Baseline Correlator Sustainability project. Once the
hardware construction/replication being carried out under this project is completed, it should be
reasonably possible to maintain the existing baseline correlator for several more years. The list of
other significant items in this category which remain to be remediated include the Front-End
Cryogenic M&C, the Band 7 Local Oscillator Power Amplifiers, the Back-End Data Transmission
System, Antenna Axis Position Encoders, Antenna Controller Unit, and the Antenna Bus Master
replacement Ethernet-to-CAN hardware project.
Update hardware on ALMA cartridge test stands at CDL to reduce the spares maintenance effort.
Refactor and/or migrate engineering software applications on various ALMA cartridge test stands
to ensure their continued viability as the software platforms (operating systems, LabVIEW)
continue to evolve.
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Where possible, implement predictive condition-based maintenance, to effect Line Replaceable
Unit (LRU) replacement prior to actual hardware failure. This will result in proactive replacement
of hardware during scheduled maintenance, reducing the loss of science time.
Following the recent installation of a Receiver Cabin Wall Heater System on all North American
Antennas to improve the primary surface performance resulting from thermal changes, the primary
surfaces must be readjusted with the wall heaters operating. This primary surface re-setting will be
conducted in a systematic fashion as part of routine antenna preventive maintenance activities and
coordinated to integrate smoothly with science operations. NA ALMA IET will provide technical
support to JAO to ensure that this surface resetting campaign is executed satisfactorily while
ensuring minimal science operations interruptions.
NA ALMA will continue to provide assistance to JAO for NA antenna technical support related
to Preventive and Corrective Maintenance issues and to serve as the technical interface with the
Antenna Vendor (Vertex); additionally, NA ALMA will continue to interact with U.S. vendors
when necessary for procurement of critical NA antenna spares.

NA ALMA Software Support and NA Integrated Computing Team (NA ICT) plans, which includes the
CASA offline reduction software, the ALMA Pipeline, Control/Correlator online software, online
scheduling software, and partnership contributions to several other ALMA systems, are described in the
DMS section.

3.7 ALMA Development
Development Projects and Studies
Calls for ALMA development studies and/or projects have been issued approximately yearly to the North
American ALMA community, and since 2011, 44 study proposals and 11 project proposals have been
funded. These community-based NA-funded studies and projects provide critical avenues for innovation,
collaboration, training, and investment for NA universities and research groups. To date, the international
ALMA Development Program has delivered a wide range of new science capabilities including Solar
observing, Band 5 receivers (165–211 GHz), and VLBI capabilities enabled by the ALMA Phasing Project
(in collaboration with the Event Horizon Telescope). By the end of FY2027, ALMA is expected to have
completed its full complement of originally envisaged (sub)millimeter receivers. Band 1 (35–50 GHz) is
being constructed by a collaboration of East Asia, North America, and Chile and is expected to be offered
for science observing by FY2024. Band 2 (67–116 GHz) is a collaboration between Europe and East Asia,
and is expected to undergo manufacturing readiness review in Q1 FY2023. Band 2 will be ALMA’s first
wideband IF receiver system with a minimum goal of 4–16 GHz (per sideband per polarization), a factor
of 3x wider than most of the original ALMA 2SB receivers.
ALMA has begun implementation of the ALMA2030 Roadmap, its long-range plan for development through
the next decade. The highest priority ALMA2030 goal is to increase bandwidth by at least a factor of two,
improving spectral capabilities (bandwidth, channel resolution, digitization efficiency, etc.) and continuum
sensitivity. Improvements to receiver bands will also be made to improve performance. As outlined in this
NRAO eNews article, from the 2021 call for North American Development projects two large projects
have been selected to move forward to the next stage of review by the ALMA Executives and Board in
FY2022: (1) construction of a 2nd generation ALMA correlator (collaboration between NRC and NRAO);
and (2) development of a production-ready upgraded Band 6 cold cartridge assembly (NRAO). NA ALMA
has also selected a small project for further consideration which will complete the envisioned suite of VLBI
capabilities for ALMA (MIT/Haystack). Shepherding these projects to successful completion will be the
primary goal of the NA ALMA Development program over 2023–2027. These critical NA contributions will
help ensure that ALMA stays at the forefront of scientific discovery well into the next decade.
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The North American ALMA development program will also continue to promote long-term studies in major
ALMA upgrades beyond 2030 for significant increases in sensitivity, imaging speed, and angular resolution.

Innovations in Fabrication Facility
The Innovations in Fabrication Facility (IFAB), formerly the University of Virginia Microfabrication Lab
(UVML), is the university’s center for research across a broad front of activity in devices, circuits,
microsystems, materials, and processing methods, and maintains close collaboration with the NA ALMA
Development Program. The laboratories recently underwent a $30M renovation and expansion with new
equipment and resides in the School of Engineering and Applied Science. The laboratories feature a 3,500
square foot clean room facility for microfabrication and materials research and other facilities for
nanotechnology, microwave and optical analysis, and device design and testing. The research facilities are
maintained and operated by the IFAB research staff, which includes graduate and undergraduate students,
a facilities manager, and an equipment manager.
IFAB has unique, strategic capabilities in the design and fabrication of SIS heterodyne mixers, and is planning
to fabricate Traveling-Wave Kinetic Inductance Parametric (TKIP) amplifiers, the likely next major
improvement in millimeter-wave receiver sensitivity. The laboratory works closely with the NRAO in the
design and development of millimeter and sub-millimeter SIS mixers as well as novel amplifiers for
millimeter wave radio astronomy, which includes the TKIP devices. The NA ALMA Development Program
will provide funding to support ongoing radio astronomy research initiatives and sustain associated critical
infrastructure such as the upcoming Band 6v2 project.
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4 NEW MEXICO OPERATIONS
4.1 The Very Large Array
The VLA maintains its position as one of the most productive telescopes in the world, offering sensitive
and high-resolution capabilities throughout the 74 MHz to 50 GHz frequency range. The VLA enables
scientific studies ranging from the mapping of coronal mass ejections from the Sun, and extending out
through the Universe to detections of the molecular gas in high-redshift galaxies. In FY2021 and FY2022,
several new capabilities will open new fields of study, such as the ability to detect fast transients and
generate those triggers for other observatories, and improved low frequency capabilities through the
combination of the VLA with the Long Wavelength Array (LWA). A new commensal system will be
developed in partnership with the SETI Institute, opening the exciting prospect of the detection of radio
signals from intelligent extraterrestrial civilizations. The seven-year, multi-epoch, VLA Sky Survey will
complete its third epoch to reveal slow radio transients that will be followed up by other observatories
around the world. Development and technical enhancements over FY2023–2027 will focus on mitigations
for the ongoing problem of dealing with radio interference, and improving power usage.

Scientific Capabilities
The VLA system performance is summarized in Tables 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.1.2. The VLA currently offers the
observing modes and capabilities shown in Table 4.1.1.3 through its General Observing (GO) program.
These GO capabilities are well-tested and are supported at all phases by mature software. The capabilities
support a wide range of scientific studies, from observing the Sun and planets, to star formation regions,
to stars themselves, to galaxies. Continuum, spectroscopic, and polarimetric observations are all
supported within the GO program.
Table 4.1.1.1: System performance of the VLA receiver bands
Band name
4

Wavelength
4m

Frequency range (GHz)

(a)

SEFD

(Jy)

0.054–0.084

50000
P
90cm
0.2–0.5
2800
L
20cm
1.0–2.0
420
S
13cm
2.0–4.0
370
C
6cm
4.0–8.0
310
X
3cm
8.0–12.0
250
Ku
2cm
12.0–18.0
350
K
1.3cm
18.0–26.5
560
Ka
1cm
26.5–40.0
710
Q
0.7cm
40.0–50.0
1300
Notes: (a) SEFD is the System Equivalent Flux Density (Jy), defined as the flux density of a radio source that doubles
the system temperature.

In addition, the VLA offers Shared Risk Observing (SRO) capabilities, which are not as well-tested as the
GO capabilities, but can be set up within the software system. Examples of current SRO capabilities are
On-The-Fly Mosaicing (OTFM) observations at high frequencies, and joint LWA and VLA (eLWA) 4-band
observations using a single 8 MHz subband centered at 76 MHz, and 4-bit VLBA Data Interchange Format
(VDIF) output. The VLA also offers Resident Shared Risk Observing (RSRO) capabilities, which give users
full access to many other modes of observing, but for which the observations cannot be currently set up
or supported within the standard software system. Such capabilities include 4-band polarization,
observations with more than three subarrays, and subarray observations with 3-bit setups.
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Table 4.1.1.2: VLA observing parameters
Parameter

Description/Capability

Antennas (diameter, m)

27 (25)

Array Configurations (maximum baseline, km)

A (36.4), B (11.1), C (3.4), D (1.0)

Frequency Band Designations
Angular Resolution at 74 MHz in arcsec (configuration)
Angular Resolution at 45 GHz in arcsec (configuration)
Maximum Bandwidth in GHz
Maximum number of frequency channels
Frequency resolution range
Continuum sensitivity in one hour in microJy/bm (band)
Spectral line sensitivity in one hour over 1 km/s in mJy/bm (band)

4, P, L, S, C, X, Ku, K, Ka, Q
24 (A), 80 (B), 260 (C), 850 (D)
0.043 (A), 0.14 (B), 0.47 (C), 1.5 (D)
2 (8-bit samplers), 8 (3-bit samplers)
4194304
2 MHz to 0.12 Hz
7.4 (L), 9.6 (Q)
2.9 (L), 1.9 (Q)

Capability
8-bit samplers

3-bit samplers

Mixed 3- and 8bit samplers
Subarrays
Use of VLA for
VLBI
Solar
On-The-Fly
Mosaicing
Pulsar
Frequency
Averaging

Table 4.1.1.3: VLA general observing capabilities

Description
 Standard default setups for:
o 2 GHz bandwidth continuum observations at S/C/X/Ku/K/Ka/Q-bands
o 1 GHz bandwidth continuum observations at L-band
o 256 MHz bandwidth continuum observations at P-band
o 12 MHz bandwidth continuum observations at 4-band
o Dual 4/P-band continuum observations
 Flexible setups for spectroscopy, using two independently tunable 1 GHz
basebands, each of which can be split into up to 32 flexibly tunable sub-bands
 Single, dual, and full polarization products
 Standard default setups for:
o 8 GHz bandwidth continuum observations at K/Ka/Q-bands
o 6 GHz bandwidth continuum observations at Ku-band
o 4 GHz bandwidth continuum observations at C/X-bands
 Flexible setups for spectroscopy, using four independently tunable 2 GHz
basebands, each of which can be split into up to 16 flexibly tunable sub-bands
 Single, dual, and full polarization products
 Allows more flexibility for simultaneous continuum and high-resolution spectral
line observing
 Up to three independent subarrays using standard 8-bit continuum setups (one 8bit continuum setup per subarray)
 All VLA antennas phased to simulate a single antenna with larger collecting area
(“Y27”) or a single VLA antenna (“Y1”) for VLBI observations
 All solar observing except the L-band reverse-coupled system (for active Sun)
 P-, L-, S-, and C-bands only; no subarrays
 Phase-binned pulsar observing; coherent de-dispersion observing
 Frequency averaging in the correlator by a factor of two or four (single subarray;
no OTF)

There are two commensal systems on the VLA that may take data at the same time as the main observations
on the array. The first is the VLITE system, which takes data at P-band during regular observations that use
bands other than P-band. The second is the realfast system, which takes data at very fast dump rates in an effort
to detect Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs). This system is fully commissioned for observing at L- through X-bands, and
is running routinely alongside continuum observations at these bands. Realfast has also become operational
with the observations of the VLA Sky Survey (VLASS) starting with its 2nd epoch that commenced in FY2020.
More VLASS detail is provided in Section 6. The operation of realfast will be handed to NRAO in FY2022.
During FY2023–2027, NRAO plans developments in the following SRO and RSRO capabilities, with the
ultimate goal of making them available through the GO program.
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On-The-Fly Mosaicing (OTFM): OTFM observations at low frequencies have been well-tested in
support of the VLA Sky Survey. It is now possible to set up and observe OTFM, and OTFM at low
frequencies (C-band and lower) has been promoted to GO. There are complications in observing in this
mode at higher frequencies, and such observing remains part of the SRO program. The NRAO will
continue to test this mode at these higher frequencies, to determine changes that may be needed, or best
practices that will need to be documented for users. Enhancements to the ability of users to set up OTFM
regions on the sky will be made in the Observation Preparation Tool (OPT), such as being able to easily
define these regions and being able to visualize regions on other all-sky radio maps (e.g., the NRAO VLA
Sky Survey [NVSS, 1998] or the new VLA Sky Survey).
Pulsars: There are two VLA modes for observing pulsars: the coherent de-dispersion mode, which uses
software implemented outside the VLA Wideband Interferometric Digital ARchitecture (WIDAR)
correlator, and the phase-binning mode, which uses WIDAR. These observing modes are largely available
as GO capabilities, and can be set up in the VLA observing software as such. The only exception is the
coherent de-dispersion mode using the 4-band receiver, which has not yet been tested/commissioned,
and is being offered under the RSRO program. Furthermore, Pulsar Flexible Image Transport System
(PSRFITS) data files currently are not archived properly. The promotion of 4-band coherent de-dispersion
observations to SRO and then GO will be dependent on community interest. Properly archiving PSRFITS
data will be implemented during this LRP.
Combined VLA 4-band and LWA observations (eLWA): Low-frequency (meter wavelength) radio
astronomy has undergone a renaissance. In support of observations at these wavelengths, the Long
Wavelength Array (LWA) has a three-year (FY2019–2021) NSF grant to provide further community
access to LWA stations, and to enable the use of the LWA in combination with the VLA by using the
4-band system (58–84 MHz) of the latter. In FY2019, test observations and several VLA RSRO projects
were completed in support of the eLWA, but using only a limited number of antennas. In FY2020, the system
was demonstrated to work for more antennas, and the data path—VLA to the University of New Mexico
and back—was defined and shown to work reliably. In FY2021, eLWA with well tested parameters
(single 8 MHz subband centered at 76 MHz, and 4-bit VDIF output) was offered as SRO and added to the
Proposal Submission Tool. The generation of dynamic eLWA SRO observing schedules will be added to the
observing software, with the objective of promoting these observations to GO in the coming few years. More
complex eLWA observations (wider bandwidth, flexible tuning, and/or 8-bit VDIF output) will continue to be
offered as RSRO.

Array Operations
Activities related to VLA operations will be carried out by the responsible groups within New Mexico
Operations largely in a manner similar to previous years, although some modifications may be needed
should ngVLA be funded, depending on the final VLA to ngVLA transition plan. The most significant change
in standard operations will be that operators will actively work with engineering teams to improve the
clarity of monitor points and alerts of new and aging VLA systems. This work began in FY2021 and is
scheduled to continue into the period covered by this LRP.
Mitigation of Radio Frequency Interference: Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is generated
internally and externally to the VLA. The NRAO strives to minimize the internally generated interference
by shielding its electronics. Externally generated interference, mostly originating from satellite
communications, satellite radio, cell phones, aircraft radar, military bases, weather balloons, and other
transitory sources, limits the available ranges of frequency space in which the VLA can operate for
astronomy. Algorithms and other tools for identification and excision of such signals from astronomical
data have been, and continue to be, developed for the VLA and CASA. New development within the
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WIDAR correlator will help eliminate affected data (See Section 4.1.5). Studies related to the effects of
RFI on ngVLA observations may also take place during this period.

Maintenance and Infrastructure Improvements
The VLA maintenance plan is based on 35+ years of operations and maintenance experience. The expected
array lifetime after the Expanded VLA project upgrades is 20+ years, and the current age of its
predominant components (the antennas are approaching 40+ years in service) means that effective
preventive maintenance is vital for protecting this investment. The AUI Proposal for the Management and
Operation of the NRAO included a staged “3 + 7” VLA infrastructure maintenance and development plan,
which commenced in 2017 and started with a dedicated three-year period to renew the VLA physical
infrastructure. The bulk of the infrastructure upgrades have been executed, though some will continue
into FY2023–2027.
Antennas: Traditionally, NRAO has conducted periodic inspection and overhaul cycles in which an
antenna is cycled out of the array every six to seven weeks. Thus, every 3.5 years, each of the 28 antennas
will be thoroughly overhauled as part of a continuously repeating cycle. Each antenna overhaul includes
structural inspections; mechanical, electrical, and electronic systems upgrades; touch-up structural
painting; and the repair and replacement of parts as needed.
The need to upgrade the VLA Antenna Control Units (ACUs) became apparent in 2012, and a design for
new ACUs was completed. Since that time, and as funding has allowed, NM Ops has retrofitted
17 antennas with the new systems. The infrastructure improvement plan in the cooperative agreement
provides funding to upgrade the balance of the ACU systems at a rate of three per year. This work, along
with the refurbishment of antenna subreflectors and focus/rotation mounts, will be performed as part of
the antenna overhaul process. The time required to overhaul an antenna and implement these upgrades
is approximately one month longer than a standard overhaul. NM Ops anticipates that all 28 VLA antennas
will be upgraded in this fashion by 2026.
VLA antenna azimuth bearings wear out over time. The goal is to replace these at a rate of one bearing
per year. The Engineering Services Division has bearings in stock to perform this task through FY2023,
with new funding for additional bearings commencing in FY2022.
To maintain structural integrity, the antennas and their pads require insulation patching, rust repair, and
targeted painting. This effort began in FY2021 and will require engineering effort for approximately five
years. This work is also funded under the cooperative agreement.
Track: The VLA railroad tracks must be inspected continuously to ensure safe travel by the maintenance
vehicles which are used daily by technicians to service antennas, and the transporters that carry the
antennas during reconfiguration periods. About 60 individual antenna moves are completed per year.
Supporting track maintenance requires specialized railroad repair vehicles and equipment, as well as ballast,
rails, and track sections. The deterioration of the old rail ties used to construct the VLA rail system
became critical in the last decade, and as a result a plan was developed to increase the rate of replacement
to ~5000 ties per year, along with an increase of pad intersection replacements from three to five per
year. This plan was developed with the assistance of a railroad maintenance consultant, as documented in
the 2013 Holland Track Survey, and is being followed on average with priority areas receiving first
attention. Funding provided through AUI’s cooperative agreement supports this pace of tie replacement
through FY2026. VLA maintenance specialists currently assess the overall track condition as fair; it does
not pose a safety hazard to antennas or equipment.
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Correlator: The VLA WIDAR correlator was powered off in FY2020 to complete major preventative
maintenance that included replacing the Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) batteries, line filters, and
rectifier backplanes. Additionally, a dedicated backup generator for the entire Control Building was
procured and installed in FY2021. The correlator will still require routine yearly maintenance of its heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment; fire suppression; and dedicated UPS systems. A high
level of maintenance and repair for the WIDAR correlator boards, racks, fans, power supplies, and other
parts will continue due to the system’s age and complexity.
Heavy Equipment: The equipment required at the site for heavy jobs, such as specific equipment for
track repairs, dump trucks, forklifts, cranes, etc., has been historically obtained through General Services
Administration (GSA) surplus; therefore, funding typically has not been provided in the Observatory’s
budget to replace these items. The current cooperative agreement provides for equipment replacement,
and funding for some additional heavy equipment or vehicles, depending on the specific need, is available
in FY2023 and in outlying years through FY2026.
Electrical Infrastructure: Many of the transformers and arm switches of the VLA site electrical
infrastructure have been in constant use over the array lifetime. A maintenance plan is in place to routinely
monitor the health of these components. Funding identified in the AUI Proposal plan has been used to
purchase units as replacements or spares.
Buildings: The Control Building roof leaks during rain and snow. A concerted effort to repair these leaks
and to improve other areas of the roof took place in FY2021. If a roof replacement is determined to be
necessary, the AUI proposal plan allocates funds for this task in FY2023. The tube exchanger for the
Control Building cooling tower will also be replaced in FY2023.
Road and Parking Lot Repair: The roads and parking lots around the site buildings will be repaired or
repaved. While some of this work started in FY2020, full funding for this task becomes available after FY2023.
VLA Infrastructure Improvement Plan Summary: Staging of the infrastructure improvements
described above has evolved from that in the successful AUI proposal for the new NRAO Cooperative
Agreement. The staging of the improvements in New Mexico is revisited, and revised if necessary, on
an annual basis to accommodate increases in infrastructure costs, to support ngVLA developments
earlier in the new Cooperative Agreement, to facilitate urgent repairs, and to gain operational
efficiencies. The need to support early ngVLA development resulted in a minor descope to the original
infrastructure plan baseline. In particular, the number of antenna azimuth bearing purchases was
reduced, automatic grease distributors were eliminated, and antenna rust removal and paint funding was
reduced. More recently, the ultrasonic track inspection and new passenger bus repair facility have been
descoped. The current infrastructure improvement plan is summarized in Table 4.1.3.1. The overall
program will continue to be monitored and revised depending upon future operational priorities and
unforeseen equipment failures.
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Table 4.1.3.1: Current Version of Major Equipment and Large-scale Repair Items for
NM Operations. Budget amounts are in $K.
VLA Equipment

FY16/17

FY18

FY19

FY19T

FY20

FY21

Two track high rail vehicles
CNC lathe
Cooling tower tube exchanger
Front End SOIDA rack (2)
Heavy vehicle/equipment
replacement
New switches - E, W, N arms
Repair VLA CB roof
Replace two CNC knee mills
Replace generator switchgear &
hatch gear
Replace rail crane
Replace azimuth bearings
Replace VLA cafeteria roof
Replace standby generators
Replace National boom truck
Spare HVAC compressors
Tie inserter
Passenger bus repair facility
Road & parking lot maintenance
& paving
Subtotal VLA Equipment
Large Scale Repair &
Maintenance
Replace ACU & FRM motors
Antenna automatic grease
distributors
Replace ties & intersections
Refurb AAB overhead crane
Antenna rust removal, paint and
insulation
Well pump power controller
Improve site building insulation
Replace exterior doors and
windows
Ultrasonic track inspection
Subtotal Repair & Maintenance
Carryover
ngVLA Development
Grand Total

128
0
0
101

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
104

0
0
0
0

189

0

132

0

202

60

1,034

*

0
0
98

0
0
0

0
0
99

0
0
0

61
0
0

0
0
0

50
101
197


*

0

1,000

0

0

0

0

1,000



0
0
87
0
270
0
85
0
0

0
0
0
1,400
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0

203
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
55

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30

103
610
87
1,400
270
80
85
149
442


*$





$
*

958

2,400

261

203

452

60

438

5,996

230
0

30
0

250
14

0
0

10
0

50
0

122

1,067
70

*
$

542
70
0

0
0
0

267
0
0

598
0
0

639
0
0

639
0
31

530

4,527
70
387

*

$

0
0
0

0
0
0

110
0
150

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

110
73
150


$


0
842
470
568
2,838

0
30
-470
0
1,960

0
791
0
0
1,052

0
598
0
0
801

0
649
0
0
1,100

0
720
0
0
780

50
6,505
0
0
12,501

$


*
$
FY2019T

FY22

195

213

652
0
0
1,090

Original
FY17-26
128
0
55
206

Notes


*

Denotes completed item
Denotes multi-year item
Denotes reduced or de-scoped item
Denotes funds for track materials and equipment from a separate NSF proposal

Technical Upgrades and Enhancements
Reducing VLA Power Consumption: As the VLA approaches its fifth decade of operations, reducing
costs of operations and interruptions to antenna operations and other site electronics are areas of focus.
Laboratory tests of an NRAO-developed variable speed cryogenic refrigerator and compressor system
are underway, and on-site tests to characterize the system commenced in late FY2021. The system is
expected to show a noticeably reduced power consumption versus the current system, as well as reduced
maintenance callouts and costs. Operations disruptions due to utility power disturbances are also being
targeted by various upgrades, such as improved antenna battery backup performance and smoothing of power
delivered by these backup systems.
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VLA Development
The primary development effort for the VLA in the timeframe of this LRP relates to the ever-increasing
problem of man-made radio frequency interference, with direct application to the ngVLA, should the latter
be funded.
Wideband Interferometric Digital Architecture (WIDAR) Real-time RFI blanking: Radiofrequency interference (RFI) emitted by man-made sources continues to be a significant and growing
impediment to radio astronomy. Typically, corrupted data are identified and excised offline using the
recorded data products; this results in loss of data in specific frequency and/or time ranges. While the
resulting loss of sensitivity may be tolerable when observing broad-band astronomical sources, spectral
line observations can become impossible in certain frequency (redshift) ranges. The WIDAR correlator
includes low-level functionality to blank data at high time resolution (microseconds), if the signal power
exceeds a set threshold. For certain pulsed RFI signals, this can result in the recovery of radio spectrum
that would otherwise be lost when flagging recorded data (at few-second time resolution). During FY2019
and FY2020, this functionality was exercised, and proof-of-concept observations showed that this
approach can be effective in recovering portions of the spectrum such as the 1.2–1.4 GHz range, which is
significantly impacted by pulsed aircraft navigation signals. In FY2021, the NRAO implemented and tested
correlator software changes to improve threshold level determination and correctly record the fraction
of blanked samples in the output files. The effectiveness of this method at various bands was also evaluated.
In FY2022, the NRAO will continue this systematic evaluation, and develop requirements for any necessary
changes to the observing setup and data reduction software packages in preparation for offering this
functionality to observers during the period covered by this LRP.
COSMIC SETI: In FY2021, the NRAO and the SETI Institute entered into an agreement to enable search
for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) research using the VLA. This system is known as the Commensal
Open-Source Multimode Interferometer Cluster Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (COSMIC SETI),
and will allow for state-of-the-art commensal, real-time SETI analysis to happen in parallel with all standard
VLA observations. During FY2021, electrical, HVAC, and fiber plans and modifications to the existing VLA
infrastructure were developed by the NRAO engineering staff. Fiber amplification equipment was also
evaluated. This work is funded by the SETI Institute, with construction effort currently scheduled to
extend through FY2023.

4.2 Very Long Baseline Array
The VLBA remains the world leading VLBI array with its productivity spanning fundamental astronomy
research, development of reference frames, and space situational awareness. Its recent unique scientific
contributions include a completely independent measure of the Hubble constant based on water megamasers surrounding supermassive black holes at the centers of galaxies, challenging standard cosmological
models. The VLBA contributed significantly to the development of the third realization of the International
Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF), the coordinate system used by all of astronomy. In the next five years,
the VLBA will see continued modernization of its electronics and improved services in the form of
enhanced user support and VLBI-related functionality within the CASA data reduction package. In FY2021,
the use of an array-wide fiber optic data network has enabled new real-time and near-real-time diagnostics.
Currently these are used only for specially designed test observations, but this capability is slated to be
generalized and improved, and will be used to provide real-time feedback for most scientific observations
over the next three years.
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VLBA Budget
The VLBA is primarily funded through CSA-L, an award of eight-year duration spanning FY2019 through
FY2026. Approximately half of the VLBA’s funding is provided by the United States Naval Observatory
(USNO) through a Memorandum of Agreement (MoA). The MoA is to be renewed in FY2022 for a second
five-year period, and will include increased support for fiber connections and electronic data transfer. We
anticipate additional support for increased network costs to be available beginning FY2023.

Scientific Capabilities
The long baselines of the VLBA provide ultra-high angular resolution for astrophysical studies of sources
of non-thermal emission. The VLBA provides parallax and proper motion studies with differential
astrometry as good as 10 micro-arcsec, and absolute astrometry with accuracies of ~200 micro-arcsec
for the establishment of the ICRF. Typical astrophysical targets include active galactic nuclei, Galactic
micro-quasars, pulsars, and Galactic and extragalactic masers. The VLBA is regularly combined with the
large-aperture radio telescopes at Effelsberg, Green Bank, and the phased VLA to form the High Sensitivity
Array (HSA), as well as participating in global centimeter-wavelength VLBI. The VLBA is a key element of
the Global 3mm VLBI Array (GMVA), which now also includes ALMA.
The VLBA system performance is summarized in Table 4.2.2.1. As with the VLA, the VLBA offers its welltested capabilities through a General Observing program with its capabilities listed in Table 4.2.2.2, while
less well-tested or un-commissioned observing modes are offered through the Shared Risk and Resident
Shared Risk Observing programs.
Table 4.2.2.1: System performance of the VLBA receiver bands
Band name

Wavelength

Frequency range (GHz)

(a)

SEFD

(Jy)

P
90cm
0.312–0.342
2742
610
50cm
0.596–0.626
2744
L
21cm/18cm
1.35–1.75
302
S
13cm
2.2–2.4
347
C
6cm
3.9–7.9
244
X
4cm
8.0–8.8
327
U
2cm
12.0–15.4
543
K
1cm
21.7–24.1
587
Q
7mm
41.0–45.0
1181
W
3mm
80.0–90.0
4236
Notes: (a) Typical Zenith SEFD: The SEFD is the System Equivalent Flux Density (Jy), defined as the flux density of a
radio source that doubles the system temperature.
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Table 4.2.2.2: VLBA general observing capabilities

Capability
4096 Mbps recording
(requires DDC data system)

S/X Simultaneous Observations
VLBA + Y1
Multiple Phase Centers
Flexible Frequency Setup with the DDC
data system

Flexible Spectral Resolution
Spectral Zooming
Pulsar Modes

Description

 Available for the 6cm, 4cm, 1cm, 7mm, and 3mm
receivers*
 1024 MHz polarization-summed bandwidth
 Available for VLBA, global VLBI, VLBA+Y1, and HSA
*
90cm, 50cm, 21/18cm, and 13cm bands require
recording rates of 2048 Mbps or less due to their
limited bandwidth
 Up to 4096 Mbps recording rate (but slightly reduced
sensitivity at both bands)
 Adds a single VLA antenna (Y1) to the VLBA to
provide a short (~50 km) baseline to the VLBA Pt
station
 Up to 300 (or 150) phase centers at 4096 Mbps with
a single correlator pass for dual polarization (or full
polarization) products
 1, 2, 4, or 8 data channels with bandwidths ranging
between 1 and 128 MHz (all data channels must use
the same bandwidth within an observing scan)
 Data channels may be placed nearly anywhere in the
IF
 Up to 4096 spectral channels per data channels for
routine DiFX processing
 Minimum spectral channel spacing of 2 Hz
 During correlation, allows the selection of a
narrower frequency window to have a large number
of spectral channels
 Binary gating, matched-filter gating, and pulsar
binning correlation modes for pulsar observations

VLBA User Support is provided by scientific staff in NM Operations. VLBA User Support is now fully
incorporated into the NRAO helpdesk, where users may request help with observing set-up and data
reduction. During the timeframe of this LRP, new functionality in CASA will enable VLBA data to be
processed easily by following online CASA guides. CASA calibration pipeline scripts will be developed for
VLBA data reduction, eventually including imaging and self-calibration.

Array Operations
No significant changes to routine VLBA operations are expected in FY2023–2027. Fiber networking at all
VLBA antennas will be in place, providing opportunities for improved system diagnostics (e.g., near-realtime fringe checking and rapid turn-around for certain tests). The anticipated network bandwidth will be
an order of magnitude less than the mean observing data rate. However, this capability may afford a limited
amount of new user capability in the form of rapid-return science. The option may also arise for one or
more of the ten VLBA antennas to be connected at the full data rate allowing the data recorder to be
moved from that site to Socorro. Aside from not needing to mail hard drives, the operational model
would not change substantially.
In FY2021, the VLBA began testing its ability to electronically transfer incoming data from non-VLBA
stations for correlation. Once the local data storage is large enough to handle more volume, this support
may become available for all VLBI stations. Use of such electronic transfers will likely increase over time.
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Over FY2023–2027, the VLBA will slightly modify the duties of the array/correlator operators, the data
analysts, the media librarian, and the operations supervisor to improve redundancy of skills and to position
the workforce more strategically with respect to the increased use of electronic data transfer, as well as
appropriate succession planning.
Radio Frequency Interference Mitigation: Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is a growing concern
to radio astronomy. The VLBA has two properties that increase its susceptibility to RFI and limit the
mitigation that can be taken: (1) the geographic diversity of its sites means that there are ten separate
environments with different problem frequencies, making identification of common “clean” bands difficult,
and (2) the VLBA makes use of coarse quantization, meaning strong RFI anywhere in the observed
bandwidth can render an entire recorded frequency window useless. These effects have proved especially
challenging in geodetic observing where S-band is required. Three ongoing efforts will improve the VLBA’s
immunity to RFI. First, the VLBA has an ongoing RFI monitoring program that allows the strongest and
most frequent offending sources to be identified so they can be avoided. Second, the new frequency
synthesizer will allow finer control over the tuning of channels to allow better navigation of especially bad
RFI situations. Finally, the new digital infrastructure being developed will allow recording modes with finer
quantization, enabling more effective post-correlation RFI mitigation. These technologies should be
integrated together in the timeframe of this LRP.

Maintenance and Infrastructure
Major maintenance campaigns which provide service to mechanical and electrical equipment are
conducted by staff from the NM Engineering Services and Electronics Divisions at a rate of two VLBA sites
per year. Additionally, the 2018 proposal for reintegration and continued operation of the VLBA identified
several examples of array infrastructure that will require attention. Over FY2023–2027, the following
infrastructure investments are expected.









Masers: The VLBA has reached a steady-state replacement rate of one maser every two to three
years. A maser purchase and replacement is expected in FY2022 or FY2023.
Software Correlator: A correlator refresh was made in FY2019 and FY2020 to replace aging
computers and networking equipment. If significant progress is made in expanding the VLBA
bandwidth in the upcoming years, an additional correlator upgrade is likely during the FY2023–
2026 period. No significant change in correlator design will be required.
Generators: Replacement of the last two of four originally planned critical power generators with
full power generators capable of running an entire VLBA site is expected by FY2024.
ROACH Digital Back End (RDBE) replacement hardware: The RDBEs reached the end phase of
maintenance life due to obsolescence and are not expected to last more than three to five more
years. Their replacement required new development (see VLBA Development below). After the
completion of ongoing research into a flexible and sustainable architecture, new Digital Back End
(DBE) equipment will begin deployment in FY2023.
Weather stations: During FY2019 and FY2020, a new weather station system was designed for
the VLBA stations to address obsolescence issues. The first article was installed at a VLBA site in
FY2021, and the remainder will be deployed through FY2024.
Station Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS): A UPS refresh at all VLBA stations is slated for
FY2022. At the time of purchase, the required future capacity will be evaluated, possibly resulting
in higher capacity and more modern units than currently installed.
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Technical Upgrades and Enhancements
The risk of both reduced antenna availability and reliability due to component obsolescence and from
general maintenance difficulties due to aging VLBA electronics prompted NM Operations to initiate an
improvement plan for the following system elements:






The VLBA New Digital Architecture (VNDA) project provides a system to replace and improve
upon the current ROACH Digital Back End (RDBE) system and supporting architecture in the
antenna and the station building.
The L404B Synthesizer project provides an improved LO synthesizer at each site to address
obsolescence issues and improve user capability.
The 1PPS distribution project provides the reference and timing signals required by the VNDA
and L404B hardware located in the antenna.
The P401 project provides a new power supply necessary to power the L404B and 1PPS modules.
The E-rack project provides a new RF-shielded equipment rack in the VLBA antenna cabins.

These system elements are referred to collectively as the VLBA Back End. To ensure the successful and
aligned delivery of these elements, which are currently at various stages of development, NM Operations
initiated the VLBA Back End Retrofit (VBER) project in FY2021. A preliminary architecture for the systems
is described in Figure 4.2.5.1 below, and in the following text.

Figure 4.2.5.1: Preliminary conceptual architecture for VLBA antenna stations resulting from the VBER project.
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Sampled Data Bandwidth Increase: Increasing the bandwidth of sampled astronomical data is a longterm goal outlined in the VLBA technical development roadmap. One of the limiting parameters to
increasing the sampled VLBA bandwidth are the samplers which digitize the analog RF signal. Research
into new sampler and Digital Back End architectures began in FY2018, and Electronics Division staff will
continue the development of a replacement system through FY2022. Testing of development platforms in
FY2020 and FY2021 and prototypes in FY2022 will inform implementation plans across the array.
Synthesizer Project: The revised VLBA L404B Synthesizer provides 14 GHz (2–16 GHz) tuning, which
will support the sampling of wider bandwidths. Its novel method to greatly improve fine-tuning will also
allow the observer to precisely select where the bandpass filter will be placed in frequency space. After a
successful FY2019 development effort that placed and validated an L404B module on one station,
additional deployments are expected to continue through FY2023.
Power Supply Project: Newly developed power supplies are required to power the L404Bs and some
other equipment. The chosen design will utilize high-reliability approaches, and prototype testing on an
antenna will begin in FY2021. Production is scheduled to begin in FY2022, and the overall rollout is
expected to occur along with L404B deployment.
1PPS Development: A new module is required to provide the 1 Pulse Per Second (1PPS) timing
reference to the new Digital Back End. Research into, and development of, the new module will commence
in FY2021 and continue into FY2022 to support the rollout of the Back End hardware.
VLBA ACU Replacement: Similar to the experience of its counterpart on the VLA, the VLBA ACU
electronics hardware has reached obsolescence after thirty years of operations, posing a serious risk. By
leveraging the VLA design, a new ACU assembly draft conceptual design is being investigated for further
development, testing, and construction in future years.

VLBA Development
The VLBA stands to benefit enormously from continued technical development. Starting in FY2020, the
VLBA began routinely operating at a 4 Gbps data rate, corresponding to 512 MHz of bandwidth in fullpolarization mode. Advances in digital electronics could yield an additional factor of two improvement
in observing bandwidth without other upgrades, and a further factor of four (or more) when combined
with an upgrade to the analog data path. A technical roadmap has been developed and will be reviewed
annually and updated. Key elements of this upgrade are shown in Figure 4.2.6.1. While solid funding for
the implementation of this technical roadmap has not yet been secured, the NRAO is engaged in budgeting
and proposal development with potential (maybe even likely) funding sources for the several components
of this plan.
In this upgrade, some receivers (X-band, and possibly others) could be upgraded and a new receiver
(Ka-band) could be installed. An increasingly plausible alternative would be the installation of a wide-band
receiver spanning 8–36 GHz. Such a receiver could replace three existing receivers (X-, U-, and K-bands)
while providing much broader tuning capability and improved performance and reducing maintenance
burden. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is developing a prototype receiver intended for testing using
the Owens Valley VLBA antenna in FY2022. If successful, this could lead to receiver deployment across
the VLBA by FY2026.
A new IF system with bandwidth of at least 4 GHz per polarization, comparable to that installed on the
VLA, could be deployed. The effort currently underway to replace the existing RDBE with a new digital
architecture could allow additional flexibility. There could be full support for real-time or near-real-time
data transfer to the correlator.
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Figure 4.2.6.1: Elements for an upgraded next-generation VLBA electronics system. Note that an alternate layout could
have the samplers in the control building instead of the antennas.

The VLBA recently received an NSF award to increase the capability of the long-distance data links
between the VLBA antennas and the correlator facility in Socorro. All sites have been brought to minimum
link capacity of 200 Mbps, a data rate that exceeds the initial VLBA operating data rate. Real-time
correlation of test observations is now routine. Increased capabilities will be developed over the next
three years, offering enhanced diagnostics, the ability to perform pointing offsets interferometrically (and
with much more precision), and providing users a limited, but still useful, preview of their data in near real
time, rather than waiting approximately three weeks. A parallel effort will be made to transmit full
observing bandwidth (currently 4096 Mbps) in real time to Socorro from at least one site (FY2023) to
allow the data recorders to reside at the correlator center. It is plausible that on a five-year timescale, all
VLBA antennas could support this data rate enabling real-time correlation for all projects all the time. This
will require restructuring the VLBA operational model, but with a resultant system that is simpler and
more similar to that of the VLA.
A project has begun to install high-quality research grade Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
receivers at all ten VLBA sites. These will capture signals from all operational GNSS constellations,
including the Global Positioning System (GPS), the European Galileo system, Russian Globalnaya
Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) system and Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite
System (BDS). The data collected from these receivers will allow maintenance of a much-improved clock
model, simplifying correlator operations and improving data quality. Multi-band “pseudo-range” data will
be collected from up to 30 satellites simultaneously, allowing the structure of the ionosphere (and to
some degree the troposphere) above each antenna to be probed, offering new, and likely very powerful,
calibration opportunities. Most antenna sites will be outfitted in FY2022, with project completion in
FY2023. This project is led and funded by the Applied Research Laboratory at the University of Texas.
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4.3 Next Generation VLA – ngVLA
The ngVLA is the highest priority for NRAO development activities. The goal is to deliver a facility that will be
optimized for observations at wavelengths between the superb performance of ALMA at submillimeter
wavelengths, and the future Phase I Square Kilometre Array (SKA-1) at decimeter and longer wavelengths.
The key science goals for the ngVLA were distilled from individual science cases and discussed and
reviewed by the ngVLA Science Advisory Council and Science Working Groups. The goals are described
in detail in ngVLA Memorandum #19 (arXiv: 1711.09960), and include:






Unveiling the Formation of Solar System Analogs,
Probing the Initial Conditions for Planetary Systems and Life with Astrochemistry,
Charting the Assembly, Structure, and Evolution of Galaxies from the First Billion Years to the Present,
Using Pulsars in the Galactic Center to Make a Fundamental Test of Gravity, and
Understanding the Formation and Evolution of Stellar and Supermassive Black Holes in the Era of
Multi-Messenger Astronomy.

Prior to FY2020, the primary focus of the ngVLA project was to prepare a proposal for the Astro2020
Decadal Survey, including a compelling science case, and a rationally costed and realizable design for all
the major telescope elements. This effort was driven by the larger community and coordinated through
NRAO via close consultation with external Science and Technical Advisory Councils. In FY2019, the
ngVLA proposal for the Decadal Survey was submitted, the ngVLA Science Book was published, and the
Reference Design Concept was completed. In FY2020, the project concept was formally presented to the
Radio, Millimeter, and Submillimeter subpanel of the Decadal Survey; a Systems Requirements Review was
completed; and three contracts were awarded to antenna vendors to develop ngVLA antenna design
concepts. In June 2021, a contract was awarded to mtex antenna technology for the design of the ngVLA
18m antenna. Future ngVLA development activities are dependent upon the Decadal Survey outcome,
which is expected in Q4 FY2021, and the prospects for additional development funding.
The longer-term goal of the ngVLA project is to develop the science requirements, system requirements,
system architecture, and supporting system design that can form the foundation for conceptual
development of the facility and a proposal to the NSF AST Division for Major Research Equipment and
Facilities Construction (MREFC) candidacy. The project schedule calls for a detailed design and
development phase in CY2021–2025 with construction occurring in CY2026–2035.
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5 CENTRAL DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
The Central Development Laboratory (CDL) mission is to:
 Develop new, science-driven technology for the next generation of radio astronomy telescopes;
 Produce patents and licensable intellectual property to help U.S. competitiveness and spur
development of new technologies.
 Maintain and improve existing NRAO telescopes;
 Train and develop the next generation of instrumentation engineers, technicians, and managers;
 Contribute to the greater radio astronomy community by assisting other facilities to realize midand small-scale projects through a robust Work-For-Others (WFO) program;
The CDL is leading much of the technology development for the ngVLA, the NRAO flagship effort to develop
a large area radio array capable of imaging thermal emissions to milli-arcsecond resolution. It is important
that CDL long-range research and development (R&D) efforts continue to support the scientific and
engineering requirements of the ngVLA concept past Astro2020. At the same time, the maintenance and
enhancement of ALMA, the VLA, and the VLBA must remain firmly within the scope of the Laboratory’s
activities, and several such R&D projects directed at these critical activities are described herein.

5.1 CDL Strategic Directions – People and Technology
Over the next five years, CDL will execute its strategic plan by working to avoid any loss in capability in
existing capabilities critical to CDL’s future during a time of rapid demographic change in the laboratory.
At the same time, CDL will invest in new technologies that have the potential to address new science
requirements. The CDL will continue to place an emphasis on developing entrepreneurial-minded teams
ready to collaborate with industry for co-development or commercial licensing. CDL will also continue
working on establishing talent pipelines through post-doctoral and student/intern work programs to
enhance staff continuity.
The CDL is pursuing new emerging business areas. These include work under a Partnership for Innovation
(PFI) NSF grant to prototype higher frequency reflectionless filters using Low Temperature Co-fired
Ceramics (LTCC), as well as effort to support the nascent advanced spectrum monitoring division to
support the development of a National Radio Dynamic Zone (NRDZ).
The core engineering and technical capabilities that will endure include low noise amplifiers (LNAs), digital
signal processing and design, electromagnetic components and optics, radio frequency, millimeter- and
submillimeter-wave receiver engineering, timing and distribution, as well as mechanical design, precision
machining, and finishing.
The CDL strategic plan includes the key items described below.
Building a robust, world-class digital design team: The advantages of digitizing early in the RF signal
receiving path have long been recognized. CDL should lead the radio astronomy community in digital
design capability. Towards this goal:




CDL has formed and will continue to consolidate a centralized digital team that can be matrixed
to any CDL project.
Staff turnover continues, but one new engineer has been hired onto this team recently, with a
search ongoing for a recently departed team-member.
To maintain progress on projects in a turbulent economy and job market, CDL is exploring use of
consultants and contractors for highly specialized job functions, such as Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) programming.
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CDL digital team will build out a broad team of experts in FPGA, Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC), Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), and embedded programming expertise, and will
be heavily invested in verification and testability.
The team will be an enabling component to the CDL advanced integrated receiver programs.

Increase investments in emerging technologies: CDL will be on the forefront of radio astronomy
technology development by taking strategic risks on emerging technologies that can break through current
limitations and support the science mission requirements in the coming decades.




CDL will continuously engage the broader research and development community to identify,
analyze, and evaluate new and promising technologies for the CDL development portfolio.
If an emerging technology is deemed promising, CDL will seek to acquire strategic partnerships
with the appropriate researchers, leveraging CDL’s ability to uniquely test and evaluate for
performance, feasibility, and impact to radio astronomy.
If an emerging technology has been identified with appropriate risk-versus-gain potential, CDL will
consider hiring a new research engineer to lead a team on an intense technology development program.

At present under this effort, CDL is conducting a research programs in TKIP technology and in advanced
3D printing technology.

Figure 5.1.1 - Cryogenic testing of a 3-D printed microwave waveguide.

Reconstitute and transition key CDL engineering teams: Retirements are anticipated over the
next few years in critical areas of technology and research expertise. Such a transition is already occurring
in the digital and in the plating and electroforming laboratory teams. Recognizing this, CDL will:





Bring onsite recently hired engineers to lead CDL’s Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) team and the
TKIP development effort;
Develop a detailed succession and continuity plan for the electromagnetics/optical work group
and synchronize anticipated retirements with a recruitment program;
Continue ongoing effort to integrate the research engineer identified to lead the
millimeter/submillimeter wave receiver team and formally hire him with at least one year overlap with
the incumbent;
Continue to execute the succession and continuity plan in the chemistry laboratory and train the
new hire for the plating/finishing position.
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Hire entrepreneurially minded engineers and vigorously pursue licensing opportunities: The
opportunity to patent, license, and receive royalties motivates and invigorates entrepreneurial-minded
engineers and can serve to energize teams. Royalties returned to the Observatory and CDL can be used
for investments in personnel and technology, adding a new, important dimension to CDL’s mission.



Successful licensing agreements hold the promise of a singular mechanism to provide income
streams that would allow CDL to research emerging technologies and take strategic risks.
CDL will work closely with the NRAO Technology Transfer manager to pursue Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU), Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), and
other partnerships with commercial partners for the NRAO technologies and products.

Foster internal talent development and build a strong long-term pipeline for bringing timely
talent into CDL: CDL will continue to improve its ability to recruit and maintain world-class engineering
and technical talent under a program that embraces diversity, equity, and inclusion.






CDL has instituted a college co-operative program to supplement its student programs.
CDL managers will work closely with the NRAO leadership cohort program and identify internal
talent development opportunities.
CDL will seek to maintain at least two Jansky Fellows in the laboratory.
CDL will continue to hire graduate interns and post-doctoral candidates on an as-needed basis.
CDL will work with the Observatory’s Director of Advancement to develop new opportunities
for bringing students and post-docs into CDL.

5.2 Ongoing Efforts
New Technical Areas: To remain on the forefront of radio astronomy technology and support future
science mission requirements, CDL must commit to taking strategic risks on emerging technologies that
hold the potential to break through current limitations.
Work has already been initiated on superconducting TKIP amplifiers. Collaborators at Caltech/JPL have
previously demonstrated that TKIP amplifiers built for operation in the microwave regime are only limited
by noise set by the fundamental quantum limit. It is believed that these amplifiers can operate at
frequencies up to 1 THz since their operational principle remains the same. A research engineer has been
hired to lead the development of TKIP amplifiers at the CDL. In cooperation with UVML, CDL has also
acquired a milli-Kelvin dilution refrigerator as a test bed for TKIPs and is outfitting it for testing a W-band
(75–110 GHz) TKIP amplifier prototype (based on devices fabricated by Caltech/JPL), a required test on
the path to evaluating their feasibility for operation at 4 K.
Low-frequency (i.e. DC–20 GHz) and high-frequency (60–120 GHz) TKIP amplifiers will be designed using
in-house developed TKIP design/synthesis code. The initial focus will be on traditional transmission line
configurations such as microstrip, co-planar waveguide (CPW) and artificial lines. In parallel, work will be
carried out to include new transmission line geometries, such as inverted microstrip, to the design software.
CDL will continue to leverage its ongoing collaboration with the UVA IFAB facility as well as JPL and Cal
Tech for the purpose of fabrication of new TKIP amplifier designs. The designs will aim to comply with their
design rules and this work, in turn, will serve to test the suitability of our partner's capabilities for this
application.
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Figure 5.2.1 - In a first for the lab, a dummy parametric amplifier has been fabricated at UVA/IFAB.

CDL will continue to maintain the design software suites to facilitate Monolithic Microwave Integrated
Circuits (MMIC) development and to reduce design times. Increased emphasis on the use of cryogenic
MMICs shall be continued, and is part of long-range plans for the Low Noise Amplifier team.
CDL will conduct technology surveys and demonstrator studies in the next five years to identify one or
two areas worthy of a deeper development commitment under a new research engineer hired in this
timeframe. Technologies to be investigated include additive manufacturing (3D printing) of
electromagnetic devices, high power semiconductors for better local oscillator chains, (work has been
initiated in these areas) and possibly cryogenic technology. The investments will be constantly evaluated
against the emerging requirements on the VLA, ALMA2030, ngVLA, and the greater needs of the radio
astronomy community.
Advanced Integrated Receiver Development: The goal of the CDL Advanced Integrated Receiver
Development (IRD) group is to set the design and performance standards for 21st century radio astronomy
receivers. The team does this by leveraging complementary advances in integrated, high frequency circuit
design, and using advanced, novel digital signal processing techniques, and is tightly coupled to the CDL
digital design team. The IRD program follows three core principles:




Early digitization;
Integration across traditional boundaries;
Improve performance from DSP precision and the stability gained from integration.

These principles lead to a two-part architecture. The first is a cryogenic compact Digital Orthomode Transducer
(DOMT), which integrates all the functions of a phase-shifter, an OMT, a calibration coupler, and low-noise
amplifiers, but in a package with an order of magnitude lower mass than more traditional technologies.
The second is the integrated signal converter. Operating at room temperature, it performs all the
conversions from RF to base band, from analog to digital, and from copper to fiber, thus allowing immediate
high-fidelity data transport from the antenna focal plane to a remote signal processing facility.
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Stable, long-term performance is ensured by digitizing the signal as early as possible in the receiver chain,
using carefully developed packaging techniques to provide high isolation between the analog and digital
components in a compact package while reducing overall mass and power consumption.
The IRD team generates intellectual property and patents in their designs, including the invention of
reflectionless filter technology, which has been licensed for commercial production. Other successful
patents have included an ultra-wideband (10:1) constant beamwidth horn antenna and launcher at millimeter
wavelengths. The long-term strategic goals of the IRD team include:






Continue work to demonstrate a successful Serial ADC (SADC) ASIC to implement a patented
technique for efficient digitization and polarimetric measurement of low frequency antennas,
data transmission;
Develop, produce, and test a 56 Gbit/s SADC for use on the ngVLA;
Commercially license SADC technology;
Investigate how SADC can improve future phased array feeds and other advanced receiver concepts;
Continue to develop reflectionless filter technology, especially for high frequency and highperformance applications.

Figure 5.2.2 - The ngVLA Band 3 IRD analog front-end receiver prototype.

Low-noise Cryogenic Amplifier Development: Since 1980, the CDL has been a world leader in the
development and production of LNAs operating at cryogenic temperatures for radio astronomy and deep
space communication. Over this period, the improvements made in the noise temperature of amplifiers
have been dramatic. Currently, noise temperatures of 2, 8, and 25 K are reported for broadband amplifiers
at 4, 30, and 100 GHz, respectively, at physical temperatures of ~15 K.
Recently, a new noise mechanism was identified in Field Effect Transistors (FETs) which might indicate
limits on the lowest achievable noise temperature from cryogenic Indium Phosphide High Electron
Mobility Transistors (InP HEMTs) upon reduction to sub-100 nm gate-lengths. Because of the criticality of
LNAs to the NRAO mission, CDL will continue to work with partners in investigating the fundamental
limitations on the noise temperature performance of cryogenic amplifiers.
Industry trends favor MMICs which, with the decreasing access to cryogenic HEMTs suitable for chip-andwire approach, will require the use of MMICs in future radio astronomy instruments, especially in view of
the ngVLA project, which will require hundreds of receivers covering the 1–116 GHz frequency range.
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CDL will plan its long-term LNA future accordingly as follows:







Transition the recently hired research engineer into his role to lead the CDL LNA team, with
sufficient overlap with the incumbent;
Continue ongoing development effort to demonstrate low noise amplifiers for coupling with wider
IF bandwidth (e.g. 4–12 GHz and 4–16 GHz) ALMA Band 6 mixers;
Work internally and with partners in investigating the fundamental limitations on the noise
temperature performance of cryogenic amplifiers;
Expand engagement with the MMIC community, and develop a team of experts in MMIC design, while
maintaining the capability of producing a limited number of chip-and-wire LNAs, when necessary;
Remain engaged with efforts to develop probe stations for testing the cryogenic performance of
on-wafer MMICs to identify chips useful for package insertion;
Seek and maintain relationships with technology companies in possession of InP HEMTs MMIC
capabilities to identify technology most useful for cryogenic operation with best attainable noise
temperature.

Millimeter and Sub-Millimeter Receivers: The CDL, in collaboration with the University of Virginia,
has been active in developing millimeter wave technology for radio astronomy since the early 1970s.
During the ALMA development phase, CDL pioneered the use of sideband-separating SuperconductorInsulator-Superconductor (SIS) mixers, long used at microwave frequencies to internally cancel unwanted
signals in the image sideband. Over the next five years, the development goals of the CDL millimeter and
submillimeter wave team are to:






Reduce receiver noise across the full RF and IF bands;
Improve gain and noise flatness across RF and IF bands;
Reduce LO sideband noise;
Improve production yield; and
Enable rapid wafer scanning at 4 K.

CDL effort will focus on developing technology to support the ALMA2030 Roadmap vision, including the
development of an upgraded ALMA Band 6 receiver in collaboration with the University of Virginia IFAB.
The following list summarizes long-term plans:







Integrate the new lead research engineer into the millimeter/submillimeter receiver group;
Investigate the applicability of Nb/Al-AlOx/Nb type SIS junctions for wider RF and IF bandwidth
mixer applications;
Continue collaboration with UVA/IFAB to develop devices with wider RF and IF bandwidths,
including Nb/Al-AlN/Nb, Nb/Al-AlN/NbN, Nb/Al-AlN/NbTiN, and NbTiN/AlN/NbTiN SIS
junctions, all of this higher bandgap technology will need to be in place for future, yet to be
proposed, radio astronomy receivers;
Explore the IF options available for future millimeter/submillimeter receivers (single-ended and
balanced amplifiers, and wideband isolators); and
Explore LO sideband noise reduction techniques (balanced mixers or clean LO sources).

Digital Signal Processing: CDL is anticipating an increasingly important role of Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) in the Observatory mission by increasing resource allocation in the area, and has hired into new
engineering positions over the past two-three years. The emphasis will be on establishing a central,
collaborative digital design team that rigorously follows the best industry practices and the latest design
and implementation concepts.
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The team will be capable of working across all available platforms, including FPGAs, ASICs, and GPUs, and
will include experts in each area, as well as an expert research engineer in DSP architecture and theory.
The following list summarizes the long-term strategic goals:






Build a collaborative, robust, world-class digital design team designed to be matrixed to any
NRAO/CDL project;
Recruit FPGA, ASIC, and GPU expertise and embedded programmers. Ensure they are following
the best industry practices and receive necessary re-training on a timely basis;
Instill a design for test culture into the design process that uses the latest design tools and processes;
Aggressively seek government and commercial partners for development and commercialization
opportunities;
Develop the SCREAM architecture for ngVLA and future radio astronomy instruments.

CDL digital design group is currently developing an in-house architecture for the ngVLA Central Signal
Processor (CSP). This Scalable, Reconfigurable, and Modular (SCREAM) architecture has the potential to
significantly decrease the construction and operation costs compared to alternate schemes. The essence
of the SCREAM architecture lies in its reusability and scalability, which enable it to become the architecture
of choice for future radio astronomy interferometers.
Electromagnetic Components and Optics: In the long-term, CDL will develop optical designs for
proposed upgrades to ALMA receivers and will be involved in optimizing telescope optics design for
ngVLA. The current ngVLA receiver plan calls for frequency coverage from ~1.2–116 GHz, requiring
multiple receivers with conventional feeds and polarizers. Ongoing effort in this regard will emphasize the
development of very broadband optical components.
During the same period, CDL will also focus on millimeter/submillimeter optical components in support
of future ALMA receiver upgrades. A critical ingredient in these efforts is CDL’s ability to carry out
sophisticated electromagnetic analyses of optical designs, such as main beam response, near and far sidelobes,
as well as overall resulting receiver efficiencies and antenna temperatures. The CDL electromagnetics group
has acquired and will continue to maintain the General Reflector Antenna Software Package (GRASP)
software, enhancing reflector antenna analysis capabilities. The group works closely with CDL’s advanced
integrated receiver team.
The CDL will participate in evaluating new technologies, such as additive manufacturing of electromagnetic
components to determine the implications for NRAO’s mission. The following list summarizes the longterm strategic plan for this group:






Expand and increase use of design software tools;
Continue development of wideband compact electromagnetic components;
Prepare for succession planning and hire a new research engineer when the incumbent retires in
early CY2022;
Investigate new structures and capabilities including quad-ridge, dielectrically loaded horns,
electromagnetic band gap structures, and digital OMTs: and
Monitor advances in additive manufacturing to determine if it will become a competitive technology
or can enable new techniques and architectures not available through traditional machining methods.

Frequency and Timing Distribution: The CDL frequency and timing distribution group investigates
and implements technology solutions for innovative local oscillators, frequency distribution schemes,
timing, and phase calibration for modern radio telescopes. A primary focus is on leveraging state-of-the
art advances in commercial technology in photonics and electronics, including tunable low-noise lasers,
high-speed photodetectors, low-noise integrated oscillators, and phase-lock-loops.
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In-house development and engineering will continue through the long term, and the group will seek
strategic partnerships with industry and government for technology development. The CDL frequency
and timing distribution group has been tasked to support the ngVLA by studying and characterizing remote
LO generation and stabilization.
The ngVLA study will assess the requirements for frequency and timing distribution, identify possible
engineering solutions, investigate tradeoffs, identify areas of risk mitigation, and conduct studies and tests
for preliminary assessment of candidate solutions. Key issues to be addressed include: technique and
performance of frequency distribution and synchronization; timing requirements and overall array time
distribution design; LO implementation on the telescope; and assessment of impact of fiber infrastructure
on design. The study will include investigation of new technologies and components that could improve
array performance or reliability, or reduce array cost. Long-term goals for this CDL group include:





Complete an ALMA Study on an extended frequency and timing distribution system;
Continue to explore custom and commercial engineering solutions for next generation synthesis
telescopes (e.g., ngVLA), including:
o High dynamic range fiber phase correction devices for long-haul frequency distribution by
optical fiber;
o Compact integrated LO assemblies for next generation integrated receivers.
o New techniques and applications in photonic phase calibration, optical comb generation,
and wideband analog fiber optic links;
Establish working relationships with industry and government partners to investigate novel
technology solutions for frequency and timing distribution.

Low Frequency Radiometry: Cosmic Dawn—when the Universe emerged from the Cosmic Dark Ages
to produce the first luminous objects—is the focus of intense interest and investigation. One approach to
uncovering the secrets of the Cosmic Dawn is the study of hydrogen and how it has evolved from its hot
ionized beginnings to eventual reionization by black holes and stars to today’s ionized state.
The CDL Low Frequency Radiometer group specializes in developing instrumentation for probing these
hydrogen emissions. It is a difficult engineering challenge. These highly redshifted signals fall into the subGHz frequency range, where there are strong anthropogenic and cosmic foreground (synchrotron)
emissions. In addition, the required measurement precision and accuracy place a premium on absolute
instrument calibration, notoriously difficult for ground-based instruments at MHz frequencies.
Current projects include development of the Cosmic Twilight Polarimeter (CTP). The long-term goals
include of this group include:






Improve and deploy the CTP to enable further advancements in pattern recognition and machine
learning strategies applied to signal detection and parameter estimation;
Cooperate closely with partners at the University of Colorado, NASA, and other institutions in
efforts to increase the technology readiness level for this technology;
Develop a drone-based polarimetric antenna measurement system;
Refine broadband antenna designs and seek research and commercial partners for further
development and applications;
Continue to train and develop the next generation of scientists and engineers in radio astronomy
instrumentation techniques and methodologies through hands-on learning activities.
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ALMA Telescope Support: The CDL ALMA Offsite Hardware Maintenance Division is part of the
North American ALMA Integrated Engineering Team (IET) and is comprised of the following technical
groups, which are matrix-managed with other CDL groups for resources and expertise.






Front End (FE) and Band 6 Cartridge Group is responsible for maintaining the Band 6 Cold
Cartridges, most of the FE components, and for providing significant software and test systems
support. The FE group also provides management support, product assurance, and executes other
administrative functions in Charlottesville.
Front End Local Oscillator (FE LO) Group is responsible for repairing and maintaining the Warm
Cartridge Assembly for all ALMA receiver bands, as well as FE LO cryogenic multipliers. This
group also operates and maintains bench test sets necessary for repair and requalification of FE
LO components and modules, as well as the First LO offset generator distribution modules.
Back End Photonics Local Oscillator Group is responsible for maintaining and repairing the central
LO elements: fiber lasers and amplifiers, passive splitters, the sub array switch and line length
corrector LRUs, as well as local oscillator photonics receivers in the FE assemblies. The group
also maintains a fully functional reference generation and distribution system at CDL to serve as
a test bed for returned and repaired LRUs.

ALMA Long-term goals:
 Modify the Front-End Monitor and Control firmware and coordinate modifications to the ALMA
Telescope Monitor and Configuration Database software to address identified shortcomings and
improve efficiency of operations.
 As a result of the obsolescence survey carried out in FY2021, several sub-systems and modules
(for which there are limited quantity of spares or replacement parts for executing repairs) have
been identified as obsolete and will become increasingly hard to maintain in the near future.
Following the outline defined in the obsolescence mitigation plan, viable alternatives for these
critical components will be defined, e.g., procure sufficient supply of obsolete spares if possible,
or alternately, redesign/requalify the sub-system or module. Roles and responsibilities of various
partners will be defined and the effort will require coordination with JAO for implementation. A
major initiative in this area that is currently ongoing is the Baseline Correlator Sustainability
project. Once the hardware construction/replication being carried out under this project is
completed, it should be reasonably possible to maintain the existing baseline correlator for several
more years. The list of other significant items in this category which remain to be remediated
include the Front-End Cryogenic M&C, the Band 7 Local Oscillator Power Amplifiers, the BackEnd Data Transmission System, Antenna Controller Unit, and the Antenna Bus Master
replacement Ethernet-to-CAN hardware project.
 Update hardware on ALMA cartridge test stands at CDL to reduce the spares maintenance effort.
 Refactor and/or migrate engineering software applications on various ALMA cartridge test stands
to ensure their continued viability as the software platforms (operating systems, LabVIEW)
continue to evolve.
 Where possible, implement predictive condition-based maintenance, to effect LRU replacement
prior to actual hardware failure. This will result in proactive replacement of hardware during
scheduled maintenance, thereby reducing the loss of science time.
Precision Machine Shop and Electroplating Laboratory: The CDL precision machine shop and
electroplating laboratory operates on a research and development footing, working as part of an integrated
development team along with CDL’s engineers and technicians.
The machine shop produces amplifier blocks, mixer bodies, feed horns, phase shifters, and other
components for NRAO instruments and for other instruments around the U.S. and the world. For
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microwave components with complex internal geometry, the shop can machine aluminum mandrels used
by the Chemistry/Plating Lab to electroform the component.
CDL’s Chemistry Laboratory performs gold plating, electroforming, and specialty plating. It provides high
quality and rapid turnaround in CDL’s R&D environment, and does so at substantially lower cost than
commercial platers. Two gold plating processes are in use: a high purity gold required for wire bonded
components and a brightened hard gold which is better suited for contact surfaces and components where
wire bonding is not required.
The newly hired mechanical engineer who will be taking over operation of the electroplating laboratory
when the incumbent retires in FY2022 is overseeing the expansion of the laboratory to further enhance its
capabilities by adding a facility to electroplate aluminum parts—a task that had to be outsourced in the past.
Summary of long-term goals:





Perform leadership transitions that maintain operational continuity and transfers knowledge and skill.
Continue to learn how to more effectively use the new five-axis precision milling machine and
integrate into machine shop operations.
Support investigations into new technologies such as additive manufacturing; keep abreast of new
machining and plating techniques and technologies.
Ensure team members receive regular continuing education and attain appropriate certifications.

Work for Others Projects: CDL has a world-wide reputation as a reliable provider of low-noise
amplifiers, passive electromagnetic devices, and other components for building ultra-sensitive receiver
systems. Customers include radio astronomy organizations around the world, device suppliers and
manufacturers, and other research centers and government organizations. Many are repeat customers
who have enjoyed decades of partnership with CDL.
This Work for Others (WFO) activity is part of NRAO’s mission to provide world leading telescopes,
instrumentation, and expertise to the radio astronomy community. In addition, it provides income, enables
some independent research, and helps equalize work loading.
The CDL ALMA Front End Support Team will likely continue to have robust WFO business in the next five
years. Enduring interest from outside organizations for consulting, design, and fabrication of receivers and local
oscillators is foreseen. Other potential WFO growth areas include low-noise amplifiers, phased array feeds,
and general digital design and signal processing (including correlator design, fabrication, and installation).
Commercialization and Licensing: In 1980, the Bayh-Dole act was passed by the U.S. Congress,
encouraging researchers at federally funded laboratories to obtain patents and enter licensing agreements
with private industry to better commercialize innovations.
The successful licensing of CDL reflectionless filter technology has shown that developing innovative
technology to improve radio astronomy instrumentation can indeed lead to commercially viable products,
and may have profound implications for the laboratory. At present, the growth in revenue from the
licensing agreement with Mini-Circuits, Inc., of Brooklyn, NY, is sufficient to fund a part-time engineer to
work with the Technology Transfer Manager to market other CDL technologies. Conservative
extrapolation of royalty figures provides significant motivation for further pursuing commercialization and
licensing opportunities.
The NRAO had submitted a proposal to NSF for a Partnership in Innovation (PFI) grant to perform
development work on high frequency transmission-line reflectionless filters with an industry partner. It
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has been recently awarded and could lead to an entirely new line of reflectionless filters with significant
market potential if awarded licensed production.
Talent development and succession planning: In the short term, demographics are driving a high
CDL staff turnover rate. Conditions brought about due to the recent pandemic has further hastened this
process. In the long term, it is expected that rapid changes in technology, more competition for
engineering talent, and the two-body problem of dual-career couples will make recruitment and retention
increasingly difficult.
CDL is addressing these issues. For the short-term, CDL management is working closely with NRAO
Assistant Directors for Human Resources (HR) and Budget to arrange overlap hiring actions as the senior
CDL engineers near retirement. This allows for six months to a year for the new employee to work sideby-side with the retiring engineer for knowledge transfer. CDL management is also working closely with
HR to place mid-career CDL employees into the Observatory’s Leadership Cohort Program, designed to
inspire and retain employees likely to become leaders in the next five to ten years.
In addition, CDL is exploring the use of consultants and contractors to mitigate disruptions in capabilities
due to turbulence in hiring and retention of talent. The CDL digital group has recently entered into an
agreement with a consulting group to help with programming FPGAs to maintain progress on the SCREAM
correlator project.
The following summarizes the long-term objectives of CDL’s talent development and succession planning:






Use overlap hiring actions to allow retiring engineers and technicians to transfer knowledge to
new employees.
Continue to recruit Jansky Fellows into CDL with the goal of having at least two in the Laboratory
at all times.
Leverage the Observatory’s Leadership Cohort Program to develop future leaders in CDL.
Vigorously pursue an undergraduate and graduate co-op program to establish a long-term talent
pipeline in critical technology areas.
Explore the use of consultants and contractors to mitigate turbulence in hiring and retention of
engineering talent.

Emerging Areas and Opportunities: The CDL is also in the process of forming an Advanced Spectrum
Monitoring Hardware (ASMH) division in support of a recent award by the NSF to develop specialized
receivers as part of the National Radio Dynamic Zone (NRDZ). This division will provide specialized
receivers and other spectrum monitoring equipment operating up to, and possibly above, 100 GHz to
support the instrumentation and operational needs of NSF’s NRDZ.
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6 SCIENCE SUPPORT AND RESEARCH
Enabling astronomers to conduct forefront research by using the NRAO telescopes effectively and
efficiently is central to the Observatory mission. The NRAO supports its users with an increasingly unified
and integrated suite of services that enables them to more effectively prepare and submit observing
proposals, to prepare for their observations, and to access and process their data, thereby enabling them
to fulfill their scientific objectives. The scientific staff is critical to ensuring optimum support of NRAO
users and instruments. The NRAO has a world-leading staff of astronomers, research engineers, and
computational scientists who play a key role in broadening the NRAO impact through student training,
postdoc mentoring, and visitor interaction.
The NRAO Science Support and Research (SSR) department coordinates and manages the efforts to
support scientific users of NRAO facilities, seeks to broaden the Observatory’s impact through education
and visitor programs for scientists, and supports and oversees the research and scientific productivity of
the scientific staff.
SSR is responsible for three major NRAO activities that serve the Observatory’s user community:
Telescope Time Allocation (TTA); Science Ready Data Products (SRDP); and Scientific User Support. SSR
also provides three Observatory-wide reference services: the NRAO Library; the Historical Archives; and
Statistics and Metrics. SSR also supports and oversees the research activities of the NRAO scientific staff,
the Jansky Fellowship postdoctoral program, and undergraduate and graduate student programs.
In FY2023–2027, SSR will oversee a significant Observatory-wide effort to develop SRDPs to be delivered
from all NRAO instruments: the VLA, ALMA, and the VLBA. NRAO will build on the implementation of an
automated calibration and imaging pipeline for ALMA, extend the approach to VLASS, and ultimately to the
bulk of standard VLA observing modes, which will facilitate the use of NRAO telescopes by a growing
scientific community that extends beyond the radio astronomy domain experts. Another significant initiative
is the development of a new tool suite to support the preparation, submission, and review of VLA, VLBA,
and GBT proposals, which is better integrated with the preparation of observing scheduling blocks, and
better aligned with the process and tools used by ALMA. Starting in FY2019, VLASS operations and the
development of the new TTA Tool Suite have both been moved under the SRDP Project Office, reflecting
the tight coupling between these key deliverables and the objectives of the SRDP project.

6.1 Telescope Time Allocation
The current proposal review and TTA process for the VLA, VLBA, and GBT was implemented in 2011 and is
managed by SSR. ALMA proposals are managed separately by the JAO consistent with international agreements.
NRAO issues two calls for VLA, VLBA, High Sensitivity Array (HSA), and Global 3mm VLBI Array (GMVA)
observing proposals each year with deadlines on 1 February and 1 August. The proposal review and TTA
process employs panel-based reviews. Nine Science Review Panels (SRPs), each composed of members of
the wider scientific community, conduct proposal reviews based on scientific merit. NRAO scientific staff
conduct technical reviews of proposals. The SRP chairs comprise the Time Allocation Committee (TAC),
which integrates the scientific rankings from the SRPs and makes recommendations for time allocation
and scheduling priorities. In addition, the TAC makes recommendations for large proposals (requesting
200+ hours of telescope time).
In October 2016, the VLBA and GBT were formally split from the NRAO, and the Long Baseline
Observatory (LBO) and Green Bank Observatory (GBO) were established as separate entities under AUI
management. As part of a transition arrangement, it was agreed that NRAO would continue to run a
single integrated proposal submission and ranking process on behalf of all three observatories and this
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began with the Call for Proposals for the 2017B observing semester issued on 4 January 2017. The
transition was essentially seamless for users of the three observatories, though a number of process
changes were implemented by NRAO, LBO, and GBO. In 2019, the VLBA was moved back under NRAO.
From the TTA perspective, this was again a seamless transition.
The NRAO proposal evaluation and time allocation process requires a substantial suite of purpose-built
software that represents a significant investment in development and maintenance. The software suite
includes a Proposal Submission Tool (PST), a Proposal Handling Tool (PHT), a Proposal Finder Tool (PFT),
a General Observing Setup Tool (GOST), and exposure or sensitivity calculators. The PST is used by
astronomers to prepare and submit proposals, and by NRAO and GBO staff to manage and support the
proposal review process. The PHT is used to support TAC meetings. The tool suite and associated
databases supporting the NRAO North American proposal review and time allocation process have
become increasingly cumbersome to maintain and develop, and it is becoming correspondingly more
difficult to respond to user needs.
The ALMA proposal evaluation process is led by the JAO in concert with NAASC and international
partners, using tools developed relatively recently. The degree of alignment between the ALMA process
and tools and those employed by the NRAO for its North American facilities is limited.
Studies of the proposal review and time allocation outcomes for AUI telescopes have revealed evidence
of gender-related bias, in the sense that male Principal Investigators (PIs) have been favored over female
PIs in the proposal rankings for the VLA, VLBA, GBT, and ALMA telescopes. The NRAO is concerned by
this evidence, and is committed to monitoring and improving the level of equity and inclusion in its review
process. Although it is not clear that the makeup of the SRPs and the TAC is a direct contributor to the
gender dependent outcomes, NRAO is paying particular attention to gender balance on these committees,
and since 2017 these panels have much more closely reflected the gender balance in the astronomy
community. Also in 2017, the NRAO began briefing review panels about gender bias issues. A more recent
study of gender-related effects on proposal outcomes has indicated that since semester 2017B, male PIs
are no longer favored over female PIs in proposal rankings. The NRAO continues to urge all community
members to work with the Observatory as it strives to deliver on a commitment to the principles of
equity and inclusion in all aspects of NRAO activities, and ensure that scientific merit remains the prime
criterion for time allocation. Replacing the TTA tool suite and databases is a major FY2023–2027 initiative
(see Section 6.2.3). To address the gender-related systematics discussed above, dual anonymous reviews are
a design requirement for the new tools.
In June 2019, NRAO (and GBO) issued an announcement of opportunity for a new class of Extra-Large
Proposals defined as those requesting 1000 hours or more of telescope time and spanning four or more
semesters. On the August 2019 proposal deadline, nine X-proposals were received: eight for the VLA and
one for the VLBA. An independent X-Proposal Science Advisory Committee (X-SAC) was formed that
reviewed the proposals and recommended that one proposal be advanced to the next stage. Some initial
telescope time was granted to this proposal in FY2020. A final Technical and Readiness review was held
in spring 2021, and the project has begun observing in the recent D-configuration. The NRAO will
consider a new call for X-proposals in the future when the demands of the VLASS wind down in FY2025.

6.2 Science Ready Data Products
The NRAO Science Ready Data Products (SRDP) program will continue development and operations
activities throughout the period covered by this plan. The SRDP Program remains focused on the core
objective of increasing the scientific impact of the NRAO interferometers by simplifying access to high
quality scientific data products. There are three projects managed by the SRDP program designed to
achieve this goal.
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Science Ready Archive and Operation (SRAO): Development and operation of pipelines for the
VLA and user driven pipelines for the ALMA. Enhancements to the science archive to support
the scientific community.
VLA Sky Survey (VLASS): In conjunction with the New Mexico Operations department, this
project is responsible for executing the highest resolution all-sky survey ever undertaken, and
delivery of high-quality science ready products for community use.
Next generation Telescope Time Allocation Tools (TTAT): Creating a new suite of tools to
support the proposal and review process for NRAO and Green Bank Observatory telescopes
(excluding ALMA).

SRDP works in close coordination with the Data Management and Software Department to deliver
these projects.
All three projects in the SRDP Program will be in the implementation phase of their respective project lifecycles
as this plan begins. The SRDP Program Office is in a steady state and focused on the successful execution of
the projects. In FY2022, the Program Office will begin planning for permanent support of Science Ready
operations; these organizational changes will be implemented in the outyears of the current LRP.

Science Ready Archive and Operations
At the beginning of this plan, the SRAO project will have addressed technical debt in the Archive
subsystem, developed the tools to support full science ready operation, and be supporting the most
common use cases for the VLA and ALMA.
FY2023 and FY2024 will bring continued refinement to the imaging pipelines, including the addition of
multi-configuration imaging and support for self-calibration in the imaging pipeline. In FY2024, the new
TTA tools will be in use. These tools capture the proposer’s intent for products and VLA SRAO
operations will change to utilize this information.
In the later years of this plan, SRAO will be fully transitioned to operations. Refinement of pipelines and
operations procedures for quality and efficiency will be part of the Observatory’s routine operations. A
new project to bring science ready products to the VLBA will be considered on this time scale, provided
that sufficient resources can be identified.

VLA Sky Survey
At the start of FY2023, the VLA Sky Survey will have completed the first two epochs of observation and
delivered the associated Quick Look products. Additionally, the Single Epoch Continuum images for the
first half of the second epoch will have been delivered. The VLASS operations team will be producing the
Continuum products and polarization cube products (125MHz resolution Stokes I, Q, U images, including
the polarization products) for the second half of the second epoch.
In FY2023, observation of the third and final epoch will begin, with the associated production of Quick
Look and Single Epoch products. Observation of the survey will complete in FY2025 with the completion
of the third epoch and associated products.
Throughout FY2023–2025, the delayed single epoch products from Epoch 1 and the first half of Epoch 2
(polarization cubes only) will be completed and released to the community, completing the delivery of
Single Epoch according to the original timeline.
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By FY2024, the pipeline and workflow for cumulative data products (products based on all three epochs
of observation) will be complete. Production of these products may be based on the high performance
gridder currently under development by DMS. Generation of the cumulative products will complete in
FY2026 and final project closeout is anticipated in FY2027.

Telescope Time Allocation Tools
The development of a new suite of tools to support the Time Allocation Process is underway. At the
beginning of the period covered by this plan, the tool will be approaching the minimum functionality required
to support a semester solicitation. The project and Observatory User Support teams will be providing
training to the community in the use of the new tools. This will lead to acceptance testing in the latter
portion of the year. In FY2024, the project will address issues found in operations and address the remaining
requirements prior to transitioning the tool to operations and maintenance and closing out the project.

6.3 VLA/VLBA Scientific User Support
SSR is responsible for the VLA/VLBA Scientific User Support that is provided by the staff in the VLA/VLBA
Science Support Division of NM Operation. This provides the scientific community with the support
necessary to execute successful scientific programs with the VLA and the VLBA, and runs training activities
so the astronomy community can gain familiarity with NRAO facilities, tools and techniques.
The SRDP initiative will drive an increasing alignment between NRAO user support for NA ALMA and
the VLA. During FY2023–2027, significant changes will be made to the software, tools, and workflows
used to provide data and data products to NRAO scientific users. There will also be some evolution of
the organizational structure in these areas as SRDP functionality is deployed across the combination of NA
ALMA Operations and NM Operations, including VLA/VLBA Scientific User Support.
Throughout this LRP period, NM Operations’ Science Support Division will devote considerable effort to
the delivery of VLASS, a major Observatory initiative that will use ~10% of VLA observing time to conduct
a three-epoch survey of the entire sky over seven years which began in FY2018.
Like the NAASC, the staff of the VLA/VLBA Science Support Division will increasingly use the products
of the SRDP project to provide the scientific support necessary for users to access, reduce, calibrate, and
analyze their data as well as to help the community generate new and innovative ideas for science by
fostering cross-disciplinary and cross-field ideas and techniques. In doing so, staff will provide support to
an increasingly broad user base extending beyond the traditional radio astronomy community.
Staff members will continue to provide education and outreach services to astronomers who use NRAO
facilities, including face-to-face visitor support and data reduction visits, Helpdesk support, Knowledgebase
articles, science forums, NRAO Community Day events, science meetings and conferences, science web
content and the NRAO User Portal interface, user documentation, workshops and tutorials, online
training, and educational material. Coordination with the NAASC (which handles such activities for North
American ALMA users) will also continue to ensure that all NRAO users benefit from these services.
The VLA/VLBA Scientific User Support also includes certain user data and scientific software services,
such as assisting with manual data reduction for the VLA and VLBA, pipeline testing, and requirements
definition for a number of projects; e.g., the Archive Access Tool user interface, the integrated science
portal, and the integrated helpdesk. The scientific staff and data analysts are responsible for, or contribute
to, a range of other data services for the VLA—notably, scheduling block validation, pipeline data processing,
pipeline heuristics development, and the associated quality assurance.
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6.4 Reference Services
SSR provides three Observatory-wide reference services:
• The NRAO Library provides access to journals and reference materials, tracks a range of metrics
related to the publication and citation of scientific results based on NRAO telescopes and by
NRAO staff, manages financial support to meet page charges associated with such publications,
and publishes and maintains access to NRAO memos, reports, and conference papers.
• The Historical Archives group collects, curates, and makes accessible materials relevant to NRAO
activities and other radio astronomy research and development when appropriate.
• Statistics and Metrics aggregates data related to the scientific delivery and use of the Observatory
for internal use and to report metrics to the NSF, AUI, and external review committees.
The NRAO Library provides services not only to NRAO, but also to scientists from other organizations, to
other libraries around the world, and other government and science organizations. The Library has been
proactive in migrating to online, distributed access to research and reference materials for NRAO staff
and the wider community. The result of this change is a significant increase in usage that ensures the
availability and retention of these documents used by NRAO and the wider scientific community.
The Library staff support NRAO internal and external reporting functions by collecting data and multiple
metrics in coordination with Statistics and Metrics services. This effort includes ongoing development of
ALMA and VLA user and publications metrics in addition to the standard metrics collated monthly,
quarterly, and annually.
The existing NRAOPapers software used by the Library to track NRAO-related publications and
associated statistics is obsolete and challenging to maintain. In FY2018, DMS efforts to increase the
reliability of the software have been largely successful and the existing software is reasonably functional.
During FY2023–2027, the Library will strive to identify and implement a viable replacement of the legacy
system for bibliometrics.
The NRAO Library is responsible for the publication, posting, and maintenance of the 68 different NRAO
Memo and Report series, refereed and non-refereed. This ensures the availability and retention of these
documents that are used by NRAO and the wider scientific community.
The Historical Archives actively seeks out, collects, organizes, preserves, and provides access to
institutional records, personal papers, multimedia materials, and oral histories of enduring value that
document NRAO development, institutional history, instrument construction, and ongoing activities,
including the NRAO participation in multi-institutional collaborations. As the national resource for radio
astronomy, the Archives also includes materials on the history and development of U.S. radio
astronomy. The Historical Archives will continue its ongoing long-term work of processing NRAO and
AUI records as well as papers of individual scientists, expanding its extensive materials on radio
astronomy history. During FY2023–2027, the Archives will continue to make materials from all
collections available to internal staff and external individuals and organizations, both in paper and digitally
via the Archives web pages and other web resources, will expand the depth and breadth of the historical
image collection accessible through our online catalog, and continue successful mentoring of science
history interns. The Archives also hosts and supports the International Astronomical
Union/International Union of Radio Science (IAU/URSI) Historical Radio Astronomy Working Group
web site. The Historical Archives are supported by NRAO and AUI.
Prior to FY2017, Statistics and Metrics focused primarily on key data illustrating the demand for and delivery
of NRAO’s astronomical observing capabilities. These data were aggregated from proposal submissions,
telescope operations, science data archives, student programs, and the Library, and were collated for the
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VLA and ALMA (NAASC) as well as for the GBT and VLBA. During the NRAO recompetition, the
development of an NRAO Performance Evaluation and Management Plan (PEMP) including the compilation
of statistics and metrics across the full range of Observatory activities was requested by NSF. In response,
NRAO has appointed an additional resource within the Director’s Office and in early FY2017, a
preliminary set of Observatory-wide metrics was identified. During FY2023–2027, the metrics and
associated processes will evolve. New metrics providing insight into the delivery and use of SRDP, project
and program management, and EPO activities are now being tracked. The data are used as a management
tool within the Observatory to track performance; as a data-driven means of informing AUI and NSF of
key trends, including successes and possible pressure points; and to inform external committees (e.g., the
AUI Visiting Committee and the NSF Annual Program Review Committee), NRAO users, funding-related
stakeholders, and members of the public.

6.5 Scientific Staff and Jansky Fellows
SSR has primary responsibility for the NRAO research environment and for oversight of the scientific
productivity of staff with a research component to their role. SSR oversees the research aspects of all
astronomers, computer scientists, and research engineers and is involved in recruitment and other Human
Resources issues involving scientific staff.
A productive and scientifically active staff is a prerequisite for the successful operation of a cutting-edge
national observatory. The scientific staff is key to telescope testing, operations, user support, and longrange development and planning, as well as promoting productive scientific exploitation of the
Observatory’s capabilities. The NRAO has a world-class staff of ~80 astronomers, computer scientists,
and research engineers, recognized internationally for their excellence in telescope design and support, as
well as their technical and scientific knowledge and leadership.
SSR will continue to refine the oversight of the research environment and scientific performance of the
NRAO staff, seeking to improve the alignment of the policies and processes specific to the scientific
staff. A significant priority across FY2023–2027 will be the rejuvenation of the scientific staff, which has
a top-heavy age distribution owing to the integrated effects of past recruitments. This represents an
opportunity to bring in new skills to match the evolving Observatory direction, and a challenge as staff
with a wealth of experience and corporate knowledge depart the organization. Attention to the
research directions and priorities in computer science, technology, and astronomy relevant to SRDP
and the ngVLA will be important.
SSR oversees the Jansky Fellows postdoctoral program—the NRAO’s long-standing prize research
fellowships. This highly competitive program attracts some of the best young scientists to postdoctoral
appointments at an NRAO site, or at external institutions in the U.S. (non-resident Fellows). The NRAO
also hosts postdoctoral fellows funded by other institutions, such as Hubble, Einstein, and NSF Fellows.
Steps to increase the alignment of the Jansky Postdoctoral Fellowship Program with the mission of the
NRAO and the unique opportunities it provides have begun and will evolve slowly over this LRP period.
Increases to the salaries and research funds made available to Fellows were implemented in FY2018 and
FY2021, and a more strategic approach to the number of initial offers issued has been adopted. SSR and
CDL management are exploring a Jansky Engineering Fellowship program, tailored to the unique needs of
engineering postdocs, and opportunities within CDL. NRAO will seek to increase the number of Jansky
Fellows during FY2023–2027, and will continue to target a subset of the Fellowships at strategically
important areas of scientific and engineering research, such as ngVLA science and technologies, and ALMA
scientific and technical capabilities development.
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6.6 Student Programs
Fostering a strong scientific community of researchers and helping to train the next generation of
astronomers, engineers, and computer scientists remain important parts of the NRAO mission. The
NRAO supports a broad range of student opportunities including undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate programs; instrument and visitor programs to enhance University/NRAO collaborations; as well
as workshops, schools, and conferences.
Undergraduate Students: The long-running (since 1959) NRAO summer student program continues
to be very successful. This 12-week program allows ~25 students to work under the supervision of NRAO
staff members at sites in New Mexico and Virginia (and another ~10 in West Virginia, through the GBO),
to carry out original research in astronomy, computing, and engineering. In typical years, about 15 of these
students are funded through the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program.
Outstanding students that are otherwise ineligible for support by the REU program—graduating seniors,
foreign students, and early-career graduate students—are supported by NRAO operating funds or by
external grants to NRAO staff.
The NRAO also supports a co-op program that enables undergraduate engineering students to gain
practical, career-based experience as part of their formal academic education. Students from participating
institutions work at NRAO sites for two semesters. Under the supervision of NRAO technical staff, coop students are engaged in R&D on the technological frontier.
Modest funds are available for undergraduate internships, where promising students participate in scientific or
engineering activities, supervised by NRAO staff, over a period of weeks to a semester.
SSR coordinates with student programs organized by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion (ODI), including the
National Astronomy Consortium (NAC) and the Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP).
Participation in SSR and ODI student programs is closely intertwined, and SSR supports the selection of NAC
students through the web-based forms and database used for all summer student applications. The SSR
department also coordinates with the Physics Inspiring the Next Generation (PING) program, run by the GBO.

Graduate Students: The NRAO awards Reber Predoctoral Fellowships to students who have
completed institutional requirements for doctoral candidacy so that only their thesis research remains to
complete their Ph.D. Such fellows take up residence at an NRAO site, typically for two years, while they
complete their research and thesis under the supervision of an NRAO staff member. Graduating seniors
and first- and second-year graduate students can also participate in the NRAO summer student program
described above, providing students experience in radio astronomy research early in their graduate
careers, allowing them to incorporate these skills into their thesis research.
The NRAO also supports many of the 100+ Ph.D. students making use of NRAO telescopes each year.
Travel reimbursement, low-cost accommodation, and computing facilities are provided on-site to assist
these students. Support is provided for stays lasting several weeks to several months by students to
collaborate with NRAO staff scientists as part of their Ph.D. research. These student internships help
forge valuable long-term links between the NRAO and the university community.

Student Observing Support: Financial support is available on a competitive basis for students at
U.S. universities observing with ALMA, the VLA, or the VLBA through the Student Observing Support
(SOS) program. SOS funding provides a stipend and covers miscellaneous expenses such as computers
and travel to conferences to a maximum of $35,000 per award. This program is supported through
NAASC and SSR funds, and is highly valued by the scientific user community.
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7 DATA MANAGEMENT AND SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT
The Data Management and Software (DMS) department has key responsibilities within the Observatory:









The software which allows users to create observing proposals and detailed observing commands
for telescope observations, as well as backend software which manages the handling of the
telescope time allocation process for the VLA, VLBA, and GBT (proposal submission aspects only).
The Monitor and Control software responsible for scheduling, controlling, monitoring, and
capturing data from the ALMA, VLA, and VLBA telescopes.
The NRAO Archive software is responsible for preserving the data and providing search and
download facilities for all data (current and historical) for all NRAO telescopes, including ALMA,
as well as the GBT.
The algorithms and software to process raw telescope data eventually producing scientifically
analyzable images under direct user control (CASA, Astronomical Image Processing System
(AIPS)), and automatically (with human oversight through QA and other mechanisms), the Pipeline
is a key DMS deliverable.
The Cyberinfrastructure for telescope and science operations (network links, computing capacity,
and temporary and permanent storage) is provided. This includes hosting the North American
computing facilities and software stack required for the NAASC to fulfill its role as an ALMA
Regional Center.
The DMS will have many deliverables to the ngVLA that are not detailed here. The ngVLA, by
modifying and contributing to the existing software suite, will only have to develop ~50% as much
software as it would otherwise, significantly reducing project costs and risks.

7.1 Science Ready Data Products (SRDP)
Details regarding SRDP are described in Section 6.2. Most DMS subsystems will require substantial updates to
deliver and maintain the software systems underpinning SRDP. The major required developments are below.
Science Ready Archive and Operations: FY2023 and FY2024 will bring continued development of imaging,
VLA-specific heuristics for RFI flagging, multi-configuration imaging, and support for time critical observations.
FY2024 will see the first integration with the next generation TTA Tools, which will allow better automation with
the VLA pipelines as the observer’s scientific intents will flow directly from the user as opposed to having to be
input at a later time. While it is anticipated that the SRAO project will formally end in FY2025, that only means
that it has transitioned from its preliminary implementation stage to a routine (and vital) aspect of Observatory
science operations, so it will continue to require significant resources.
VLA Sky Survey: In FY2022, the observations to complete the second epoch will be conducted and
concluded. The observing and Quick Look processes will be routine. The major activities will be related
to algorithm R&D and implementation of production versions of those algorithms in CASA. In FY2023
and subsequent years, it is likely that effort will be needed for cumulative images, polarization products,
and Single Epoch coarse cubes. In FY2023–2024, full production of coarse cubes and other data products
with an automated workflow using external (to NRAO) computational facilities is anticipated to enter full
production. The initial scope will be focused on Single Epoch images, but it will eventually expand to
include all basic data products. The processing period will extend well beyond the end of observations, as
the cumulative products require all the observations to be in-hand.
The volume of data processing required by VLASS presents challenges not seen in ordinary operations.
A GPU-based processing solution is under development to address bottlenecks and increase the amount
of data that can be processed in a given time per dollar spent. Provided that the current prototype is
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successful, integration into CASA will be completed in FY2023 and the solution included in the overall
production strategy in FY2023–2024.
Telescope Time Allocation Tools: In FY2023–2024, development of the next generation TTA tools—
PST replacement for VLA, VLBA, and GBT; other tools for handling proposal review and other
processes—will progress to where, after an Operational Readiness Review is passed in FY2024, they will
go into initial production. The TTA tools sub-project is anticipated to end in FY2024, at which time the
tools will enter their maintenance phase.

7.2 Improve User Interfaces
The NRAO is engaged in a campaign to replace essentially all of its user interfaces, many of which
originated in the early 2000s, or even 1990s in the case of CASA.










The NRAO Archive Access Tool (AAT) is being replaced with an easy to use, modern user
interface that can search for, and return data from, all NRAO telescopes, including ALMA. This
initiative replaced the primary AAT in FY2021, adds VLBI capabilities in FY2022 and will continue
to develop capabilities needed by SRDP in FY2023+.
As described in Sections 6.2 and 7.1 above in conjunction with the SRDP TTA tools project, DMS
will completely revamp the Proposal Submission Tool (PST) for the VLA and VLBA and the GBT.
These updates will be made keeping in mind the needs of the ngVLA while improving their
performance and ease of use. Parameters will be added to align the automatic SRDP data processing
with the science goals of each project. DMS will look for opportunities to increase the commonality
with the equivalent ALMA tools (which are the responsibility of the European ALMA Executive).
CASA (the currently in-production version, based on C++/casacore) has recently started releasing
versions (CASA 6.x series) based on Python 3 in addition to Python 2.7 (CASA 5.x series). Python
2.7 has reached an end-of-life status. The Python 3 version has a number of advantages, including
compatibility with Jupyter environments and much better integration with other community
software packages, including AstroPy. In addition, NRAO is participating in the Cube Analysis and
Rendering Tool for Astronomy (CARTA) development led by ALMA partner ASIAA, in
partnership with the South African Institute for Data Intensive Astronomy (IDIA). CARTA is a
significant improvement to the user interface and performance of the current image viewer. Both
of these initiatives will be well established and in routine maintenance (including enhancements)
in FY2023.
To keep pace with evolving user interface needs, the CASA team has been prototyping next
generation web-enabled GUI frameworks for interactive control and data analysis leveraging a
similar technology stack as CARTA. In FY2022, CASA will complete a prototype for a full
interactive dashboard, allowing local and remote control of CASA execution and display of data
products. A stakeholder review and decision on whether to put this prototype into production
will be made at that time. If the decision is to proceed, further development would follow in
FY2023–2024, eventually merging with the ngCASA effort. Future work would include tools to
manipulate the larger ngVLA datasets.
The baseline package for VLBA data processing will switch from AIPS to CASA. This effort starts
in late FY2022 and continues throughout the plan period. VLBI facilities are currently being added
to CASA by the Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe in close coordination with NRAO; however,
NRAO will need to add some VLBA-specific facilities before CASA can become the default VLBA
package. AIPS will remain available even after CASA has become the default.

In addition, the ALMA partners are updating some user interfaces that are their responsibility, e.g., the
European executive is updating the ALMA Observing Tool. Non-NRAO initiatives are not described further.
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7.3 CASA Refurbishment
The Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) packages is NRAO’s flagship post-processing
software package for the VLA and ALMA. CASA is also fundamental for SRDP and will be updated to
meet the ngVLA needs. An active, forward-looking development path for CASA is critical for leveraging
the investments of NRAO and the radio astronomy community over the next decade. While CASA is
primarily developed for ALMA and the VLA, it also supports a diverse set of observatories through the
direct use of the CASA package and the widespread adoption of the underlying casacore libraries.
Scientists pushing the frontiers of radio interferometric imaging algorithms around the world also use the
casacore libraries. The existence of this common infrastructure provides a conduit for the rapid exchange
and collaboration on implementations and algorithmic developments.
The underlying CASA technology, including much of casacore, dates from the early 1990s. Many
architectural decisions should be revisited to ensure that CASA can continue to meet the processing and
algorithm needs of ALMA and the VLA, and to provide a platform for ngVLA development. The CASA
libraries are not thread-safe, e.g., a significant impediment to performance improvements in a Symmetric
Multi-Processing (SMP) and multi-core co-processor world. Similarly, the I/O system is layered on top of
a homebrew Table I/O package, which requires performance tuning by team members rather than by reusing work of vendors or open source communities. Many of the original CASA architects are at or
beyond retirement age, or are no longer engaged in technical work.
DMS has started an initiative to re-architect casacore, taking into account current best practices and
building in scalability sufficient for ngVLA. An emphasis on off-the-shelf frameworks, standards, and formats
will further enhance the global utility and compatibility of CASA while reducing the development and
maintenance burden. While maintaining high levels of abstraction of radio astronomy concepts, it will be
built with reliability, performance, and portability as primary objectives, to enable ALMA and VLA data
rate increases and to enable it to be an ngVLA development platform.
In FY2019, CASA staff undertook a study of existing frameworks matched to desiderata of the CASA
Next Generation Infrastructure (CNGI), which will play the role of casacore for the new implementation
of CASA (informally called ngCASA to separate it from the current production software). Python with the
Dask scalable analytics package was the selected technology choice, and some sample implementations
were developed during FY2020. In FY2021, the CASA team released sample applications with significant
capabilities in the Flagging/Calibration/Imaging areas as a preview, and also conducted performance and
scalability testing against common and large data-size processing requirements.
In FY2022, this bottom-up process is being joined with a top-down process to develop technical requirements,
resource estimates, development methodology, and planning documentation which aim to be as agile as
possible while being compatible with ngVLA and ALMA project management requirements.
After the project documentation is baselined after a successful PDR, and after feedback and performance
benchmarking from the sample applications is analyzed, development will start in earnest in FY2023. Until
improved planning information is available, DMS assumes that the development of CNGI/ngCASA will
extend through FY2027.
The balance of effort between ngCASA and current CASA will be critical to manage. DMS will not be able
to stop developments in current CASA to speed up the deployment of the new software, or delay ngCASA
indefinitely in favor of deploying new capabilities for the telescopes (CASA is on the wrong side of the
bathtub curve; ngVLA will have its development timescale mandates).
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Given the widespread adoption and interest in the current casacore, the team will explore the creation of a
consortium to develop its replacement. Common development with the SKA may be of interest.

7.4 External Data Processing
The External Data Processing initiative will provide the ability for NRAO Operations and users to access
and process data products using distributed computing resources, and will be good preparation for the
ngVLA which will need to interact with a large data center separate from the telescope site. This will be
critical for providing large amounts of data and processing capabilities without NRAO itself becoming a
supercomputing center. The definite need is to produce VLASS data products, which may be challenging
to process entirely in-house. DMS believes this capability will have wider applicability once established,
e.g., by users with large programs.
In FY2019 and earlier, the NRAO has executed experimental workflows on commercial cloud providers,
such as Amazon Web Services, the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE),
and the Open Science Grid (OSG). These experiments were all successful. In FY2020, DMS formed a
partnership with the Center for High Throughput Computing (CHTC) at the University of Wisconsin,
and submitted a proposal which was unfortunately not funded. This has been followed up with another
smaller proposal which is awaiting a decision.
DMS processed ~100 square degrees of Single Epoch demonstration images in FY2021 (see Sections 6.2.2
and 7.1). As part of this process, DMS integrated the HTCondor workload management software into the
software stack, which allowed DMS to transparently decompose processing tasks and distribute them to
external processing facilities, initially those of CHTC and the OSG, as well as to internal NRAO processing
clusters. Work will progress in FY2022 and FY2023 to make processing transparent to user-driven
requests.
In FY2023–2027, DMS will start producing final basic data products using the external processing network.
If the funding level for external processing is low and DMS must use scavenged resources, there will be
much less certainty in the production rate of basic data products, and DMS may be forced to make
significant software changes since the scavenged computational resources will be much more constrained
(uninterrupted run time, memory/core) than would otherwise be procured.

7.5 High Time Resolution Processing
The VLA transient detection system is realfast, funded under the NSF Advanced Technologies and
Instrumentation program. The system consists of a special purpose fast-transient VLA backend which
processes the visibility stream at high time resolution (≤ 5ms). It operates in a triggered fashion, i.e. it
continuously processes the data from a large buffer, and writes data sets for further processing when the
trigger is activated. The long-term visibility and image storage requirements do not appreciably affect the
average data rate stored into the archive given the current understanding of the frequency of these phenomena.
The situation for fast transients and ALMA is less clear. The fastest read-out rate for interferometric data
from the ALMA correlator is 16ms, so it may be a less attractive platform for millisecond scale transient
detections, even before discussions about the likely observing frequencies of scientific interest. Should it
turn out that ALMA is well positioned for such observations, NRAO staff would play the key role in the
software implementation of this capability, as DMS is responsible for the monitor and control of the
baseline correlator and the overall ALMA observing system. If a next-generation ALMA correlator is
funded, it could also have facilities for transient detections.
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7.6 Agile Triggered Observing
Agile triggered observing refers to the ability of NRAO telescopes to respond to triggered alerts with the
minimum possible latency and start collecting data from the position of a transient source. This is critical
for the instruments to respond to transient alerts from other telescopes, particularly in the era of
Advanced LIGO and the Vera C. Rubin Observatory.
The technical challenges are relatively straightforward: NRAO will connect to a publish/subscribe event
notification system—probably VOEvents, the system proposed for Rubin Observatory use—and when a
given event passes established filtering criteria, the executing Scheduling Block (SB) will be stopped
(gracefully or immediately, depending upon Observatory policies), and a special SB will be filled in with
parameters from the event and executed upon the telescope. The principal software systems affected
would be the control subsystem, the scheduling subsystem (an NRAO responsibility for ALMA), and
perhaps the Phase 1 and 2 observing preparation tools.
In additional to the technical developments, considerable SSR policy work will be needed. Development
will start in FY2023 at the earliest.

7.7 Algorithm and Platform R&D
Imaging and image deconvolution steps constitute the dominant computing and data I/O bottlenecks in an
end-to-end processing of data from modern interferometric telescopes. Standard algorithms ignore many
effects which affect the imaging performance of modern telescopes and are, therefore, insufficient for fullsensitivity, wide-field, wide-band imaging with telescopes such as the VLA and ALMA. The NRAO has
developed advanced imaging algorithms that account for all wide-field and wide-band effects that affect the
NRAO telescope imaging performance.
While the NRAO has gained experience in wide-field, wide-band Stokes-I imaging with the VLA and ALMA
over the past decade, algorithms and associated experience in full-polarization imaging are lagging. The
team will focus on developing algorithms and techniques for wide-field, wide-band, full-polarization
imaging. Mapping of the full-polarization flux vector in wide fields-of-view is an important scientific goal in
the coming years for VLA, ALMA, and ngVLA. Therefore, new R&D initiatives will be launched for
developing algorithms for wide-field, full-polarization imaging to correct for off-axis leakages and other
instrumental effects. Efforts will also be launched for the development of the next-generation algorithms
for Faraday rotation measure (RM) synthesis—a key astrophysical product for which wide-field fullpolarization imaging algorithms are a prerequisite.
Existing wide-field imaging algorithms are inherently more expensive and increase computing load by
orders of magnitude. Algorithms for wide-field full polarimetric imaging further add to the computing load.
The imaging performance of future large-N telescopes like the ngVLA will be even more limited, so these
algorithms will be essential to deliver the scientific goals.
In addition to developing improved algorithms, the team will therefore also investigate novel computing
platforms that may be needed for them to execute effectively. This may include developing prototype
software to access massively parallel platforms as well as any necessary algorithmic R&D and modification
of existing algorithms. The GPU processing solution being developed for VLASS may be extended to other
telescopes, and to provide additional functionality in areas where speed is critical.
There are algorithm areas which have been underserved in recent years, such as automated RFI detection
and excision. These may be critical for ngVLA scientific operations. The team will initiate R&D for optimal
algorithms for automatic mitigation, identification and excision of RFI, and other corruptions to the data
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that affect imaging performance. The computing cost of this is expected to be high. This work will
therefore be coordinated with the HPC work within the team and with other groups involved in HPC
solutions. DMS will prioritize the required investigations in the plan period.

7.8 ALMA Software Sustainability and Enhancements
As ALMA is now in mature operations, there is considerable interest in updates to improve performance
and maintainability for systems whose initial designs reach back 20 or more years. There is considerable
worldwide interest in developing a new ALMA correlator and digitization system with significantly more
capability, most notably, double the correlated bandwidth. The ALMA Software team at NRAO has
submitted a proposal for the next generation ALMA Correlator as a Co-PI with NRC to the ALMA
Development Program. This ALMA TALON Correlator/Beamformer (AT.CBF) will provide a large range of
new capabilities as part of a five-year proposal with the aim to be ready for science observations in FY2027.
The next generation correlator would require dramatically more post-correlator bandwidth capability in
the computing system, including network capacity (local and wide area networks), online computer system
capacity, Archive storage, and computing cluster capability for Pipeline execution. Even without a new
correlator, there is considerable interest in relaxing the data rate limits on the existing correlator to
enable a larger number of spectral channels within the system bandwidth. As a first step, the NRAO online
system team will investigate the existing data rate limitations in the path from the correlator to the Archive.
This started in FY2021 and is likely to continue into FY2023, and perhaps beyond if this turns into an initiative
to put higher data rates into production as opposed to being preparatory work for a new correlator.
Initiatives to improve the online system maintainability have started and extend into future years.




Updating the Real-Time Operating System is an initiative to address some of the most pressing
obsolescence issues facing the data acquisition software. The Control and Correlator subsystems
have started a project to prototype a replacement for the ALMA real-time computers. Purchased
in 2010, the ALMA real-time computers are responsible for commanding and monitoring nearly
all ALMA hardware including the Correlator and all the antenna electronics. The project aims to
prototype an architectural change for the next generation of real-time computers that adopts
easily upgradable standard computers, moves the real-time code into firmware, uses a new
generation of processors, and lays the groundwork for the faster monitoring and control expected
in the next decade.
Assuming a successful Concept Design Review in FY2022, the second phase of this project will
begin, turning the proof-of-concept developed in Phase 1 into a production-quality prototype.
Phase 2 will require close coordination with electrical engineers and technicians at the Central
Development Laboratory. It is expected to be a two-to-three year project, delivering in FY2025.
Final Adder (FNL): The Correlator software team has undertaken a project to upgrade the
interface between the correlator hardware and the Correlator Data Processing (CDP) cluster
from DPI/hpdi32 to 10Gb Ethernet. Changing the interface to use 10Gb Ethernet allows more
commercially available hardware options, industry standard communication links, and wellsupported device drivers. It also reduces the CDP nodes from 16 to 4, simplifies the data ingestion
into the CDP nodes, and allows for debugging with industry-standard tools. This continues and
will complete in FY2023.

Obsolescence Management has been deployed as a standard ALMA support process. It will continue to
identify areas of potential technical risk or opportunity, plan for remediation, and implement upgrades
throughout the plan period.
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8 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
The Program Management Department (PMD) supports the NRAO with Program Management, Project
Management (PM), and Systems Engineering (SE). PMD is responsible for standardization, training, and
advising on PM and SE process and for directly executing programs and projects. Where PMD staff
perform as the lead PM/SE, in internal and external work-for-others (WFO) projects, execution requires
standardized processes, tools, and techniques. PMD assists NRAO departments, including site operations
and their management, by overseeing reporting responsibilities, Observatory-wide Risk Management, and
other activities as requested.

8.1 Program Management Office Operations
For FY2023–2027, PMD will continue to focus on managed processes and optimization of PM and SE
frameworks. PMD will conduct an internal assessment on PM process maturity in FY2022–2023 to evaluate
programmatic maturity and alignment with NRAO strategic requirements. PMD staff will continue to
support project directors Observatory-wide, as needed to ensure that project initiation, planning, execution,
monitoring and control, and closeout are within the appropriately integrated PM/SE frameworks.
PMD staff utilize Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and templates for projects, which are available
Observatory-wide via the PMD SharePoint site. SOPs are living documents that mature through a
continuous improvement process. A growing library of projects completed with these SOPs has helped
to establish best practices and lessons learned. PMD will continue providing Observatory-wide training
on project management and systems engineering methods. This training may include high-quality video
and web learning opportunities, onsite consultant delivered courses, informal learning sessions, and other
training opportunities as requested by department heads.
Flow-down from strategic plans to long-range plans to POP milestones will influence the prioritization of
projects and the development of project roadmaps. PMD manages resource allocation across the
organization with a program to project perspective. As NRAO undertakes large-scale initiatives such as
the ngVLA, and continues R&D efforts in SRDP and CDL instrumentation, the maturity of PM/SE processes
will guide the innovative development of efforts toward cost-effective and value-driven results.
Standardization of life-cycle management, specifications, design reviews, testing, acceptance reviews,
interface controls, risk management, verification management, quality, performance management, and
testing management will be refined. Managed process maturity enables process optimization and
continuous improvement efforts to become part of the NRAO organizational culture. PMD will facilitate
process improvement efforts through a focus on value proposition/streams across the organization. This
focus on value stream delivery, in particular, supports CDL in advancing the state-of-the-art in receiver
architecture and fabrication, with a focus on high-performance, low-cost, mass-production, and alignment
with current industry trends.
Project discipline and project lifecycle management have resulted from sustained PMD influence over
several years. The distributed PMD staff members will continue to provide support to sites to include
planning, executing, monitoring and controlling of projects, change management, and risk management activities.
PMD will continue to provide the tools and training necessary for the successful project lifecycle management of
the long-term initiatives which will include maintenance and training on scheduling software, configuration
management software, document repository software, estimation and cost management tools and Earned Value
Management (EVM) capabilities.
The long-term PMD goal is to ensure successful project execution and enhanced decision support using
project metrics. This may include software solutions that improve the efficiency of project management
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tasks, including schedule, cost, resource, and risk management. As more projects are completed, the
knowledge base will grow which can in turn be used for statistical assessment of project performance.
This will lead to reduced variance of the baselines and improved project performance. Analytics derived
from systems used by PMD are used to ensure that any new work being undertaken is aligned with
NRAO’s strategic goals and objectives and interactions with existing work is well understood. PMD uses
these tools to complete the various executive level reports that are required and will continue to drive
these systems to improve performance in order to obtain better quality results.

8.2 Project Management/Systems Engineering Activities
Major projects supported from FY2023–2027 will include ngVLA, SRDP, CASA, and ALMA Development.
ngVLA: The PMD New Mexico office will provide dedicated PM and SE support to the Project Director
for the ngVLA design and development project. An initial design and development phase led to publishing
of a reference design (August 2019) for the Astro2020 Decadal Survey submission. The reference design
will be refined and elaborated into a conceptual design, then a preliminary design, and finally a final design
for consideration for NSF Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction (MREFC) candidacy.
SRDP: SRDP has expanded in scope to include VLASS development, Canadian Initiative for Radio
Astronomy Data Analysis (CIRADA), and TTAT—reframing original SRDP scope as Science Ready
Archive and Operations (SRAO). Many of the project management and systems engineering processes are
similar across these initiatives, which has prompted a common approach to use of tools, reporting,
requirements management, risk management, reviews, and monitor and control methodology. PMD
continues to provide management support for these internal projects and will give priority to process
improvement and quality in these areas throughout this planning period. These projects are structured
around frequent and incremental deliveries, presenting a constant challenge to meet schedule and make
effective use of resources. The Project Manager will work closely with other members of the program
and project offices, as well as DMS leads, to meet critical deliveries. The SRAO and TTAT projects are
targeted for completion in CY2024, at which time the project manager will conduct closeout processes
in accordance with the SOPs.
VNDA-Oryx: The VLBA New Digital Architecture (VNDA-Oryx) project is to develop and deploy a
VNDA Digital Back End (DBE) system to replace the legacy RDBE units at each of the 10 VLBA antennas,
including adequate spare systems.
Dark Ages Polarimeter Pathfinder (DAPPER): The PMD CDL office will provide dedicated PM and
SE support to the Space Electronics Division for DAPPER research and development effort. The Project
Manager will collaborate with NASA Ames and University of Colorado-Boulder.
ALMA Development: PMD will continue to provide PM support for NA ALMA Development activities,
in close collaboration with the Assistant Director to NA ALMA and the NRAO Contracts and
Procurement office. PMD will additionally manage ALMA Development projects internal to NRAO.
PMD will continue to support projects in all stages of project lifecycle in the NRAO headquarters, the
CDL, NM Operations, and ALMA Development.
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9 EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
Education and Public Outreach (EPO) is a NRAO strategic initiative with the overall goal of bringing the
facilities managed by NRAO and the discoveries they make possible to a broad science-interested public,
K-12 students, and educators. The department underwent a slight reorganization in FY2021, moving social
media and feature writing out of the Multimedia Division into the expanded Public Information & News
division. Each division has complementary goals and initiatives.








STEAM Ed: Inspire and engage K-12 students and teachers, with a focus on underserved
communities in NM and VA, with astronomy and radio astronomy education materials.
o AATF, SCO, teacher and student materials to support web content.
o Support local, regional and national outreach events.
o Development of community relationships in VA and NM.
VLA Visitor Center: Provide an engaging and accessible environment for visitors of all ages to
learn about the Very Large Array and radio astronomy.
o Develop and deliver tours (virtual and in-person) for a variety of audiences, including bimonthly guided tours onsite, host bi-annual Open House events, update indoor and outdoor
exhibit content, maintain gift shop with souvenirs, educational tools, and gifts for visitors.
o Collaborate with advancement office to refine the case for a new VLA Learning Center.
Multimedia: Design, develop, and distribute unique, mission-aligned content to support all EPO
divisions through a variety of channels and platforms.
o Press release visuals, data visualization.
o Educational videos.
o Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR/AR) experiences.
o Interactive web-based activities, maintain public facing website and supporting software.
Public Information and News: Gain public recognition for newsworthy discoveries and the
everyday scientific effort made at NRAO facilities.
o Press releases, press conferences, media relations, communication training for scientists,
feature articles, social media, blog articles.

FY2021 was a pivotal year, requiring the development of virtual STEAM Ed and visitor center activities
during the active COVID-19 pandemic. In FY2022, the EPO team is evaluating the sustainability of these
efforts and will incorporate those plans into the next five years. To promote and support these activities,
NRAO will develop alliances with local, national, and international organizations that build on existing
programs and infrastructure and develop innovative approaches that increase NRAO's educational and
media impact. With the plethora of astronomy education efforts already in existence, EPO’s efforts will
be uniquely informed by NRAO’s mission statement, Observatory-wide initiatives like ngVLA and VLASS,
discoveries enabled by the Observatory, and by engineering innovations at CDL. Equity, inclusion, and
diversity will be central themes in the development, implementation, dissemination, and evaluation of all
EPO efforts.

9.1 STEAM Education
Throughout FY2023–2027, NRAO will promote STEAM education initiatives that are guided by national
learning standards and federal priorities. The EPO team will ensure these efforts leverage resources and
expertise through partnerships that significantly broaden reach and impact. NRAO STEAM education
programs will focus on diversifying the future STEM workforce by building a K-12 pathway that can feed
the substantial efforts of ODI and HR, featuring the diversity of careers that support a national observatory
and sharing the excitement of discovery through hands-on activities.
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Initiatives will focus on programs local to the sites that can be leveraged for national dissemination or
replication. Student programs like Sister Cities and Observatories, as well as participation in major
outreach events like the USA Science and Engineering Festival, Astronomy Night on the National Mall,
and local career fairs, will evolve through continuous evaluation. These programs are opportunities for
NRAO staff to volunteer in STEAM outreach. A robust EPO resource library and training program will
be crafted to enable staff and users to access appropriate presentations, lesson plans aligned to the Next
Generation Science Standard, activities, student project ideas, and other STEM education resources.
Adjustments will be made to evaluate whether these efforts are face-to-face or virtual. The EPO resource
library will include a Frequently Asked Questions and a list of “Expert Wanted” opportunities, such as
science fair mentors, that employees can browse. Continuing in FY2022, NRAO is offering annual STEAM
communications training for interested employees and students. This training is modeled after the NSFfunded Portal to the Public and will be led by EPO staff. By 2025, citizen science opportunities will be
developed to create online research opportunities for the science-interested public.

9.2 VLA Visitor Center
The VLA is the most accessible NRAO facility and the VLA Visitor Center provides a unique opportunity
for the public to get close to one of the most scientifically productive observatories in NSF’s portfolio.
The visitor center contains an award-winning video overview of the VLA, exhibits and posters to answer
the most common visitor questions, a walking tour, and gift shop. To enrich the experience for visitors,
facilitated tours are offered on the first and third Saturdays of each month, REU students conduct tours
during the summer, and open houses hosted by VLA scientists and engineers are scheduled twice a year.
Beginning in FY2022, an effort was begun to ensure maximum engagement with international visitors. An
initiative was launched to have informational handouts and brochures at the visitor center available in
multiple languages. This initiative will continue if evaluation confirms the need for them.
The NRAO will continue to operate the existing VLA Visitor Center and will actively pursue external
funding opportunities to expand its capabilities and interpretive offerings. A concept design for the new
Visitor Center has expanded to include an education facility. After seeking counsel from a fundraising
consulting firm, the NRAO created an in-house full-time position to manage fundraising for this project.
A Director of Advancement has been hired and is focused on creating a plan for a multi-year capital
campaign to raise funds from private sources to create a visitor center that will serve the VLA and ngVLA
visitors. Progress on the new center is contingent on fundraising.

9.3 Multimedia
The EPO creative team, which supports Public Information and News, the VLA Visitor Center, and
STEAM, interprets radio astronomy topics into exciting, accurate, multilingual learning experiences and
products for users of all demographics. That content includes interactive VR and website experiences,
animations, illustrations, infographics, videos, photography, posters, trading cards, brochures, and more.
EPO Multimedia content engages tens of thousands of people every week through NRAO social media
communities and news outlets.
Continued growth in the public’s access to new technology has opened the door to create exciting standalone virtual and augmented reality experiences as well as web-based explorations. Multimedia intends to
build on previous experiments and create cutting-edge products designed for our public audience as well
as partner organizations.
The continued growth of internet-based communities and online content has expanded options for EPO
design and dissemination. The Observatory’s online presence will continue to expand and extend its reach
throughout FY2023–2027, and Multimedia is positioned to meet that challenge with engaging content.
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9.4 Media Engagement
The NRAO Public Information and News Office will continue to generate excitement and enthusiasm for
ALMA, VLA, and VLBA scientific discoveries and CDL engineering innovations through the publication
and dissemination of press products, social media, feature articles, and blog content.
The team will work with NRAO engineers and scientists, and telescope users to identify newsworthy
scientific discoveries and technology advances to support the development of the most compelling stories
into a multifaceted series of news products. The group will aim to provide all press products in English
and Spanish to answer the call of a diverse and changing media landscape. These products include news
releases, announcements, feature stories, image releases, and stand-alone video products, among others.
Each incorporates evocative visualizations, including data images, illustrations, videos, or animations. Most
are produced by an in-house team of illustrators and animators. The NRAO public information officers
will continue to use advanced newswire distribution systems for strong linkages to the national and
international news media, and will continue direct engagement with journalists through relationshipbuilding and the maintenance of internal media lists.
The NRAO will collaborate with the NSF Office of Legislative and Public Affairs (OLPA) to ensure the
broadest reach possible for breaking news stories with high impact. Journalists, television news crews, and
documentary filmmakers visit NRAO facilities, depending on public health and access restrictions. Public
Information and News will continue to cultivate and manage such opportunities across the Observatory,
refer the media to our online resources, and schedule virtual interviews when requested.
Internationally, the NRAO has a vested interest in Chile, home to ALMA. The NRAO coordinates and
collaborates with the other ALMA partners and the JAO on media relations, sharing resources when
appropriate, and ensuring there is synergy in NRAO’s messages. ALMA news releases are translated into
Spanish through the ALMA EPO Office or the AUI/NRAO Office in Santiago. NRAO EPO will continue
to foster positive relationships with Chilean media outlets.
The team will develop written and visual materials aimed at a scientifically enthused lay public audience.
These materials include blog posts, feature articles, and videos, among others. Feature articles will focus
on teaching difficult concepts and/or providing a more in-depth look into the inner workings of the
Observatory and radio astronomy at large. Blog posts will focus on the distillation of excellent radio
astronomy research not selected for press, general astronomy topics and concepts, and other topics
relevant to the Observatory and its lay audiences.
The significant increase in internet-based communities and citizen sharing of online content has expanded
options for EPO to communicate with the public, and has expanded the Observatory’s reach to nearly
every corner of Earth. The Observatory’s online presence will continue to expand and extend its reach
throughout FY2023–2027, including an enhanced strategy for social media marketing and management.
Social media will focus on generating conversation and buzz amongst the Observatory’s followers and
would-be followers, and to both generate and sustain and interest in radio astronomy. It will aim to
promote NRAO’s scientific research, relationships with NSF, AUI, etc., programming and events at
NRAO, general radio astronomy and astronomy education, and other topics of interest to the
Observatory, including DEI, student research programs, etc.
Platforms for audience interaction may change over time as new avenues for communication are
developed and come into market popularity. Each platform will be vetted per social media policy. At the
outset of the plan, the following platforms are in use:
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Public website – https://public.nrao.edu
Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/TheNRAO
Twitter – https://twitter.com/TheNRAO
YouTube – https://www.youtube.com/user/NRAOEPO
Vimeo – http://vimeo.com/nrao/videos
Instagram – https://www.instagram.com/national.radio.astronomy

The team will work in close collaboration with Multimedia and STEAM Education to define ongoing
content, topics, and strategy to produce the most effective conversation and entry points for public access.
EPO content reaches tens of thousands of people per day through social media platforms and the NRAO
web site, providing multiple opportunities to interact with, educate, and excite the public about radio
astronomy and NRAO.
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10 OFFICE OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
An important component of NRAO’s mission is the development and training of the next generation of
scientists, engineers, and other professional and technical experts in the full spectrum of careers that
support the field of astronomy and astronomical observatories. Many of the programs delivered by the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion (ODI) are focused on building the Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Math (STEM) pipeline at the undergraduate, graduate, and post-doctorate levels, supporting the inclusion
of under-represented groups in education, training, and employment opportunities. Within the NRAO
mandate and mission statement, under-represented groups include, but are not limited to, Black,
Indigenous, people of color (BIPOC), women, economically disadvantaged, community college, and firstgeneration college students.
The ODI also works, in collaboration with all departments and divisions, to build and maintain a work
culture that is inclusive and welcoming to all employees. ODI’s work includes education about systemic
barriers to full inclusion, and action towards mitigating and removing those barriers.
Programs described here are based upon NRAO’s Diversity Strategic Plan, which is aligned with NRAO’s
cooperative agreement to operate a world-class observatory, while building a strong and effective STEM
pipeline in partnership with national and international universities, organizations, and other observatories.
In FY2023–2027, ODI efforts across the Observatory will focus on key areas: broader impacts, new and
ongoing pipeline initiatives, the Radio Astronomy Data Imaging and Analysis Labs (RADIAL) program,
workplace culture, broadening participation student programs, workforce hiring, retention, and Diversity
& Inclusion (D&I) training. These efforts are coordinated across all departments, with close collaboration
with HR, EPO, SSR, and the OCA.
In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to:
● Develop opportunities to leverage and coordinate existing resources, talents, and projects across
Observatory departments (e.g., HR, EPO, SSR, and OCA);
● Expand outreach programs focused on African American, Native American/Tribal, Hispanic
American, community colleges and other underrepresented populations;
● Develop and offer training and education for all staff that includes improving awareness of historical,
and persistent, inequities, along with tools and strategies for removing inequities and injustice;
● Support HR diversity recruitment efforts;
● Assess and enhance NRAO workplace culture;
● Manage and improve ongoing ODI programs (listed below); and
● Collaborate with non-NRAO partners, including Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs), Tribal Colleges, and Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs), known collectively, as
Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs), to improve opportunities for women and under-represented
minority (URM) students to participate in astronomy-related research.
Diversity Council: The ODI is staffed by the Director of Diversity and Inclusion and the Broader
Impacts/RADIAL Project Director, and is advised by the NRAO Diversity Council, comprised of the
Assistant Directors of HR, SSR, EPO, PMD, NM Ops, CDL, and OCA. The Council meets quarterly,
provides advice as needed and requested by the ODI Director, assists ODI by supporting and coordinating
Observatory-wide efforts to improve and enhance diversity in all aspects of Observatory operations, and
facilitates communications between all NRAO departments.
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Diversity and Inclusion Advocates and Employee Diversity Group: In acknowledgement that
NRAO employees have an important role in advocating for, and supporting, Diversity and Inclusion
initiatives and efforts, the Observatory supports and empowers an Employee Diversity Group (EDG).
EDG members promote the advancement of diversity and inclusion across the Observatory, working
directly with the ODI Director to support specific D&I initiatives throughout the Observatory, in addition
to providing recommendations that address site specific, and Observatory-wide D&I issues. EDG members
complete an extensive, intensive series of D&I training modules, and meet weekly to identify, discuss, and
share D&I-related issues amongst the EDG, with the ODI Director, and with Observatory staff.
In FY2023–2027, the EDG will lead the development and implementation of a D&I training and education
series that includes a focus on anti-racism learning and strategies.
Diversity, Cultural, and Community Awareness: A culturally diverse and aware workforce can
create an environment of mutual respect and dignity, garnering a reputation for NRAO as a fair, equitable,
and welcoming employer. In FY2023–2027, opportunities to learn about historical and current inequities will
be offered across the Observatory; utilizing a mixture of NRAO and non-NRAO speakers, online training,
discussions focused on diversity issues, with an emphasis on presentations led by BIPOC and LGBTQIA+
speakers. Community-building activities will include opportunities for NRAO staff to share their interests
with others in the Observatory. Diversity awareness will continue to be incorporated in supervisor and
management trainings, the Leadership Cohort, and NRAO’s on-boarding program. Importantly, diversity
speakers will be scheduled as a part of the summer internship experiences for undergraduates.
In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to support, in conjunction with HR, online training modules, and will
continue to make these courses available to NRAO staff as appropriate and possible. Also in collaboration
with HR, ODI will identify and develop contractual relationships with mental health professionals to
provide ongoing support to students and NRAO staff.

10.1 Broader Impacts
The NRAO takes seriously its financial, social, and scientific obligations to extend the impact of
Observatory work to the broader local, national, and international community. The NRAO mission offers
many opportunities to share the Observatory’s work with others, specifically through our world-leading
telescopes, instrumentation, and expertise; by training the next generation of scientists and engineers, and
by promoting astronomy to foster a more scientifically literate society; and by leveraging our activities for
economic development and more inclusive social change.
Importantly, NRAO is committed to improving and enabling equitable participation in Observatory
activities in all aspects of our work. This commitment is reflected in our careful, deliberate design of
Broader Impact programs, projects, and activities. ODI serves as a resource for broader impact design
and development by coordinating activities, funded by various sources, to ensure a coherent, cost-effective
plan and to maximize impact of funding, resources, and activities.
In FY2023–2027, the NRAO will continue to create, develop, and audit Broader Impacts (BI) activities,
and coordinate activities under the cooperative agreement, and under other grants awarded in support
of ODI programs.
Student Programs: Since 2020, the Observatory’s efforts to expand broadening participation activities have
resulted in an anticipated significant increase in the number of underrepresented minority (URM) students
affiliated with NRAO. In FY2022, ODI will work with SSR and other departments to develop a plan for the
overarching administration and implementation of a new set of strongly URM inclusive student programs.
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In FY2023–2027, the NRAO will continue to coordinate, build, and maintain strong broadening
participation activities across the Observatory.

10.2 SuperKnova
SuperKnova is a collaboration between AUI and NRAO to host and deliver online educational and training
courses to a broad range of users (e.g., RADIAL partner students, employees of the Observatories, NINE
Hubs, and other Observatory partners and collaborators).
In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to develop the SuperKnova platform by collaborating with partners
to identify educational and training needs, conduct needs assessments, and design and deliver content for
the platform.

10.3 Local and National Programs
ODI operates a number of programs that serve national and international constituents. Many of these
programs, described below, have similar goals: increase the numbers of underrepresented populations
in the STEM fields (e.g., science, data management, engineering, EPO) that support radio astronomy.

10.3.1 Radio Astronomy Data Imaging and Analysis Labs (RADIAL)
The NRAO actively incorporates the principle of cooperative design into its core scientific activities to
ensure that it consults, serves, and benefits all its stakeholders and researchers, considers and incorporates
the potential broader impacts of its work for society.
Project RADIAL was initiated by the NRAO to address current and future astronomy big data challenges and
to cultivate a diverse and globally competitive STEM workforce while doing so. The project is a partnership
between NRAO, Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs) in the U.S. and abroad, and the private sector.
Together, the partner institutions aim to develop or enhance the hardware/IT infrastructure and human
capacity required for partner MSIs to act as processing centers or data centers of excellence; while
developing innovative and accessible curriculum material to support astronomy and other data-intensive
research fields. This focus on infrastructure and human capacity development will facilitate the creation
and analysis of VLASS data products required by the international astronomy community as well as
addressing future high-throughput computing challenges related to the ngVLA, while enabling MSIs to
improve their product offering in astronomy, computer science, IT, and data science.
The partner institutions will also collaborate to create undergraduate, graduate, and professional research,
experiential learning and professional preparation opportunities for cohorts from the partner MSIs, and
high school to college informal education programs for teachers, parents, and students from communities
adjacent to these MSIs.
The design of Project RADIAL will promote multi-institutional and international collaboration to ensure
end-users benefit from the unique assets, strengths, and best practices of various partner institutions and
to advance knowledge transfer between and by partner institutions in the U.S. and abroad.
In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to create new partnerships with MSIs and select Predominantly White
Institutions (PWIs), and to strengthen existing RADIAL partnerships. ODI will develop relationships with
subject matter experts, at an individual and institutional level, to design and implement identified RADIAL
goals. In FY2022, these goals include placing course(s) on the SuperKnova platform, developing Affirming
Spaces for RADIAL students, and a RADIAL-wide mentor training program.
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In FY2023–2027, RADIAL will continue to develop and implement activities that enable MSIs to improve
their product offering in astronomy, computer science, IT, and data science.

10.3.2 National Astronomy Consortium
The NRAO leads the National Astronomy Consortium (NAC) in collaboration with the National Society of
Black Physicists (NSBP) and several minority- and majority-serving universities and observatories. The NAC
program goal is to build a pipeline of students from under-represented and under-served groups to STEM
fields that support full-spectrum astronomy (e.g., science, data management and analysis, and engineering).
The NAC uses a cohort model, multiple mentors, professional development, and lifelong career mentoring
to support increased participation of under-represented groups in astronomy-related careers.
NAC students are hosted by five organizations: the NRAO, Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI),
Princeton University, University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW-M), and Michigan State University (MSU).
The ODI Director, in conjunction with the NAC Advisory Board, coordinates the NAC program. NRAO
hosts a yearly cohort of four to six students at its sites; and coordinates the NAC program across the
partner sites. At each site, NAC students interact with other summer students (e.g., REU) to take
advantage of shared resources, and to increase peer networking opportunities. The NAC program
provides financial support to students from NAC partner sites to attend the NAC and AAS Annual
Meetings, as well as to NSBP, the Society for Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science
(SACNAS), and other appropriate professional meetings, by application. NAC alums are eligible to request
student membership in the NSBP and SACNAS. The NAC program includes an intensive, two-hour weekly
lunch meeting where students, mentors, invited speakers, and other invited guests explore topics relevant
to the NAC students. Additional professional development- and cohort-building focused meetings are
held each week.
In FY2023–2027, the NAC program will continue to support, develop, and deliver the programmatic
activities described below.
NAC Alums: In addition to the NAC summer research experience, the NAC program maintains close
communication with its undergraduate and graduate alums, and offers financial support for applications to
graduate schools (negotiating fee waivers where possible), Graduate Record Examinations Physics exams,
professional memberships, training, skills development, travel support to present research results at
professional meetings, opportunities for stipend-based research and development projects throughout the
year, and other support designed to remove barriers to success.
NAC Grad Fellows: The NAC Fellows program engages NAC Grad alums in the development and
maintenance of the NAC program by providing opportunities to further develop and support NAC, ODI,
and RADIAL programmatic activities. The Fellows receive stipends for participation in projects or activities.
NAC Cohort Representatives: An alum (undergraduate or graduate) from each cohort will be selected
to serve as representatives of their year’s cohort. The representatives receive stipends to organize regular
meetings and/or maintain connection with their cohort peers, and to share information on activities of
cohort members via social media, and with the ODI Director.
Annual NAC Meeting: In FY2022, the Annual NAC meeting will be held in blended (virtual and inperson) format, and will feature the research conducted by the FY2021 summer cohort and NAC alums.
The meeting will also feature professional development, cohort-building activities, and talks and workshops
presented by influential professionals.
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Figure 10.2.2.1: The NAC undergraduate experience.

10.3.3 National and International Non-traditional Exchange Program (NINE)
The NINE Program objectives are to increase diverse representation, and improve the environment for
diversity, in fields associated with radio astronomy. To that end, the NINE Program uses training sessions
to provide the necessary skills and experience so that NINE program participants, upon returning to their
home location, are prepared to: (a) set up a Hub at their home institution, through which radio astronomy
skills can be further disseminated, and (b) take on the role of a NINE trainer in using radio astronomyrelated software. The program aims to deliver the following complementary elements:




Provide training to potential NINE Hub participants through short programs (up to three month’s
duration, depending upon session) designed to teach the use of radio astronomy-related software
that can then taught at in the home location.
Provide project management (PM) training and mentoring so that the participant leaves the
training program with a fully developed NINE Hub Plan for the participant's home institution.
Following the summer training, NINE participants will be responsible for establishing the program at their
Hub site, for providing the pipeline of interested students and faculty/professionals, coordinating the local
logistics, and communicating up-to-date information about the program to the NRAO NINE Program Manager.

In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to support existing NINE hubs through stipend support, trainingrelated expenses at the Hubs, facilitation of speakers, and other expenses and efforts related to expanding
astronomy outreach to the Hub regions. ODI will recruit one to two additional Hub partners, most likely
through the Astrofísica Centroamericana y del Caribe (Alpha-Cen) partnership.
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10.3.4 VA-NC Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation
The Virginia-North Carolina (VA-NC) Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP) program
is designed to improve access to STEM research experiences for under-represented minority
undergraduate students. Students are identified through the University of Virginia’s recruitment from
Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs).
In FY2023–2027, pending an NSF renewal award, NRAO will continue to serve as a VA-NC Alliance
Partner. Under this award, NRAO will host one to two students for a summer internship conducting
astronomy-related research, focusing on CDL opportunities. NRAO-Alliance fellow(s) will have
opportunities to conduct hands-on research, observe at the VLA, and use advanced software applications
and/or participate in classroom activities.
NRAO will continue to facilitate and sponsor a GBO trip for the FY2023–2027 VA-NC Alliance summer
students. In FY2023–2027, ODI and the VA-NC Alliance will continue to explore the possibility of sending
Alliance student(s) to Chile to participate in research experiences with ALMA scientists.

10.3.5 NSBP and SACNAS
NSBP and the Society for Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS)
are the premier professional societies dedicated to promoting the success of under-represented minorities
in STEM fields. ODI programs support this mission, and ODI will participate in NSBP and SACNAS annual
conferences to build and maintain strong partnerships with these societies. In FY2023–2027, ODI will
continue to support NSBP, including meeting sponsorship and collaborative activities.

10.3.6 URM Student Network Partnerships
In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to partner with other non-NRAO programs and organizations focused
on providing research, mentoring, and professional development opportunities to Under-represented
Minority (URM) students. This effort will include support for, and participation in, the organization of
meetings among program leads focused on identifying areas for improvement of programs and outcomes;
development and implementation of mentoring programs, and other collaborative activities designed to
improve support for URM students.

10.3.7 ODI-Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA) Collaboration
In FY2023–2027, ODI will continue to partner with, and support, the Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA),
and the OCA’s Outreach and Diversity Officer’s Plan Estratégico, including ProVoca, STEM education in
Chilean schools, D&I workshop(s), and other efforts that build understanding of D&I in STEM fields that
support astronomy.

10.3.8 ODI Chile REU Program
The NRAO REU-Chile Program, modeled on the NAC program, is designed to broaden participation of
under-served and under-represented populations in the field of astronomy, with a particular focus on
students with limited access to research experience in astronomy. The program provides opportunities
for two to three under-represented students to undertake research, with NRAO and ALMA scientists, in
the field of radio astronomy, and gives travel grants for students to attend appropriate professional
meetings to present the results of their research. Long-term mentor/mentee relationships lead to eventual
advanced academic degrees and or/professional opportunities for the interns. In FY2023–2027, ODI will
continue to provide financial support to the Chile REU Program to support one to five students.
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11 HUMAN RESOURCES
Human Resources (HR) serves as a strategic partner across the Observatories (NRAO and GBO) and
provides the highest caliber of advice, guidance, and collaboration in the delivery of human resources
services. HR will continue its leadership role in providing services in support of the Observatories’ vision
by promoting the concept that employees are the most valuable resource and will be treated as such. The
HR Department is committed to enabling all staff to contribute at optimum levels toward the success of
the Observatories. To achieve this goal, HR will:






Recruit and retain dedicated and highly qualified employees with a focus on attracting diverse
candidates;
Partner with management to provide professional development opportunities and recognize
individual and group performance;
Partner with management to ensure that the workforce management and succession planning
efforts are critical components for staffing decisions;
Maintain competitive compensation and total reward programs; and
Provide employee relations support that balances the needs of staff and management.

The Observatories have benefited from highly skilled staff with decades of experience. Moving forward, a
focus on knowledge capture, developing and documenting efficient processes, and cross training is
necessary to position the Observatories to continue advancing current initiatives and to be efficiently
staffed to meet the workforce management requirements. The Human Resources department provides
professional services and administrative expertise in response to the changing needs of the organization
to optimize the contribution of our employees to the organizational mission and to support their wellbeing. HR activities and staff are headquartered in Charlottesville in support of the Observatories and
ALMA with additional HR staff support and offices in Green Bank (GBO) and Socorro.
HR areas of responsibility include workforce management, policy development and administration, training
and development, compensation, performance management, benefits administration, employment (including
recruitment and hiring, diversity), employee relations, regulatory compliance, and JD Edwards Human
Resource Information System (JDE-HRIS) support and administration. Additionally, the HR staff provide
oversight of NRAO International Staff in Chile, and support HR staff in the JAO and OCA. HR works closely
with AUI Benefits to strategically align our Total Rewards program to the organizational mission.
GBO Five-Year Proposal Workforce Management Plan: NRAO will provide all Human Resources
functions for the GBO, including an onsite full-time human resources manager, and training equivalent to
that given to all other AUI observatories. NRAO support will include administrative oversight of
compensation, benefits, performance management, recruiting and retention, training and development,
and employee relations. This administrative oversight includes access to the developed and yet to be
developed systems that support all HR functions such as: Saba, JobVite (online applicant portal),
compensation management tool, and central HR website information.
An expansion of programming through external funding or grants could grow the workforce, however,
the estimated upcoming retirement projections could total up to 20% of staff over the next five years.
Much recruiting will be focused on backfilling and training staff to maintain current programming. Unless
a major funding opportunity is introduced, it is likely the staffing numbers will stay consistent.
With the possible retirement of 20% of the workforce, knowledge transfer and recruiting efforts will be
necessary for key roles particularly in the area of Electronics Engineering, Software Engineering, and
Telescope Operations.
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A continued aggressive hiring strategy to fill critical roles will involve leaning on a multitude of strategies
including: Telecommuting agreements, Remote workers, Apprenticeships, Short-term assignments that
are assigned to project work, Co Ops, and the recruitment of early career candidates with a focus on
training. GBO will work with various state agencies, technical trade schools, and universities to identify
candidates and strategies for these efforts.
11.1 Workforce Management
Human Resources updated the Observatories’ Workforce Management Plan (WMP) in 2018. It defined
the Observatory’s workforce environment, articulated the workforce environment of the future, and
outlined planned transition activities necessary to move from the present to the envisioned future. HR
will partner with management and budget to update the WFMP to capture additional human capital needs
for FY2023 and beyond.
The COVID-19 pandemic created a unique opportunity for the Observatories to transition staff into
remote and telework arrangements. Prior to the pandemic, a small number of staff had remote work and
telework arrangements formally established. The Observatories quickly assessed and responded to the
staff needs in regards to technology and equipment to ensure that telework/remote work could be
optimized. Many procedures and processes within the HR department had to be updated for continued
hiring and onboarding. Access to sound technology contributed greatly towards the continuity of HR
functions and these practices are expected to continue in the future. Policies and procedures related to
remote and telework arrangements were updated to facilitate departments in managing this process.
HR will continue to work with Hiring Managers to encourage posting job vacancies that advertise
alternative work arrangements to include remote, telework, and 4/10 and 9/80 work schedules. Flexible
working hours is a valuable recruitment and retention tool. Alternative work arrangements eliminate the
need for additional office space and could result in cost savings related to utilities and costs related to
leasing additional office space. There are also cost savings related to workers’ compensation expenses.
As noted below in the GBO Five-Year Proposal Workforce Management Plan, over the next five years,
NRAO is predicting a 20% turnover in the number of staff due to retirement eligibility. The Observatories
continue to focus on succession planning and staff transition opportunities to address the unique skills
that are difficult to find.
11.2 Succession Planning
The succession planning initiatives have evolved across the Observatories and have benefited from this
initiative in regards to staff retention, budget savings, and improved employee morale. Succession planning
acknowledges that staff will not be with an organization indefinitely and it provides a plan and process for
addressing the changes that will occur when they leave. The Observatories have committed to the
implementation of an Observatory-wide succession plan that is formally encompassed in the Workforce
Management Plan.
There are many reasons why the Observatories need to be thinking about succession planning. The most
important reason, of course, is that there is a heavy reliance on staff to carry out our mission, provide
services, and meet the goals of the Observatories. Thinking about what would happen to those services
and the ability to fulfill the mission if a key staff member left is a paramount driver of effective succession
planning. Another reason to focus on succession planning is the changing realities of workplaces. The
impending retirement of the baby boomers is expected to have a major impact on workforce capacity.
Emerging realities about the workforce include:
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New strategic, Observatory-wide initiatives that will require new talent/skills;
Vacancies in senior or key positions are occurring in numerous departments simultaneously and
demographics indicate there are statistically fewer people available to fill them;
Baby boomer retirements are on the rise just at the time when the economy is growing and
increasing the demand for senior management expertise;
Many organizations eliminated middle manager positions during restructuring in the 1980s and 90s
and no longer have this group as a source to fill senior level vacancies; and
Early career staff are interested in moving up do not have the skills and experience required
because they have not been adequately mentored or they are new to the workforce.

11.3 Training, Development, and Learning
In regards to the alignment of the Observatories’ goal of training the next generation of scientists and
engineers, it is critical to adapt a learning culture that is embraced at all levels across the Observatories. The
pressure to improve learning and development opportunities in the work place is critical in attracting and
retaining world-class talent. Advances in technology, shifts in demographics, and the need to continuously
upgrade work skills, drives the need for the Observatories to put training and development as a priority.
Learning is an essential tool for engaging employees, attracting and retaining excellent staff and developing
long-term leadership. Millennials and early-career staff are accustomed to a self-directed learning
environment and expect learning opportunities to be part of their working lives and career progression.
The development and implementation of the Professional Development Central Pool has provided
opportunities for staff to complete individual programs addressing specific skills needed to advance in their
careers. Many of the employees have taken advantage of this program to attend a myriad of learning
opportunities. Together with the Succession Planning efforts, HR has identified the need for an
Observatory Leadership Cohort to help develop the next generation of leaders. Results of the Employee
Climate Survey showed that there is great interest in the program; however staff sometimes do not feel
encouraged by their manager or supervisor to participate. Human Resources continues to work with the
Observatories’ management staff to address this concern and encourage participation.
Developing the next generation of leaders within the Observatory is paramount to the NRAO’s future.
The generational switch in the next five to ten years will leave the organization with a leadership void as
today’s leaders exit the workplace and Generation X and Millennials are needed to step into these roles.
The Human Resources team developed an Observatory Leadership Cohort during FY2018 that addressed
the leadership void, inspired emerging leaders, and retained talent within the organization. The Pilot
Cohort began in FY2019 and will continue to be offered annually.
The Leadership Cohort consists of 12 employees from across the Observatories. Cohort members
participate in a year-long Leadership Cohort. The Cohort members participate in facilitator led session
(funded by Professional Development Central Pool), participate in monthly talks, and have professional
exchanges across the Observatories, The Cohort provides three workshops which included such
components as: (1) providing members with a 360 review, (2) Myers Briggs Personality Indicator, (3)
individual development plans, and (4) management training already in use within the Observatories.
Throughout the year, Cohort members provided feedback about the program in the form of interviews
and structured surveys. This information is used to facilitate and structure future Cohorts within the
Observatory that reflect our culture and leadership philosophy.
Human Resources will continue to provide mid-career managers access to relevant training opportunities
to help reinvigorate and enhance leadership skills for this section of the workforce. Continued assessment
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and evaluation of training opportunities is ongoing. There are 24 graduates to date and several of those
graduates have been promoted to management positions.
In addition to the Professional Development Central Pool efforts and the development of the Observatory
Leadership Cohort, HR and ODI have successfully partnered with a new vendor to provide on-line training
to all staff. The online training modules are available for all staff and managers to select appropriate training
modules that are relevant to their specific roles and responsibilities. Online trainings are efficient and allow
a great deal of flexibility in accommodating work schedules. The online tool has helped deliver and establish
important policy support training such as Unlawful Harassment Prevention training for all staff, and
Managing Bias training for all search committee members.
This overall Training and Development philosophy will guide the program over the next five to ten years.
Developing talent will be an excellent retention and recruiting tool, and an example to other NSF agencies.
Mentoring Program: Formal and informal mentoring has occurred over the years across the
Observatories. The benefits of mentoring are multifaceted. The Observatories benefit by improved
morale, engagement, and retention. Employees/students benefit by gaining tools and resources that can
be utilized professionally and personally throughout their careers. HR will design and develop a pilot
mentoring program as a first step to evaluate the resources needed to create an Observatory-wide
mentoring program.
DISC Team Assessments: The Dominance, Influence, Steadiness & Compliance (DISC) assessment is
a non-judgmental tool used for discussion of people’s behavioral differences. Participation in the
assessment includes being asked a series of questions that produce a detailed report about your
personality and behavior. A facilitator will also debrief participants on types related to working with people
of other styles. NRAO HR staff became certified in DISC facilitation during FY2020, and provides team
DISC workshops as requested. Managers may request funding through the established Professional
Development Pool to support individual and team assessments, along with a debrief by the certified HR
trainer.
EverFi Foundry Online Training Platform Migration and Usage: The online training platform that
has been used by HR and ODI to deliver Anti-Discrimination, Unconscious Bias, Bullying trainings etc., has
been purchased by a new company called Foundry. The Foundry migration will allow the Observatory to
deliver self-made training modules through the platform. HR staff have been fully trained in the use of this
program to deliver content and track training completions through the reporting system.
Hiring Manager Recruitment Training: Efficient and professional recruitment processes are critical
to the success of the Observatories. HR will continue to conduct an in-depth workshop for hiring
managers. The workshops cover risks associated with claims of unfair hiring practices and focus on the
importance of dispositioning candidates in relation to Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative
Action reporting compliance. Candidates/applicants are using social media to inform others about their
recruitment experiences. The Observatories are committed to promoting career opportunities and
recruitment processes in a transparent and fair manner to attract highly qualified and diverse candidates.

11.4 Recruitment and Talent Acquisition
The recruitment/employment function of the HR department is the first point-of-contact prospective
employees experience with the Observatories. The NRAO is committed to attracting and maintaining a
diverse workforce across the Observatories. To meet the challenges of the 21st century, we must
continuously strive for a workforce that reflects our community and promote a work environment that
places a high value on individual respect, dignity, and professional growth. The strategies and tactics
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deployed in the recruitment and hiring of qualified candidates are key in contributing not only the
commitment to diversity, but to achieving the overall mission of the Observatories. The Observatories’
ability to attract, retain, and develop a qualified, diverse workforce is key to our success. HR has improved
in the number of veteran hires and will continue outreach to this important demographic. The
Observatories exceed the federally mandated goals for veteran hires. HR will partner with the ODI
Director to continue monitoring the goal of achieving parity with the nation’s demographics for people of
color and women. HR will continue its practice of requiring mandatory unconscious bias training for all
search committee members. HR will also evaluate applicant pools to ensure that diverse applicants are
included. As stated in the Workforce Management Plan, the challenge is to develop a strategy to effectively
optimize the current skills while looking towards the future for new, different skills that will be required
for new business opportunities. HR will continue to monitor and evaluate applicant pools and demographic
data to ensure continued outreach to underrepresented populations. The establishment and
communication of metrics regarding recruitment and hiring will be an important part of continued
assessment and monitoring of recruitment efforts to improve the demographics of the current workforce.
HR will enhance metrics and provide analysis and data related to those metrics and generate and report
metrics related to diversity resources, return on investment, hires, and pipeline data.
HR will continue to elevate its current mission of ensuring a transparent, fair, and equitable recruitment
process. HR collaborates closely with ODI, EPO, and community groups to solidify a pipeline of diverse
and underrepresented pools of qualified applicants. To strengthen talent pipelines, HR will continue to
enhance, maintain, and disseminate resources and training for hiring managers and stakeholders across
the Observatories to enable the development of relationships within these networks.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP): AUI is exploring the implementation of a new ERP program.
The HR department will participate as needed in the selection, development, implementation, and training
of a new ERP as required. This comprises adapting policies, procedures, and practices in the new system.
Scientific Recruitment Process Review and Evaluation: In coordination with the SSR Assistant
Director, HR will continue to evaluate and research the efficacy of the scientific recruitment process. For
decades, the Observatories have utilized a traditional recruitment process that involved search
committees with internal and external members, with mixed results. The recruitment process can take
several months and has not always ended in a positive outcome. HR will continue to review best practices
with similar organizations to evaluate the need for updates and/or improvements.
Update New Hire Experience: In consideration of the changes to workplace practices resulting from
COVID-19 and the shift to remote, HR will review current processes for onboarding new employees to
ensure that HR provides an excellent and consistent experience. HR will review current practices and
fully adapt them to a secure online experience utilizing tools such as Zoom and AstroCloud.
Manager Recruitment Guide and Talent Acquisition Process: The NRAO Hiring Manager
Recruitment Guide is an indispensable resource to help managers partner with HR and conduct a
candidate search for open positions. The goal is to clearly define manager expectations and ensure they
are equipped to take ownership of the talent acquisition process. By conducting an assessment of the
recruitment guide, the recruitment team will be able to identify areas of improvement and align policy
with best practices. Areas to be assessed include, but are not limited to: applicant/candidate evaluation
processes, documentation of interviews, update candidate disposition codes, and clearly defining the talent
acquisition process.
Client Relationship Management (CRM) Platforms: The development of a candidate pipeline is a
recruitment team priority. Using software options such as a client relationship management (CRM)
platform would allow the recruitment team to organize candidate information, build candidate pipelines,
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and communicate effectively to prospective applicants. By improving the branding and communication to
prospective candidates, the recruitment team could increase the number of qualified candidates and
improve the time it takes to fill open positions. A CRM may also allow more targeted recruitment of
specific skill sets and increase the diversity of candidate pools. The recruitment team will implement the
CRM platform in FY2022.

11.5 HR Analytics
HR or “people” analytics reflect the use of people-related data to improve and inform management,
business and HR decisions across the Observatories. HR will utilize analytics as outlined below:







Prioritize and target applicants who are most qualified for a specific position;
Evaluate and monitor Time to Fill vacancies;
Evaluate and monitor employee turnover;
Identify the factors that lead to greater employee satisfaction and productivity;
Discover the underlying reasons for employee attrition and identify high-value employees at risk
of leaving; and
Establish and monitor effective training and career development initiatives.

11.6 Total Rewards Strategy
The Observatories’ Total Rewards Strategy (TRS) combines various elements, including: compensation,
benefits, work-life effectiveness, performance management, recognition, talent development, and career
development opportunities. This serves as the framework for defining the strategic long-range plan in
goals to attract, motivate, engage, and retain employees in service of the Observatories’ mission.
The TRS will evolve as employee demographics continue to change. The next generation of talent will
represent a greater percentage of our workforce as the Baby Boomers ready themselves for retirement.
This shifting demographic requires a strategic and planned approach to re-defining tactics in the coming
years with regard to TRS.
To address the needs of a changing workforce, HR will continue to identify and benchmark peer and
competing organizations and other relevant job markets from which to compete for talent. Additionally,
HR will work to re-design the TRS to attract, retain, and motivate the workforce. Regulatory changes
continue to drive change of plan designs in the compensation and benefits disciplines. HR expects these
changes will continue over the next five years to keep pace with global and generational landscape shifts.
Total Rewards Review: Benefits and Compensation will review the results of the Total Rewards Survey
to identify potential areas of improvement. The Total Rewards Survey was launched in July 2021 and
included questions spanning all aspects of AUI’s current pay and benefits program. An analysis of survey
results will provide an understanding of the Total Rewards program’s effectiveness and a better
understanding of employees’ preferences. These insights will be used to support current offerings, propose
new offerings and make long-term total reward program design decisions to help attract and retain talent
across the Observatories.


Compensation: Compensation methodology and processes are designed to complement the
other elements of the TRS. Key compensation components include performing ongoing pay
analysis, competitive benchmarking, promoting career paths (job families), and maintaining sound
job descriptions. Over the next five years, HR will work to better the link between pay and job
performance. HR will work with managers to ensure they have the right tools to effectively
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discuss compensation and performance, career paths, and professional development. HR will
review and enhance the variable pay plan and performance bonus structure to create objective,
transparent, and motivating incentives at various levels of the Observatories. HR will continue to
provide transparency regarding our methodology and processes of designing and determining
classifications and pay, proactively implementing all regulatory changes and work to anticipate and
adapt to the changing needs of staff and organizational priorities.


Benefits: Over the next five years, it will be critical to continue to analyze benefits offerings and
benchmark against peer organizations to ensure the NRAO offers a highly competitive benefits
package that supports our TRS. Ongoing legislative changes require continuous assessment,
interpretation, planning, and preparation to respond to changes that may impact health care
reform. The increasing cost of health care year-over-year continues to place pressure on the
Observatories for creative approaches in plan delivery to its employees. NRAO HR, in
collaboration with AUI Corporate, will be proactive in articulating a benefits strategy to address
not only health care reform and the increasing cost of health care but also the changing
demographic of the workplace. HR will also take a more integrated and cost-effective approach
to leave management by putting processes and policies in place to more efficiently manage leave.
Additionally, HR will be looking for ways to streamline the benefits administrative processing
through enhancing the self-service portal and other IT solutions to ensure HR is working
efficiently to process and maintain employee benefits. NRAO HR works closely with AUI Benefits
to develop benefits programs to attract, recruit, retain, and reward employees. Benefits and HR
are constantly reviewing and benchmarking available programs for competitiveness and employee
engagement. Additionally, HR assists with benefits enrollment processes to ensure benefits plans
are administered accurately and efficiently.



Performance Management and Recognition: HR aims to maintain a culture where employees
connect with their work and are motivated in achieving high levels of performance. Relationships
between managers and their staff, the organization of our daily work, and effective Observatory-wide
employee relations practices are key to the performance management process. HR is committed to
continuous monitoring of, and offering enhancements to, the performance management processes.
The Observatories continue to utilize the changes to the manager multi-rater process to streamline
the process and focus on development against five core competencies (Technical Management, People
Management, Accountability, Communication, and Diversity & Inclusion). HR will continue to focus
managers on achieving excellence in each of these core competencies. In conjunction with the efforts
of the compensation team to develop variable pay programs, HR will evaluate the current recognition
programs to assess areas of enhancements and improvements.



Talent Development and Career Opportunities: Organizational performance improves
by the increased commitment and discretionary effort of its employees when managers have the
necessary access to the training, coaching, and guidance they need, and a thoughtful, structured
program of engagement opportunities with their staff. HR will continue to drive the succession
planning process by enhancing and expanding those areas which support maintaining a pipeline of
talent. Key activities will support identification of those who obtain or who have the potential to
develop critical skills necessary for the future of the Observatory. HR will work to enhance job
families and communicate to employees what is needed to move through and across job families.
Strategic planning will continue to support management development and training efforts with
key deliverables identified for each year’s Program Operating Plan. The Professional Development
Central Pool has been an excellent resource for Department managers to enhance talent
development and for employees to gain the necessary skill to excel in their roles.
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11.7 NRAO International Staff
HR will continue to work in conjunction with JAO HR and OCA to maintain the successful integration of
ALMA staff in Chile and to enhance the international staff experience. HR will work closely with JAO HR
to ensure that the balance of North Americans working in Chile is improved, as the executive partners
want to ensure that there is a balance of international staff members from each of the Executive areas.
This will be achieved by continuing to coordinate recruitment protocols across the executive areas with
a focus on review and evaluation of applicant pools prior to release of application material to search
committees. Recruiting strategies and cross collaboration among HR team members during the
recruitment process is critical to ensuring thorough and efficient recruitment outcomes.
The unique nature of ALMA places more HR responsibilities on NRAO than any other ALMA Executive.
AUI is the legal employer of all Chilean Local Staff (LSM) working for ALMA. As such, HR oversees LSM
HR policies and procedures and supports the development and training of JAO HR staff in Chile. These
responsibilities are in addition to HR responsibilities for NRAO international staff (ISM) working in Chile.
ISM Medical Request for Proposal: HR and Benefits will continue to evaluate alternative medical plan
options for the ISMs. Currently, there are no retiree medical options available to most ISMs, as they are
not eligible to receive retiree benefits from the Chilean government (or their country of origin) as the
majority have spent their careers working for a U.S.-based employer. HR will submit a Request for
Proposal (RFP) to determine insurance options available to ISMs and if any international carriers offer
benefits post retirement.
ISM Retiree Medical: HR and Benefits will continue to work with a benefits broker to evaluate retiree
medical options for the ISMs. Several ISMs have or will spend the majority of their careers working for a
U.S.-based employer and as a result, they are not eligible to receive retiree benefits from their host
government upon retirement.
The collective bargaining contract between the employees of the Joint ALMA Office and the union will expire
in May 2023. NRAO HR will continue to partner with the OCA and the JAO HR Manager to align and
improve the employee experience in Chile. HR will continue to expand information and resources on the
International Staff (ISM) webpage and communicate this resource to the appropriate stakeholders. HR and
AUI Benefits will work with the Benefits Broker to evaluate retiree medical options for the Chilean ISMs.
HR is strategically poised to continue providing the leadership and partnership necessary to align HR best
practices with the Observatories’ goals and initiatives. HR will continue to monitor, access, and review
policies, practices and programs to ensure efficacy and relevance. HR will also continue to monitor and
access methodologies for attracting and retaining diverse, high caliber talent and commits to personal and
professional development to stay abreast of HR trends, compliance and global issues that impact the workforce.
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12 ADMINISTRATION
Administration encompasses the following NRAO groups: Observatory Business Services (OBS),
Contracts and Procurement (CAP), Computer and Information Services (CIS, See Section 13),
Environmental Safety and Security (ES&S), Management Information Systems (MIS), the Technology
Transfer Office (TTO), and Meeting Planning.

12.1 Observatory Business Services (OBS)
The OBS division provides facilities planning and general business administration for Charlottesville
operations and coordinates the same activities for Observatory-wide requirements. It also is matrixed to
administration for New Mexico Operations. OBS will continue to support these functions in FY2023–
2026.The Business Systems Review and Incurred Cost Audits referenced in the prior LRP are complete;
management cleared all Incurred Cost Audit responses as of the end of FY2021 and have through FY2022
to respond to the Business Systems Review.
Charlottesville Facilities: The Charlottesville facilities activities include managing all operational aspects
of the facilities, lease management, and property owner relations, office assignments, and assuring the
safety, security, and usability of the Headquarters (HQ) site at Edgemont Road and the CDL on Boxwood
Estate Road. Efforts will continue over the remainder of the lease to update the facilities at CDL and to
improve the interior finishes.
With the growth of the NAASC, Data Management Services, and Science Ready Data Products, and the
cessation of ALMA construction, space utilization between the two facilities will continue to be adjusted
and rebalanced over the duration of this plan.
The lease with Ivy Road Properties, LLC, for the CDL on Boxwood Estate Road expires 30 September
2023; the lease with the University of Virginia for the Edgemont Road building expires 31 October 2023.
It has been a long-term consideration to combine the HQ and CDL into one location. Neither lease has
an extension clause, but it is believed that the property owners will consider a lease renewal. Whether
NRAO will continue with the HQ and CDL at their present locations or elsewhere will best be
determined later in this Cooperative Agreement. Therefore, negotiations will be initiated one year prior
to each lease expiration.
Sustainability: NRAO is committed to sustainability efforts to benefit its workplace, the environment,
and the communities in which it operates. Each facility and location provides unique challenges—suburban
industrial, academic campus, and desert. NRAO aims to ensure minimization of its carbon footprint
through viable approaches that combine social, ecological, and economic benefits. At present, the
approach to sustainability varies at each site. Basic efforts are in place at all locations for the recycling of
paper, cardboard, plastic, and batteries.
Efforts at all locations are coordinated through the Observatory’s Assistant Director of Facilities and
Administration. Initiatives to consider during the FY2023–2027 planning cycle include: reducing energy
use in NRAO buildings for motors, compressors, computing, and HVAC, installation of LED lighting where
RFI is not a concern. Research regarding solar power use at the VLA will not continue as the focus will
be on the design and build of the ngVLA. Upgrades will continue to be accomplished with the use of
programmatic or indirect funds, depending upon the activity.
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12.2 Contracts and Procurement (CAP)
CAP procures products and services for NRAO in an efficient manner, utilizing competition to obtain the
best product at the lowest price consistent with the specifications, performance, and delivery schedule.
The goal is for the result of all procurements to provide the best overall value to NRAO. The division has
a procurement manual in place incorporating 2 CFR Part 200 regulations to promote a common
understanding of procurement objectives and to insure uniform interpretation of Cooperative Agreement
requirements, NRAO policies, and other government laws and regulations. These policies provide a basis
for establishing management control, and they set standard procedures for procurement personnel in
placing orders and in developing contracts. The division has procurement staff at each site.
The division also manages the Import/Export compliance program for the Observatory, assuring policies
and procedures are in place and providing training and support to Observatory employees. Related to
this, CAP performs denied party screenings on all entities with whom AUI/NRAO does business (including
vendors, customers, and visitors) for all AUI/NRAO facilities.
The division also establishes and tracks awards from outside funding sources that supplement the main
Cooperative Agreement funding and objectives.
For FY2023–2027, CAP will negotiate extensions for expiring leases for VLBA stations and continue to
increase staffing to accommodate the expanding purchasing needs of the ngVLA project.

12.3 Environmental Safety and Security (ES&S)
The mission of the NRAO ES&S Division is to support NRAO’s long-term commitment to the
environmental protection, safety and security responsibilities of NRAO employees, visitors, contractors,
and casual visitors. The mission of ES&S includes support of NRAO efforts to operate the facilities in an
environmentally conscious manner including environmental reviews for new internal projects, National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) reviews, identification of practices and efforts to protect historically
significant facilities, and support of projects to minimize environmental impacts. The ES&S division provides
safety officer support at each NRAO facility, including permanent staff at Socorro and Green Bank
(through a Service Level Agreement). Safety Officers support remote VLBA sites and Charlottesville CDL
and Edgemont Road locations on an as-needed basis. In addition, as a permanent member of the ALMA
Safety Advisory Group, the ES&S manager provides executive counsel for ALMA Operations safety in
Chile. At the VLA near Socorro, ES&S manages the Emergency Services efforts including the fire brigade,
emergency medical technicians, and rope rescue teams.
Through FY2021, ES&S developed and provided oversight of the COVID-19 response actions across
the Observatory sites. With the increasing visibility of security, ES&S will continue to address the
development of physical security planning efforts through the identification of existing security features
and as needed, the development of enhanced security measures. Through FY2026, the ES&S role is
expected to continue to expand in support of the ngVLA efforts. The ES&S Division is tasked with the
environmental review processes with the NSF, including the National Environmental Policy Act activities
and the Section 106 historic preservation reviews. In addition, ES&S will lead the lease/purchase efforts
for land acquisition once environmental clearances are obtained. ES&S will support the ngVLA design
efforts through review and sign-off for safe facility and antenna design.
In response to the COVID pandemic, ES&S will monitor the governmental guidance on appropriate
protocols and policy adjustments. ES&S will advise and take a lead role in defining, educating, and leading
compliance with the policies and practices to assure a COVID–safe workplace. Until the lifting of inNRAO | Long-Range Plan FY2023–2027
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place government restrictions, ES&S will monitor and approve COVID-safe work-plans, and provide
recommendations for AUI/NRAO/GBO for a consistent program of COVID management activities.

12.4 Management Information Systems (MIS)
The MIS Division provides Observatory-wide business systems support including general ledger, electronic
timekeeping, payroll, human resources, accounts payable, business computers (Windows-based and SQL),
and supportive computer hardware. MIS is also responsible for providing financial reporting via business
systems, user support, and enhancements along with upgrades for business computer systems. MIS utilizes
the Oracle J.D. Edwards (JDE) EnterpriseOne 9.2 product as the NRAO Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) business software.
During this plan, Oracle JDE will be applied with electronic software updates (ESUs), Application releases,
and Tools releases. Hardware will be upgraded, as required, based upon a rotating term life schedule or in
the event of a hardware issue. MIS are involved in projects at the discretion of AUI and NRAO in every
year. The vast majority of MIS projects are priority status with limited short-term schedules.
Implementation and/or expansion of unexploited JDE capabilities will continue to be examined, such as
the JDE Orchestrator. Software and/or MIS staff support for the ngVLA project is of the utmost
importance and priority.
During FY2023–2027, AUI, NRAO, and MIS will continue to explore capabilities of leading 3rd party 'bolton' software solutions in identified areas where JDE requires additional flexibility/improvement and
investigate alternative ERP systems.

12.5 Technology Transfer Office (TTO)
The Technology Transfer Office (TTO) provides Observatory-wide services covering management of
Intellectual Property (IP: patents, copyrights, trademarks), marketing the IP, licensing terms, joint
development agreement terms between industry and NRAO, workshops supporting transfer of tech to
industry, and government patent reporting requirements under the NSF Cooperative Agreements. The
TTO engages in active marketing activities, such as I-Corps and attendance at key annual conferences, not
usually seen at other Federally Funded Research and Development Centers, which rely on passive
marketing. The TTO charge is to promote and support inventorship of NRAO employees, while seeking
ways to commercialize the patented or copyrighted (in the case of software) inventions.
During FY2023–2027, efforts to educate employees on the opportunities to commercialize inventions and
software may be undertaken annually. Should the ngVLA become a funded project, there will be
opportunities to commercialize NRAO technologies to the private sector through direct licensing and
joint development partnerships, such as the RFI shielded enclosures, the Serial ADC system and radio
imaging algorithms and related software.
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13 COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SERVICES
Computing and Information Services (CIS), reporting through the Assistant Director for Facilities and
Administration, oversees the operational computing support needs of the Observatory. This includes
planning, policy, standards (for software, hardware, and system administration), computer security,
allocation of the shared infrastructure budget, web services, staff training, inter-site computing related
travel, procurements, and maintenance contracts for hardware and software. CIS also manages the
telecommunications systems (voice, video, data, and mobile communications) for the Observatory. In
addition, CIS holds the responsibility for upgrading the computing infrastructure for desktops and servers,
as well as printers and the central storage, with associated backup, employed by the staff.
During FY2023–2027, unprecedented staff and infrastructure demands will be met by the close partnership
with DMS and SRDP for provisioning and supporting critical science support services such as Archive,
Shared Computing, next generation networks, and web-based data analysis and delivery services. The
opportunity to partner with national computing research centers and cloud providers is an essential
strategic goal for CIS, given the data and compute intensive nature of new and enhanced observatory
instruments. Close engagement with the ngVLA project in cybersecurity and networking aspects of design,
reviews, and implementation is anticipated. In addition, the strategic shift to support employees working
remote from the main sites will require improved collaboration and communications support.
The following sections outline the activities coordinated by CIS to ensure an optimum computing, storage,
and communications environment is provided to the Observatory.

13.1 Computing Standards and Policy
To provide a uniform structure to carry out the NRAO mission, CIS has the responsibility to develop,
evolve, and enforce standards, policies, procedures, and conventions designed to maximize consistency
between sites and departments, while enabling the diversity and agility needed to support an active
research ecosystem. Policies address appropriate computer use, information security, major software
contracts, computer hardware purchasing, and the ability to outsource key services in an accountable
manner. Standards include supported computer hardware, configurations, and application software suites.
The evolution of web-based applications, Software as a Service, mobile access, and distributed/cloud
computing will require constant vigilance and leadership from CIS in the coming years to inform, and be
informed by, the user community.
CIS supervises the maintenance of all off-the-shelf computer hardware and software Observatory-wide
and maintains alignment through the Common Computing Environment.

13.2 Common Computing Environments (CCE)
CCE is a major facilitator in minimizing, communicating, and leveraging the differences between sitespecific computing environments within the Observatory. Historically, such differences risked unnecessary
incompatibilities, duplication of effort, and the loss of valuable time for staff and user interacting with
divergent systems. It is important to ensure that Observatory-wide cooperation continues to expand from
network, to hardware, operating systems and on up thorough code libraries and applications, as well as
software development tools. Computing environments are never static; new operating systems emerge,
new versions are released, new tools and work habits become prevalent, and emerging technologies are
folded into the existing operations, while others are retired.
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13.3 Networking and Telecommunications
CIS has consolidated many of NRAO’s long-distance phone services under a single contract through the
General Services Administration (GSA) Federal Telecommunication Service in the shift from Networx to
the new Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS) contract, which will be completed within the time
window of this LRP. The scope of this program includes web meetings, audio/video conferencing,
international and domestic toll-free service, smart phones, data circuits, and calling cards issued to eligible
employees. In addition to providing the lowest service rates available, this consolidation has resulted in
easier account management with consequently lower overhead, which must be maintained or improved
under the new contract.
During the LRP timeframe, the archive synchronization from the JAO to the multiple regional centers will
be expanded. Currently observed data is replicated to the NAASC from Santiago in near real-time over a
Gigabit data connection shared with the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO), but with the
advent of SRDP it is expected that more advanced data products will be generated at the NAASC, and these
in turn will increase the network bandwidth needs. Additionally, it is expected that archive research will
increase for ALMA and VLA resulting in a more interactive archive usage profile. To this end, the bandwidth
into the major sites will need to increase beyond the current 10 Gbps to 40 or 100Gbps.
Following the reintegration of the VLBA into NRAO in FY2019, investment has been made in
commissioning fiber optic infrastructure to all 10 sites to allow for real-time interferometry, and evaluation
of site integration into key projects such as ngVLA and VLBI initiatives requiring 10+Gbps per site and
many times that at the Correlator location.
CIS supports ~25 room-based videoconference systems, but with the push to remote/telework, there will
continue to be a shift to desktop/laptop/smart-phone based communications through cloud-based
collaboration services.

13.4 Computing Security
Adopting a solid computer security policy is a prerequisite in securing any enterprise from cyber threats.
Since 1999, the NRAO has had a policy in place that provides a framework to balance the conflicting
requirements of accessibility for the wider community with the continuing need for appropriate security
in an increasingly hostile environment. This policy was augmented in 2009 by well-defined data sensitivity
ratings and all-employee training sessions are given annually to ensure current and relevant awareness of
the evolving cyber-security threat landscape is maintained. In 2018, a six-month engagement with the NSF
funded TrustedCI organization made several actionable recommendations which lead to a refresh of the
Cyber Security Program and Policies in FY2020–2021. This review will be repeated several times
throughout the time period of the LRP to ensure policies remains current and relevant.
All NRAO operational sites are networked together. It is therefore essential that security be maintained
consistently and aggressively; lack of diligence at one site will otherwise compromise security at all sites.
This is achieved through the security policy and operations engagement by a Computing Security
Committee (CSC) composed of representatives chosen from each major observatory activity, including
Management Information Services (MIS) due to their responsibility for NRAO financial systems.
Following engagement with Trusted CI, the NRAO has been implementing the recommendations in their
report and generally improving its cybersecurity stance via the Observatory Risk Register. As part of this
effort, NRAO increased staffing in FY2019, with NRAO's first dedicated cybersecurity professional and
has closely engaged with the NSF funded ResearchSOC to ensure 24x7 coverage of security alerts and
incidents. Specific examples of risk mitigation measures are investment in computer inventory control, as
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well as patch management for systems as well as vulnerability verification. A systematic intrusion detection
system and comprehensive network monitoring will be implemented with active 24x7 monitoring
provided by the ResearchSOC.
The CSC has specified and implemented detailed practices to minimize security exposure. Since the
implementation of these practices, there have been no serious computer security incidents impacting
science operations, as reported to NSF through the quarterly metrics. However, intrusion attempts,
probes, viruses, malware, ransom ware, and similar assaults continue to come from the Internet with a
sustained frequency and with increasing scope and sophistication. The growing risk from increased use of
mobile and wireless equipment is widely acknowledged in the computer industry, and is also being
addressed in the context of the CSC and the security policy to ensure stewardship of sensitive data and
privileged access is not compromised. The next few years will see adoption of a Cyber Security Framework
against which policies and procedures can be measured and risks clearly managed through the Observatory
Risk Register, while staff awareness training will continue to be a priority. This in turn will align with the
newly communicated Cyber Security recommendations published in the latest NSF Major Facilities Guide.
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14 BUDGET
The Budget Department manages, conducts, and develops the Observatory-wide budgeting activities for
NRAO, which includes North American ALMA Operations and coordination with budgeting activities of
the OCA and the JAO in Chile, as well as other AUI radio astronomy programs. The department monitors
cash flow, budget conformance, and develops recommendations for adjustments; defines, manages and
monitors the Internal Common Cost (ICC) pools and recovery, including the annual submissions to NSF;
coordinates detailed financial analysis and research, and any special research and other projects as
required; monitors budget status and ledger reports; and assists project managers and various budgeting
entities in submitting accurate and viable budget proposals. Consistency of sound Observatory practices
and procedures is ensured while adopting best practices applicable to Federally Funded Research and
Development Centers. Budget managers are located at each site.
In addition to normal budget development and maintenance, the department supports the budget planning
and administration of ALMA operations by providing cost reviews of development proposals and
participating in the ALMA Heads of Administration group.
The ICC structure comprises five pools. This structure promotes the equitable distribution of costs across
GBO and the NRAO domestic and international locations and projects. The department will continue to
monitor and adjust the ICC structure to accommodate the evolving mix of services and bases. NRAO’s
Budget Department will monitor the ICC pools and recovery mechanisms that ensure Green Bank
operations receive appropriate services and that cost structures align with those services. Additionally,
the division will assist GBO in the development and administration of cost recovery rates for instrument
and facilities utilization.
During this plan, the department will complete an ngVLA financial model that meets the standards outlined
in the Government Accountability Office Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide in addition to providing
immediate and intermediate term budget planning and monitoring for the development phase of the project.
If approved, the ngVLA support will come from multiple awards, some simultaneous. The division will add
staff and build budget structures to facilitate management and reporting requirements for the project.
In support of ngVLA and the continued growth of the Observatories, the department will collaborate with
AUI in the deployment of information systems providing improved financial management tools and the
feeder systems for Earned Value Management (EVM) processes.
The evolving reporting and regulatory environment at NSF and NRAO’s management organization, AUI,
poses challenges in providing input to and staying up-to-date on continuously changing requirements. NSF
increasingly provides support to NRAO through multiple discrete awards as opposed to a single block
award. This creates complexity in recording expenses and multiplies the volume of reporting obligations.
The division will continue to monitor staffing to assure its ability to respond.
The risk insurance brokers and risk insurance program are the responsibility of this department with input
from the ES&S Manager.
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15 DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
The Director’s Office provides executive management for all aspects of the Observatory, leadership for
scientific research, and community relations. The Director’s Office includes the Director, the Chief Scientist,
the Science Communications Office, the Office of Diversity and Inclusion, and Spectrum Management.

15.1 Chief Scientist
The Observatory Chief Scientist is responsible for extensive scientific documentation and reporting,
Observatory scientific representation in science community venues, leading scientific prioritization within
the annual budget cycle, and serving as a consultant for EPO.

15.2 Science Communications Office
The Science Communications Office (SciCom) within the NRAO Director’s Office is responsible for key
aspects of the effective communication of NRAO science, vision, accomplishments, and plans to the
science community, NRAO/AUI staff, and key external stakeholders, including NRAO advisory
committees and the NSF.
SciCom will continue to collaborate with scientific staff around the Observatory to communicate NRAO
science results and opportunities to astronomers and the broader science community. To better serve
and grow the user community, SciCom will continue to improve, edit, and publish the Observatory’s
electronic newsletter for the science community, NRAO eNews, and occasional electronic
announcements for the science community, NRAO Announcements.
SciCom will collaborate with scientific staff to organize an effective Observatory exhibition and special
events presence at major FY2023–2027 science community meetings, including: the semi-annual (winter
and summer) American Astronomical Society (AAS) meetings; the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS) Annual Meeting; the bi-annual Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers (SPIE) Astronomical Telescopes and Instrumentation conference (even-numbered fiscal years);
the tri-annual International Astronomical Union (IAU) General Assembly (FY2022 and FY2024); and the
tri-annual International Union of Radio Science General Assembly & Scientific Symposium (FY2023 and
FY2026). SciCom and CIS will jointly organize an NRAO exhibition and technical presence at the annual
International Conference for High Performance Computer Networking, Storage, and Analysis, colloquially
known as the SuperComputing (SC) conference.

15.3 Spectrum Management
The NRAO spectrum management effort is the buffer between observers and the wider world of
commercial radio communications. Spectrum management navigates the radio spectrum regulatory regime
to provide interference-free radio astronomy bands and radio-quiet conditions in the vicinity of radio
telescopes. This is increasingly challenging when vast numbers of mobile consumer devices—cell phones,
laptops, automobiles—transmit at frequencies up to 86 GHz and constellations of thousands of low earth
orbit (LEO) satellites are being launched to provide global wireless broadband. Commercial startups
around the globe are launching fleets of dozens of orbiting synthetic aperture radars that will image the
Earth hourly at 9.2–10.4 GHz using power levels that can disable radio astronomy receivers. The
implementation of 5G broadband wireless systems during FY2023–2027 will profoundly affect the
spectrum landscape.
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The intersection of competing uses of the radio spectrum occurs domestically at the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) and internationally at the International Telecommunication Union
Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) in Geneva. Domestic matters are driven by commercial activity and
political pressure, and do not occur in a predictable manner. Matters arise suddenly, demanding prompt
formal, substantive response, most recently when the FCC announced that it would license an air-ground
and air-air mesh network at 70/80/90 GHz using airborne transmitters equivalent to half-megawatt light
sources. The company asking to operate this network said they would protect radio astronomy by keeping
their ground station network hubs away from urban areas.
International activities are more formally structured and scheduled. Representatives from observatories
and their national administrations have gathered in Geneva and elsewhere since 1959 to coordinate radio
astronomy-related activities at ITU-R sessions. With the depth of interests on its staff, its broad range of
operations, and its long engagement history, NRAO has been a stalwart of radio astronomy’s participation
in these sessions since its inception.
The NRAO spectrum management effort has always kept close contact with other U.S. bodies that work
on behalf of spectrum protection for radio astronomy; NSF, the Committee On Radio Frequencies
(CORF) of the NAS, and the Light Pollution, Radio Interference and Space Debris Committee (LPRISD)
of the AAS. The collateral damage being done to Optical–Infrared (O/IR) astronomy when indifferent
radio spectrum regulators are the sole arbiters approving the launch of vast numbers of highly optically
reflective Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites has caused a deeper involvement with LPRISD and IAU
activities. The IAU will present O/IR and radio astronomy’s concerns to the United Nations Office of
Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA) and this is an opportunity to stress the need for access to radio spectrum
beyond the narrow concerns of the conventional spectrum management regime at ITU-R that is limited
to protecting frequency allocations.
The NRAO spectrum manager is the third NRAO staff member to be Chair of the Scientific Committee
on Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space Science (IUCAF), an International Science
Council-chartered body jointly funded by IAU, the International Union of Radio Science (URSI), and the
Committee on Space Research (COSPAR): its website is hosted at NRAO. As such, this Chair is
responsible for organizing the IUCAF budget and affairs and will continue in the role at least until FY2022.
IUCAF holds international spectrum management schools for radio astronomy and helps to arrange
meetings discussing RFI monitoring and mitigation for passive radio science. IUCAF is responsible for
formulating a consensus radio astronomy position regarding items of concern on the agendas of World
Radio Conferences, one of which will occur in 2023.
Learning the rules and intervening in a wide range of spectrum regime requires a degree of attention to
detail that is well-suited to the work of a national observatory, and NRAO will represent its interests and
those of the GBO in national and international forums. Spectrum challenges to radio astronomy
observations are multiplying and becoming more complex. NRAO is deeply committed to continuing its
spectrum management work and looks forward to the opportunity to make the case for the importance
of radio astronomy observations in an ever more-crowded radio spectrum.
During this period, Advanced Spectrum Monitoring Hardware (ASMH) will be produced as the result of
the recently initiated National Radio Dynamic Zone project, and comprehensive environmental spectrum
monitoring will be integrated into the wider spectrum management and RFI mitigation effort at the
observing sites.
Toward the end of the period of this LRP, a succession plan will be implemented to transition to a new
spectrum manager in a role that does not initially include the international activities associated with IUCAF.
A deputy ES Manager was hired in 2021.
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15.4 National Radio Dynamic Zone (NRDZ)
The NSF plays a critical role in managing the allocation and protection of electromagnetic spectrum used
for scientific research in the United States. Responding to recent calls for progress in areas such as
spectrum flexibility and sharing spectrum awareness, and increased spectrum efficiency, NSF has recently
launched a Spectrum Innovation Initiative (SII). This initiative seeks to develop technologies and
opportunities to promote dynamic utilization of the spectrum while enhancing communication innovation
and security.
A key enabling step to realize NSF’s SII ambitions is the establishment of one or more National Radio
Dynamic Zones (NRDZ)—test beds where new technologies and techniques facilitating efficient use of
spectrum can be evaluated on appropriate physical scales in a controlled environment, with streamlined
regulatory approval and experimental support, and without negatively interfering with surrounding local
or regional activities. Experimental testing in NRDZs, building on Federal, private, and joint investments,
can explore new technologies and paradigms in a supportive and managed environment, facilitating rapid
development cycles and future broad deployment of advances achieved in spectrum usability and access
by NRDZ experimenters.
The NRAO is supporting NSF in its goal of establishing one or more NRDZs via four primary activities:
(a) zone concept definition, where the detailed requirements for NRDZ construction and operation will
be documented, including stakeholder identification and consideration of governance models; (b)
development of Advanced Spectrum Metrology Hardware (ASMH) to support NRDZ operation over a
wide range of frequencies and physical scales; (c) testing of the ASMH in the National Radio Quiet Zone
in West Virginia, and in western New Mexico; and (d) development of educational and informational
materials exploring the electromagnetic spectrum, seeking to expose students and the general public to
the challenges faced in managing this precious natural resource in modern life. The NRAO believes these
three elements—concept definition, technology development, and increased education/engagement—are
important enabling steps in the development of a NRDZ.
The development of the ASMH via Supplement funding will have significant intellectual merit: the NRAO
will redefine and standardize RFI monitoring for the radio astronomy community, and (potentially) enable
several commercial applications. The broader impacts and broader participation associated with our
proposed Education and Engagement activities are significant, and will build upon a platform of learning
successfully developed by GBO and NRAO.
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APPENDIX A1: RESOURCE PROJECTIONS
Funding
NSF Guidance Budget CSA‐V
NSF Guidance Budget CSA‐A
NSF Guidance Budget CSA‐L
NSF Award: Antenna Prototype
ngVLA Development Funding
Carry‐Over
Canadian ALMA Contribution
Telescope Time Sales
WFO
Other
Grand Total, Funding

FY22
37,100
50,630
3,430
10,601
13,300
18,840
1,742
4,873
1,330
4,436
146,282

FY23
38,214
51,634
3,430
6,834
22,800
12,060
1,794
5,263
2,270
9,069
153,368

FY24
39,360
53,183
3,430
5,494
22,800
4,244
1,848
5,579
2,338
8,706
146,982

FY25
40,541
54,778
3,430
‐
14,400
2,080
1,904
5,913
2,408
4,847
130,301

FY26
41,757
56,422
3,430
‐

FY27
43,010
58,114
4,116
‐

583
1,961
6,268
2,480
5,193
118,093

712
2,019
6,644
2,555
5,349
122,520

Figure A1 - Resource projections in Then-year $.
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APPENDIX A2: RESOURCE PROJECTIONS – WBS
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
1000‐Telescope Operations
1100‐Maintenance
1200‐Operations
1300‐Spectrum Management
1400‐Infrastructure Mods & Upgrades
1500‐Management
2000‐Development Programs
2100 ‐ Business Development
2200 ‐ Technology Development
2300 ‐ R&D Support
2400 ‐ Software Development
2500 ‐ Management
2600 ‐ NRDZ
3000‐Science Operations
3100‐General Science Support & TAC
3200‐Reference
3300‐Broader Impacts
3400‐Scientific Staff
3500‐Management
3600‐Scientific User Services
3700‐Science Software
3800‐Scientific Information Services
4000‐Administrative Services
4100‐Business Services
4200‐Facilities
4300‐Auxiliaries
4500‐Management
4600 Compensation Reserve
4800‐NRAO ICC
5000‐Director's Office
5100‐Program Mgmt
5200‐Public Outreach
5300‐Communications
5500‐Administration
5800‐AUI Fee and IDC
6000‐Education & Public Outreach
6100‐News and Media Releases
6200‐STEAM Education
6400‐Visitor Center Operations
6500‐EPO Management
Grand Total, Expenses
Designated Carry Over

41,264
11,534
23,776
115
2,873
2,966
37,909
1,261
33,092
1,264
62
316
1,914
20,514
1,462
642
2,506
1,357
2,823
4,744
6,074
906
23,162
10,316
9,357
‐
1,366
2,123
‐
9,691
1,248
2
519
1,074
6,848
1,682
1,014
367
50
251
134,222
12,060

39,629
11,880
23,776
118
800
3,055
54,073
1,299
51,083
1,302
64
325

41,444
12,736
24,489
122
950
3,147
45,389
1,338
42,309
1,341
66
335

19,850
1,506
661
1,858
1,398
2,851
4,386
6,256
933
23,857
10,625
9,638
‐
1,407
2,187
‐
9,982
1,285
2
535
1,106
7,053
1,732
1,044
378
52
259
149,124
4,244

21,430
1,551
681
1,914
1,440
2,937
4,903
7,044
961
24,573
10,944
9,927
‐
1,449
2,252
‐
10,281
1,324
2
551
1,139
7,265
1,784
1,076
389
53
266
144,902
2,080

41,419
13,119
23,984
126
950
3,241
27,617
1,378
24,445
1,381
68
345
‐
22,945
1,598
702
1,858
1,483
3,025
5,435
7,855
990
25,310
11,273
10,225
‐
1,493
2,320
‐
10,590
1,364
2
567
1,174
7,483
1,838
1,108
401
55
274
129,719
583

42,483
13,512
24,704
129
800
3,338
12,450
1,419
9,183
1,423
70
356
‐
23,578
1,645
723
1,858
1,527
3,116
5,598
8,091
1,020
26,069
11,611
10,531
‐
1,537
2,389
‐
10,907
1,405
2
584
1,209
7,707
1,893
1,141
413
56
283
117,381
712

43,756
13,915
25,445
133
824
3,438
13,459
1,462
10,093
1,465
72
366
‐
25,270
1,695
744
1,914
1,573
3,209
6,151
8,934
1,050
26,851
11,959
10,847
‐
1,584
2,461
‐
11,235
1,447
2
602
1,245
7,939
1,950
1,176
425
58
291
122,520
(0)

Figure A2 - Resource projections in Then-year $.
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APPENDIX B: MAJOR MILESTONES
Locator
3

Department/Division

Initiative

2022

4.1

2025

2026

2027

X

X

X

X

X

Developing ALMA Capabilities
Full Polarization with 12m and 7m Arrays

X

X

X

X

Maintenance and technical support

X

X

X

X

X

X

Calls for Study Proposals

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ALMA Development
X

Notices of Project Awards
4

2024

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
Full ALMA Operations will be achieved no later than Cycle 9

3.2

2023

Call for Project Proposals

X

Antenna Infrastructure Renewal (ACU, drive motor replacement)

X

X
X

New Mexico Operations
Very Large Array
Operations

Replacement of E, W, N array arm switches

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Complete

VLA antenna azimuth bearing replacement

X

Install automatic grease distributors on antennas

Complete

Control Building roof repair ***

X

Tube exchanger for the Control Building cooling tower replacement*

X

Spare compressors for the site HVAC systems ***

Complete

Heavy vehicle replacement

X

X

X

X

X

Replace 5000 VLA cross ties

X

X

X

X

X

X

Replace five VLA intersections

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Conduct ultrasonic track inspection

Complete

Rust removal and paint for VLA antennas

X

VLA Passenger Bus Repair upgrade facility

Descoped
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Locator
4.1.3

Department/Division

Initiative

2022

2024

2027

X

X

X

X

X

X

Replace one site maser

Complete

Correlator refresh

Technical Upgrades

4.3

2026

Very Long Baseline Array
Operations

4.2.3

2025

VLA Development
Handover regular operations of Realfast to NRAO

4.2

2023

Replace site generator at a VLBA site

Complete

Deploy new weather stations to sites

X

X

Replace UPSs at all VLBA sites

X

X

Install new L404 Synthesizer

X

Establishing financial partnerships

X

VLBA Development

ngVLA Development
Operations

Subsystem CoDRs complete

Complete

System CoDR complete
Submit ngVLA proposal for MREFC candidacy

Complete
Complete

Subsystem PDRs complete

X

Subsystem prototypes complete

X

System PDR complete

X

Complete subsystem FDRs

X

Complete system FDR

X

Start construction
5

Central Development Laboratory
Continued study of Quantum-Limited Very-Wideband 4-Kelvin RF and IF
Amplifiers (ALMA Strategic Study Report)
Electromagnetic components and optics
Integrated receiver development (SADC2 for ngVLA)

X
X
X
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Locator

6

Department/Division

Initiative

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Hiring, backfill, lab staff

X

X

X

X

X

X

Mentoring, Coop students, post doctoral positions

X

X

X

X

X

X

UVML cooperation

X

X

X

X

X

X

CLNA MMIC investigation/new designs

X

Custom/commercial solutions for LO timing for ngVLA

X
X

X

Science Support and Research
SRDP: TTA Tools
SRDP: SRAO

New Proposals Tool Development

X

VLA Calibration Pipeline
VLA Imaging Pipeline

X
X

Multi-Configuration Imaging
SRDP: VLASS

X
X

Time Critical Product Production

X

Epoch 2.2 Observing and Quicklook

X

Epcoh 3.1 Observing and Quicklook Product Production

X
X

Epoch 3.2 Observing and Quicklook Product Production

Library
7

X

X

Single Epoch Continuum Product Production

X

X

X

X

Single Epoch Coarse Cube Production

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cumulative Image Production
SUS

X

Web-based Documentation and Training Material Development

X

NRAOPapers replacement

Data Management and Software
CASA refurbishment

X

X

X

X

X

X

Provide integrated systems for External Data Processing

X

X

X

X

X

X

Enhance curated observing capability

X

X

X

X

X

X

Overhaul the PST and OPT for the VLA

X

X

X

X

X

X

High Time Resolution Facility

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Agile Triggered Observing
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Locator

Department/Division

8

Program Management

9

Initiative

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Training opportunities

X

X

X

X

X

X

Process Maturity Assessment Complete

X

X

X

X

X

X

STEAM Education

X

X

X

X

X

X

VLA Visitor Center

X

X

X

X

X

X

Multimedia

X

X

X

X

X

X

News/Media Engagement

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Education and Public Outreach

Research experiences
10

11

12

Office of Diversity and Inclusion
D&I/Cultural Awareness Training & Education

X

X

X

X

X

X

NAC Program

X

X

X

X

X

X

Annual NAC conference

X

X

X

X

X

X

Summer Programs (NAC, NINE, Chile REU, and VA-NC Alliance)

X

X

X

X

X

X

RADIAL Partnership Development

X

X

X

X

X

X

NSBP & SACNAS Annual Meetings

X

X

X

X

X

X

AAS Winter Meeting

X

X

X

X

X

X

Broader Impacts Activities

X

X

X

X

X

X

Compensation and benefits

X

X

X

X

X

X

Workforce Management

X

X

X

X

X

X

Observatory Leadership Cohort

X

X

X

X

X

X

Analytics

X

X

X

X

X

X

Edgemont Road (Headquarters) lease negotiation and renewal

X

X

CDL lease negotiation and renewal

X

Human Resources

Administration
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Locator

Department/Division

Initiative
Technology Transfer

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hancock VLBA site lease renewal

X

St. Croix VLBA site lease renewal
12.1

13

X

Management Information Systems (MIS)
Electronic Software Updates (ESU's), Application, and/or Tools Releases

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hardware upgraded - Rotating Term life schedule or issue related

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Computing and Information Services
VLBA network fiber upgrades
Archive synchronization from the SCO to the multiple regional centers

X

Cyber Security Program enhancement and framework adoption
14

Budget
Next Generation VLA financial model development
ALMA Budgets prepared and managed in Chilean Pesos (v. US Dollar)

15
15.2

15.3

X

X

X

X

Director's Office
Science Communications
Observatory presence at major scientific meetings and conferences

X

X

X

X

X

X

Design and publish an NRAO Annual Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

Direct management of radio frequency environment at sites

X

X

X

X

X

X

Represent NRAO and GBO at international conventions

X

X

X

X

X

X

Monitor spectrum use

X

X

X

X

X

X

Spectrum Management
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APPENDIX D: ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Acronym

Definition

AAAS

American Association for the Advancement of Science

AAS

American Astronomical Society

AAT

Archive Access Tool

AATF

African American Teaching Fellows

ACU

Antenna Control Units

AD

Assistant Director

ADC

Analog-to-Digital Converter

ADS

Astrophysical Data System

ADMIN

Administration Department

ADMIT

ALMA Data Mining Toolkit

AFRL

Air Force Research Laboratory

AGB

Asymptotic Giant Branch

AGN

Active Galactic Nucleus, or Active Galactic Nuclei

ALMA

Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array

ALMAGAL

ALMA Evolutionary study of High Mass Protocluster Formation in the Galaxy

ALPINE
AoD

ALMA Large Program to Investigate CII at Early Times
Astronomer on Duty

ANASAC

ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee

ARC

ALMA Regional Center

ARDG

Algorithm Research and Development Group

ARO

Arizona Radio Observatory

ASA

ALMA Science Archives

ASIAA

Academia Sinica Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics

ASKAP

Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder

ASAC

ALMA Science Advisory Committee

ASIC

Application Specific Integrated Circuit

ASMH

Advanced Spectrum Monitoring Hardware

ASPECS

ALMA Spectroscopic Survey in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field

AST

NSF Division of Astronomical Sciences

ATI

Advanced Technologies and Instrumentation

ATOMIUM
AU

ALMA Tracing the Origins of Molecular In dUst-forming oxygen-rich M-type stars
Astronomical Units

AUI

Associated Universities, Incorporated

AWS

Amazon Web Services

BEAM-ME

Blazars Entering the Astrophysical Multi-Messenger Era

BIPOC

Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
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Acronym

Definition

CA

Cooperative Agreement

CAP

Contracts and Procurement

CARTA
CASA

Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy
Common Astronomy Software Applications

CASPER

Center for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics

CCC

Correlator Control Card

CCE

Common Computing Environments

CDL

Central Development Laboratory

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

CHILES

Cosmos HI Large Extragalactic Survey

CHIME

Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment

CHOP

Cryogenic HEMT Optimization Program

CHTC

Center for High Throughput Computing

CIRADA

Canadian Initiative for Radio Astronomy Data Analysis

CIS

Computing and Information Services

cm

centimeter

CNC

Computer Numerical Control

CO

COSPAR

Carbon Monoxide
Commensal Open-Source Multimode Interferometer Cluster Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence
Committee on Space Research

CPM

Computing Planning Meeting

CRADA

Cooperative Research and Development Agreement

CS

Contact Scientist

CSA

Cooperative Support Agreement

CSC

Computing Security Committee

CTP

Cosmic Twilight Polarimeter

CUP

Correlator Upgrade Project

CY

Calendar Year

D&I

Diversity and Inclusion

DAPPER

Dark Ages Polarimeter Pathfinder

DBE

Digital Back End

DDT

Director's Discretionary Time

DESI

Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

DMS

Data Management and Software

DO

Director's Office

DOMT

Digital Orthomode Transducer

DPR

Distributed Peer Review

COSMIC SETI
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Acronym

Definition

DSHARP

Disk Substructures at High Angular Resolution Project

DSOC

Domenici Science Operations Center

DSP

Digital Signal Processing

EBG

Electromagnetic Band Gap

EDG

Employee Diversity Group

EDP

Enhanced Data Product

EEO

Equal Employment Opportunity

EHT

Event Horizon Telescope

eLWA

Expanded Long Wavelength Array

EMU

Evolutionary Map of the Universe

EOC

Extension and Optimization of Capabilities

EPO

Education and Public Outreach

eROSITA

extended Roentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array

ER

Edgemont Road

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

ES&S

Environmental Safety and Security

ESO

European Southern Observatory

ETK

Electronic Time Keeping

ETP

Energetic Transients and Pulsars

EVM

Earned Value Management

EVLA

Expanded Very Large Array

F2F

Face-two-face

FAUST
FCC

The Fifty AU Study of the chemistry in the disk/envelope of Solar-like protostars
Federal Communications Commission

FE

Front End

FET
FFRDC

Field Effect Transistors
Federally Funded Research and Development Center

FLAG

Focal-plane L-band Array

FPGA

Field-programmable Gate Array

FRB

Fast Radio Burst

FTEs

Full Time Employees

FY

Fiscal Year (October 1 through September 30)

GAO

Government Accountability Office

GBO

Green Bank Observatory

GBT

Green Bank Telescope

GHz

Gigahertz

GLONASS

Globalnaya Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema
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Acronym

Definition

GLOSTAR

Global view on Star formation in the Milky Way

GMVA

Global 3mm VLBI Array

GNSS

Global Navigation

GO

General Observing

GOALS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GOST

General Observing Setup Tool

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

GRB

Gamma-ray bursts

GSA

General Services Administration

GW

Gravitational Wave

GWT

Gravitational Waves and Transients

HAPS

High Altitude Platform Systems

HBCU

Historically Black Colleges and Universities

HEMT

High Electron Mobility Transistor

HERA

Hydrogen Epic of Reionization Array

HI

Neutral Hydrogen

HPC

High Performance Computing

HQ

Headquarters

HR

Human Resources

HRIS

Human Resources Information System

HSA

High Sensitivity Array

HSI

Hispanic Serving Institution

HST

Hubble Space Telescope

HVAC

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning

IAU

International Astronomical Union

ICC

Internal Common Cost

ICRF

International Celestial Reference Frame

ICSU

International Council for Science

IDIA

South African Inter-University Institute for Data Intensive Astronomy

IET

Integrated Engineering Team

IF

Intermediate Frequency

InP

Indium Phosphide

IP

Intellectual Property

IPAC

Infrared Processing and Analysis Center

IR

Infrared

IRD

Integrated Receiver Development

ISM

Interstellar Medium
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Acronym

Definition

ISM

International Staff Member

ISOpT

Integrated Science Operations Team

IT

Information Technology

ITU-R

International Telecommunications Union - Radiocommunications

IUCAF

International Scientific Committee on Frequency Allocations

JAGUAR
JAO

JAdes extraGalactic Ultradeep Artificial Realizations
Joint ALMA Observatory

JDE

J.D. Edwards

JPL

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

JWST

James Webb Space Telescope

KASI
kpc

Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute
kilo-parsec

LBO

Long Baseline Observatory

LEO

Low Earth Orbit

LGBTQIA

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Intersex, and Asexual people

LIGO

Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory

LNA

Low Noise Amplifier

LO

Local Oscillator

LPRISD
LRP

Light Pollution, Radio Interference and Space Debris Committee (AAS)
Long Range Plan

LRU

Line Replaceable Unit

LSAMP

Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation

LSM

(Chilean) Local Staff Members

LSST

Vera C. Rubin Telescope Legacy Survey of Space and Time

LSST

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope

LTTC

Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramics

LWA

Long Wavelength Array

m

meter

mas

milliarcseconds

MHz

Megahertz

MIS

Management Information Services

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

mm

millimeter

MMIC

Monolithic Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit

MoA

Memorandum of Agreement

MOJAVE

Monitoring of Jets in Active Galactic Nuclei with VLBA Experiments
Memorandum of Understanding

MOU
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Acronym

Definition

Mpc

Megaparsec

MREFC

Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction

MS

Measurement Sets

MSI

Minority Serving Institutions

MSIP

Mid-Scale Innovation Program

Myr

Mega-years

mJy

micro-Jansky

NA

North American

NA ARC

North American ALMA Regional Center

NAASC

North American ALMA Science Center

NAC

National Astronomy Consortium

NAOJ

National Astronomical Observatory of Japan

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Nb

Niobium

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

ngVLA

Next Generation VLA

NICRA

Negotiated Indirect Cost Rate Agreement

NINE

National and International Non-traditional Exchange Program

NINS

National Institutes of Natural Sciences

NOAO

National Optical Astronomy Observatory

NRAO

National Radio Astronomy Observatory

NRC

National Research Council of Canada

NRDZ

National Radio Dynamic Zone

NRL

Naval Research Laboratory

NSBP

National Society of Black Physicists

NSF

National Science Foundation

NVSS

NRAO VLA Sky Survey

NWNH

New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics

OBS

Observatory Business Services

OCA

Office of Chilean Affairs

ODI

Office of Diversity & Inclusion

OLC

Observatory's Leadership Cohort

OLPA

Office of Legislative and Public Affairs

OMT

Orthomode Transducers

OPT

Observation Preparation Tool

OSF

Operations Support Facility (ALMA)

OSHA

Occupational Safety and Health Administration
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Acronym

Definition

OT

Observing Tool

OTFM

On-The-Fly Mosaicing

P2G

Phase 2 Group

PAA

Parque Astronomico Atacama

PAF

Phased Array Feed

PB

Petabyte

pc

parsec

PCO

Pulsars and Compact Objects

PDR

Preliminary Design Review

PEP

Performance Evaluation Process

PFI

Partnership for Innovation

PFS

Prime Focus Spectrograph

PFT

Proposal Finder Tool

PHANGS
PHT

Physics at High Angular Resolution in Nearby Galaxies
Proposal Handling Tool

PI

Principal Investigator

PING

Physicists Inspiring the Next Generation

PM

Project Management

PMD

Program Management Department

POP

Program Operating Plan

PPI

Pipeline Processing Interface

PSRFITS
PST

Pulsar FITS
Proposal Submission Tool

Q

Quarter

QA

Quality Assurance

R&D

Research & Development

RACS

Rapid Extragalactic Continuum Survey

RADIAL

Radio Astronomy Data Imaging and Analysis Laboratories

RAP-NM

Radio Astronomy Path to University Physics

RDBE

ROACH Digital Back End

REBELS

Reionization Era Bright Emission Line Survey

RET

Research Experience for Teachers

REU

Research Experiences for Undergraduates

RF

Radio Frequency

RFI

Radio-Frequency Interference

RMS

Radio, Millimeter, and Submillimeter

ROACH

Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hardware
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Acronym

Definition

RSG

Red Super Giant

RSRO

Resident Shared Risk Observing

SACNAS

Society for Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science

SADC

Serial Analog to Digital Converter

SB

Scheduling Block

SC

SuperComputing

SCR

Silicon Controlled Rectifiers

SE

Systems Engineering

SED

Space Electronics Division

SEDLE

Socorro Electronics Division's Laboratory Experience for Undergraduates

SEFD

System Equivalent Flux Density

SHOES

Supernovae HO for the Equation of State of Dark Energy

SIS

Superconductor–Insulator–Superconductor

SKA

Square Kilometre Array

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SMBH

Supermassive Black Hole

SMP

Symmetric Multiprocessing

SOP

Standard Operating Procedures

SOS

Student Observing Support

SPHEREx

Spectro-Photometer for the History of the Universe, Epoch of Reionization and Ices Explorer

SPIE

Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers

SRDP

Science Ready Data Products

SRO

Shared Risk Observing

SRP

Science Review Panels

SSA

Space Situational Awareness

SSR

Science Support and Research

STEAM

STEM + Arts

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

STScI

Space Telescope Science Institute

submm

submillimeter

SUS

Science User Support

TAC

Time Allocation Committee

TDE

Tidal Disruption Event

THz

Terahertz

TKIP

Traveling wave Kinetic Inductance Parametric

TRS

Total Rewards Strategy

TTA

Telescope Time Allocation
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Acronym

Definition

TTO

Technology Transfer Office

UNM

University of New Mexico

UNOOSA
UPS

United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs
Uninterruptible Power Supply

URM

Under-Represented Minority

URSI

International Union of Radio Science

U.S.

United States

USNO

United States Naval Observatory

UVA

University of Virginia

UVML

University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory

VBER

VLBA Back End Retrofit

VCSS

VLASS Commensal Sky Survey

VERTICO
VLA

Virgo Environment Traced in CO
Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array

VLASS

Very Large Array Sky Survey

VLBA

Very Long Baseline Array

VLBI

Very Long Baseline Interferometry

VLITE

VLA Low Band Ionospheric and Transient Experiment

VNDA

VLBA New Digital Architecture

WFM

Workforce Management

WFO

Work For Others

WIDAR

Wideband Interferometric Digital ARchitecture

WISE

Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer

WMP

Workforce Management Plan

XSEDE

Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment

z

Redshift
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